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Joshua Eckblad (Blois, France 1974) is a part-time, tenured faculty member of the 
Tilburg School of Economics and Management (TiSEM) at Tilburg University in the 
Netherlands. He graduated summa cum laude and received his bachelor’s degree 
in economic history from NC State University in the US in 2001. He then worked 
as an Internet startup entrepreneur in Madrid, London and Paris for 15 years and 
co-founded six startups (three of which were subsequently acquired) that leveraged 
machine learning to facilitate team collaboration. His role was geared towards 
product design, and often involved ethnographic approaches to observe business 
processes in large organizations across Europe and the US. He also worked in 
management consulting specializing in digital innovation and served as the director 
of innovation at a boutique consultancy in Paris, before moving into academia. 
He received a research master’s degree in organization and strategy from Tilburg 
University in 2016. This dissertation was written between September 2016 and May 
2022 as part of his Ph.D. research with the Department of Management at Tilburg 
University.

This dissertation takes the corporate perspective, and seeks to understand 
inconsistencies in decision making enacted by corporate venture capital (CVC) 
investment units. CVC units are often portrayed as rational instruments deployed 
to obtain corporate innovation and to achieve renewal goals, by gaining privileged 
access to external startups’ knowledge resources. However, the dissertation proposes 
a behavioral framework, based on the attention-based view, that demonstrates how 
the selective attention of CVC units subsequently affects the availability of particular 
organizational moves. This implies that certain issues and answers are (deliberately 
or non-deliberately) attended to, while others are ignored. Patterns of selective 
attention in conjunction with sequential decision-making processes signify that 
future decisions or organizational moves are highly dependent on the attentional 
structures of prior decisions. The first study of the dissertation explains why the 
observed variance in a CVC unit’s selective focus of attention (measured as variance 
in evaluation durations) results from the unit’s interpretation of a corporate firm’s 
renewal goals. The second study explains how a CVC unit’s investment behavior 
can slow down (measured as the number of investments), no matter how many 
prospective external opportunities are scouted through syndication networks. 
Finally, the third study explains how CVC units differ in their abilities to transfer 
and integrate external knowledge embedded in their CVC portfolios. Altogether, 
the dissertation highlights behavioral characteristics of corporate innovation, and 
in particular, how CVC units’ selective focus of attention is conditioned by social 
and emergent factors that in turn shape the particular set of opportunities that a 
corporate firm can use in pursuit of innovation and strategic renewal.
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ĿāĿðāũŭ ƒĞŋ Žŭāù ŶĞāĢũ ťāũŭŋłÖķ ŶĢĿā Ŷŋ ũāƑĢāƒ ĿƘ ĿÖłŽŭóũĢťŶ̀ ŶĞā ùāťÖũŶĿāłŶ

ĞāÖùŭ ƒĞŋ ĿÖùā āƑāũƘ óŋłŭĢùāũāù āƦŋũŶ Ŷŋ Ʃłù ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķķƘ̖ŶÖĢķŋũāù ŭŋķŽŶĢŋłŭ̀ ŋũ ŶĞā

ùŋơāłŭ ŋĕ ŋŽŶŭĢùā ŭóĞŋķÖũŭ ƒĞŋ ÖŶŶāłùāù ťũāŭāłŶÖŶĢŋłŭ Öłù̌ŋũ ťũŋƑĢùāù óũĢŶĢóÖķ

ĕāāùðÖóĴ ̔ ĢŶ Öùùŭ Žť Ŷŋ Öł ŽłĢĿÖėĢłÖðķā óŋķķāóŶĢƑā ĢłƑāŭŶĿāłŶ ŋĕ ŶĢĿā Öłù āƦŋũŶ̀ ĕŋũ

ƒĞĢóĞ R ÖĿ ÖťťũāóĢÖŶĢƑā Öłù ėũÖŶāĕŽķ̆ �óĴłŋƒķāùėāĿāłŶ ėŋāŭ Ŷŋ FÖũƘ 'ŽŭĞłĢŶŭĴƘ̀

'ÖłĢāķ bÖĞłāĿÖł̀ `ÖĿāŭ mÖũóĞ̀ ÂĢķķĢÖĿ zóÖŭĢŋ Öłù NāũðāũŶ �ĢĿŋł̀ Ģł ÖùùĢŶĢŋł Ŷŋ ŭŋ

ĿÖłƘ ŋŶĞāũ ŭóĞŋķÖũŭ ƒĞŋĿ R łāƑāũ ĞÖù ŶĞā óĞÖłóā Ŷŋ ĿāāŶ Ģł ťāũŭŋł̀ ĕŋũ ťũŋƑĢùĢłė ŶĞā

ĢłŶāķķāóŶŽÖķ�ĕŋŽłùÖŶĢŋłŭ�ŋł�ƒĞĢóĞ�ĿƘ�ùĢŭŭāũŶÖŶĢŋł�ĞŽĿðķƘ�ũāŭŶŭ̆

¦Ğā ðÖóĴĢłė Öłù āłóŋŽũÖėāĿāłŶ ŋĕ ŭŋ ĿÖłƘ óŋķķāÖėŽāŭ ÖŶ ŶĞā ¦ĢķðŽũė �óĞŋŋķ ŋĕ

1óŋłŋĿĢóŭ Öłù mÖłÖėāĿāłŶ ̒¦Ģ�1m̓ ĞÖŭ ðāāł ũāĿÖũĴÖðķā̀ ƒĞĢóĞ Ğāķťāù Ŷŋ ŭŋĕŶāł ĿƘ

óŋĿťķĢóÖŶāù ŶũÖłŭĢŶĢŋł ĕũŋĿ āłŶũāťũāłāŽũŭĞĢť Ŷŋ ÖóÖùāĿĢÖ̆ R ũāóŋėłĢơā ťÖũÖķķāķŭ

ðāŶƒāāł ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķ ÖóÖùāĿĢóŭ Öłù āłŶũāťũāłāŽũŭ̆ �ĢĿĢķÖũ Ŷŋ āłŶũāťũāłāŽũŭ̀ ÖóÖùāĿĢóŭ

Öũā ĢłùāťāłùāłŶ Ĵłŋƒķāùėā ƒŋũĴāũŭ ƒĞŋ ƒŋũĴ ŋł Ö ŭāũĢāŭ ŋĕ ŭāķĕ̖ŭāķāóŶāù ̝ťũŋðķāĿŭ̞

ƒĢŶĞ ťÖŭŭĢŋł Öłù ťāũŭĢŭŶāłóā̆ �ĢĿĢķÖũ Ŷŋ āłŶũāťũāłāŽũŭ̀ āÖóĞ ƘŋŽłė ÖóÖùāĿĢó Žŭāŭ Ğāũ

ŋũ ĞĢŭ ŋƒł ŽłĢŨŽā ƑĢāƒ ŋĕ ŶĞā ƒŋũķù Ŷŋ ùāƑāķŋť Ö ťŋũŶĕŋķĢŋ ŋĕ ũāŭāÖũóĞ ƒŋũĴ ŶĞÖŶ

óŋĿťāŶāŭ ĕŋũ ũāŭŋŽũóāŭ̀ ÖŶŶāłŶĢŋł̀ Öłù ťũŋĕāŭŭĢŋłÖķ ėũŋƒŶĞ̆ � ũāķÖŶĢƑāķƘ ŭĿÖķķ łŽĿðāũ

ŋĕ ÖóÖùāĿĢóŭ ŭŽóóāŭŭĕŽķķƘ ĿÖłÖėā Ŷŋ ÖķŶāũ ŋŶĞāũŭ̡ ťāũóāťŶĢŋłŭ Ģł ũāķÖŶĢŋł Ŷŋ Ö ťÖũŶĢóŽķÖũ

Ʃāķù̆ �ĢĿĢķÖũ Ŷŋ āłŶũāťũāłāŽũŭ̀ ĿŋŭŶ ƘŋŽłė ÖóÖùāĿĢóŭ ùŋ łŋŶ ĿÖĴā ĢŶ̀ ùāŭťĢŶā ŶĞāĢũ

ĢłŶāķķĢėāłóā̀ óũāÖŶĢƑĢŶƘ Öłù ĞÖũù ƒŋũĴ̆ Dŋũ ĿÖłƘ ŭóĞŋķÖũŭ̀ ũāŭāÖũóĞ ŽłĢƑāũŭĢŶĢāŭ Öũā ķĢĴā

ťũŋĕāŭŭĢŋłÖķ ŭāũƑĢóā ŋũėÖłĢơÖŶĢŋłŭ ŭŽóĞ Öŭ ĿÖłÖėāĿāłŶ óŋłŭŽķŶÖłóĢāŭ̀ Ģł ƒĞĢóĞ ũŋķāŭ

Öũā ŋĕŶāł ŶāĿťŋũÖũƘ Öłù ŭĞŋũŶ̖ķĢƑāù̆ R ĞÖƑā ĞÖù ŶĞā ťũĢƑĢķāėā ŋĕ ðāĢłė ÖŶ ¦Ģ�1m ķŋłė

āłŋŽėĞ Ŷŋ ƒĢŶłāŭŭ ŶĞā óŋłŭĢùāũÖðķā ƪŋƒ ŋĕ āƗóāťŶĢŋłÖķķƘ̖ŶÖķāłŶāù Öłù óŋĿĿĢŶŶāù

ÖóÖùāĿĢó ťũŋĕāŭŭĢŋłÖķŭ̆ ¦Ğāũā Öũā ŭŋ ĿÖłƘ ťāŋťķā R ƒŋŽķù ķĢĴā Ŷŋ ŶĞÖłĴ ĕŋũ ŭĞÖũĢłė

ŶĞāĢũ ƑĢāƒŭ ŋĕ ŶĞā ƒŋũķù̀ Öłù ĕŋũ ŭĞÖũĢłė ŶĞāĢũ ťũāóĢŋŽŭ ŶĢĿā ƒĢŶĞ Ŀā̆ �Ŀŋłė ŶĞŋŭā̀ R

ƒĢķķ�ĿāłŶĢŋł�ıŽŭŶ�Ö�ĕāƒ�ðƘ�łÖĿā̆�¦Ğā�ķĢŭŶ�Ģŭ łŋŶ āƗĞÖŽŭŶĢƑā ðƘ�ÖłƘ�ĿāÖłŭ̆

¦Öķ �ĢĿŋłŭ ĴĢłùķƘ ĢłƑĢŶāù Ŀā Ŷŋ ıŋĢł ¦Ģ�1m̡ŭ ũāŭāÖũóĞ ĿÖŭŶāũ ťũŋėũÖĿ Öłù

ƒāķóŋĿāù Ŀā ĢłŶŋ ¦ĢķðŽũė łĢƑāũŭĢŶƘ̆ ¦Öķ ÖťťũŋÖóĞāù Ŀā Ŷŋ óŋ̖óũāÖŶā Ö łāƒ óŋŽũŭā ŋł

óũāÖŶĢƑā āłŶũāťũāłāŽũŭĞĢť̀ Öłù ƒā ŭāŶ ŋŽŶ Ŷŋ ùāŭĢėł Öłù ŋũėÖłĢơā Öł ÖĿðĢŶĢŋŽŭ̀

ĢłłŋƑÖŶĢƑā óŋŽũŭā Öłù ŶāÖĿ ĞÖóĴÖŶĞŋł ĕŋũ ŋŽũ ŭŶŽùāłŶŭ āÖóĞ ƘāÖũ ŶĞÖŶ āÖũłāù Žŭ

¦Ģ�1m̡ŭ ŶāÖóĞĢłė ĢłłŋƑÖŶĢŋł ÖƒÖũù̆ ¦Öķ ƒÖŭ Öł ÖũùāłŶ óĞÖĿťĢŋł Öłù ĢłŭŶũŽĿāłŶÖķ Ģł

ŭŽťťŋũŶĢłė�ĿƘ�āłŶũƘ�ĢłŶŋ�ŶĞā��Ğ'�ũāŭāÖũóĞ�ťũŋėũÖĿ̆

ĢĢ
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1ķāłÖ FŋķŋƑĴŋ āłóŋŽũÖėāù Ŀā Ŷŋ ƒũĢŶā Öłù ŶĞŋŽėĞŶĕŽķķƘ ĕÖóĢķĢŶÖŶāù ŋŽũ ƩũŭŶ

ŋłķĢłā ıŋŽũłÖķ ÖũŶĢóķā ŶŋėāŶĞāũ̆ 1ķāłÖ ƒÖŭ ĢłóũāùĢðķƘ ŭŽťťŋũŶĢƑā̀ ƒĢŶĞ ùĢŭÖũĿĢłė

óÖķĿłāŭŭ̀ ĢłŶāķķĢėāłóā Öłù ĴĢłùłāŭŭ̆ �ĞĢƑÖũÖĿ 'āƑÖũÖĴŋłùÖ̀ ƒĞŋ ķāĕŶ ĕŋũ Nŋłė bŋłė

Öłù ĕŋũŶŽłÖŶāķƘ ũāŶŽũłāù̀ ĞÖŭ ðāāł Ö óŋĿĿĢŶŶāù ÖóÖùāĿĢó ĿāłŶŋũ̌óŋÖóĞ ƒĞŋ

ėāłāũŋŽŭķƘ ĢłŶũŋùŽóāù Ŀā Ŷŋ ŶĞā ũŋťāŭ ŋĕ ÖóÖùāĿĢó ķĢĕā Öłù ũāŭāÖũóĞ ƒŋũĴ̆ R ÖĿ

ťũĢƑĢķāėāù Ŷŋ ĞÖƑā ķāÖũłāù ðƘ ŋðŭāũƑĢłė �ĞĢƑÖũÖĿ̡ŭ āƗŨŽĢŭĢŶā óũÖĕŶŭĿÖłŭĞĢť Žť óķŋŭā̆

�ĞĢƑÖũÖĿ̡ŭ ėāłŽĢłā óŽũĢŋŭĢŶƘ̀ ĢłŶāķķāóŶ̀ ƒĢķķĢłėłāŭŭ Ŷŋ ƒÖłùāũ ŋŽŶŭĢùā ŋĕ ĞĢŭ

̝ƒĞāāķĞŋŽŭā̞ Öłù Ŷŋ ŶÖĴā ŶĞā ŶĢĿā Ŷŋ ıŋĢłŶķƘ āƗťķŋũā łÖŭóāłŶ ĢùāÖŭ ƒĞāł ŶĞĢłėŭ ƒāũā

ŭŶĢķķ Ģł Öł āÖũķƘ̀ ĕŽơơƘ ŭŶÖŶā̀ ƒÖŭ ƑÖķŽÖðķā ŶĞũŋŽėĞŋŽŶ ŶĞā ŭĢƗ̖ƘāÖũ ùĢŭŭāũŶÖŶĢŋł ťũŋóāŭŭ̆

�ĞĢƑÖũÖĿ ĞÖŭ ŶĞā āƗŶũÖŋũùĢłÖũƘ ÖðĢķĢŶƘ Ŷŋ ùĢŭŶĢķķ ðŋŽłùķāŭŭ ùĢƑāũėāłóā ƒĢŶĞ Ĵāāł

ťũāóĢŭĢŋł Öłù óķÖũĢŶƘ̆ złā ŋĕ ŶĞā ðĢėėāŭŶ óĞÖķķāłėāŭ ĕŋũ Ŀā ƒÖŭ Ŷŋ ĕŽłóŶĢŋł ĢłŭĢùā Ö

ĿŋłŽĿāłŶÖķ ðŽũāÖŽóũÖóƘ̀ ƒĞĢóĞ R ĞÖù ŭŋĿāĞŋƒ āķŽùāù ùŽũĢłė ŶĞā ťÖŭŶ ː˔ ƘāÖũŭ ŋĕ

ťũŋĕāŭŭĢŋłÖķ ƒŋũĴ āƗťāũĢāłóā̆ FāāũŶ 'ŽƘŭŶāũŭ Ğāķťāù Ŀā Ŷŋ łÖƑĢėÖŶā ťũŋóāùŽũāŭ

ŽłĕÖĿĢķĢÖũ Ŷŋ Ŀā̀ Öłù ťũŋƑĢùāù ÖĿÖơĢłė ŋťťŋũŶŽłĢŶĢāŭ Ŷŋ ķāƑāũÖėā ĿƘ āłŶũāťũāłāŽũĢÖķ

ŭťĢũĢŶ ŶŋƒÖũùŭ ĢłŭŶĢŶŽŶĢŋł̖ðŽĢķùĢłė̆ FāāũŶ Ģŭ ŶĞā ėāłŽĢłā ÖũŶĢóķā̀ ðāóÖŽŭā Ğā Ģŭ

āłŶĞŽŭĢÖŭŶĢó ÖðŋŽŶ ťāŋťķā Öłù ŶĞā ĕŽŶŽũā̀ ƒĞĢķā Öķŭŋ ðāĢłė Ö ĞĢėĞķƘ̖ÖóóŋĿťķĢŭĞāù

ũāŭāÖũóĞāũ̀ ŶāÖóĞāũ Öłù ĢłŭŶĢŶŽŶĢŋłÖķ ķāÖùāũ̆ ¦ĞÖłĴŭ Ŷŋ FāāũŶ̡ŭ ŶĢũāķāŭŭ ĢłŶũÖťũāłāŽũĢÖķ

ùũĢƑā Öŭ ŶĞā ĢłŶũāťĢù 'āÖł ŋĕ ¦Ģ�1m̀ R ĞÖù Ö ŽłĢŨŽā ŋťťŋũŶŽłĢŶƘ Ŷŋ āŭŶÖðķĢŭĞ Ö ķÖð ŶĞÖŶ

ĢłóŽðÖŶāù āƗŶũÖóŽũũĢóŽķÖũ āłŶũāťũāłāŽũŭĞĢť ÖóŶĢƑĢŶĢāŭ Ģł ũāŭāÖũóĞ Öłù āùŽóÖŶĢŋł̆ ¦Ğā

ķÖð ķāÖùāũŭĞĢť ũŋķā Ģŭ óŋĿĢłė Ŷŋ ŶĞā āłù ŋĕ ĢŶŭ ŶāũĿ ÖĕŶāũ ŶĞũāā ƘāÖũŭ̀ Öłù R ÖĿ ùāāťķƘ

ÖťťũāóĢÖŶĢƑā ŋĕ ŶĞā óĞÖłóā Ŷŋ āƗťũāŭŭ ŶĞÖŶ ťÖũŶ ŋĕ ĿƘŭāķĕ Ģł ĞĢėĞāũ āùŽóÖŶĢŋł ŶĞÖŶ ĕāāķŭ

ŶĞā ıŋƘ ŋĕ óũāÖŶĢŋł Öłù ŶĞā łāāù ̝Ŷŋ ðŽĢķù̞̆ R āŨŽÖŶā ĢłŭŶĢŶŽŶĢŋł̖ðŽĢķùĢłė óĞÖķķāłėāŭ Ģł

ĞĢėĞāũ āùŽóÖŶĢŋł Ŷŋ !Á! ĢłƑāŭŶĿāłŶ ƒŋũĴ̀ Ŷŋ ŶĞā āƗŶāłŶ ŶĞÖŶ ðŋŶĞ ĢłƑŋķƑā ŭŋŽũóĢłė

āƗŶāũłÖķ ŋťťŋũŶŽłĢŶĢāŭ̀ ĢłŶāėũÖŶĢłė ŶĞāŭā Ģł óŋłıŽłóŶĢŋł ƒĢŶĞ ũāłāƒÖķ ťũŋıāóŶŭ Ģł

ƑÖũĢŋŽŭ ťÖũŶŭ ŋĕ ŶĞā ŋũėÖłĢơÖŶĢŋł̀ Öłù óŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶĢłė ƒĢŶĞ ĿŽķŶĢťķā ŭŶÖĴāĞŋķùāũ

ėũŋŽťŭ ŶĞÖŶ ŋĕŶāł āƗťũāŭŭ óŋłƪĢóŶĢłė ĢłŭŶĢŶŽŶĢŋłÖķ ķŋėĢóŭ̆ mÖłƘ ŶĞÖłĴŭ Ŷŋ ¦Ģ�1m̡ŭ

mÖłÖėāĿāłŶ ¦āÖĿ̀ ťÖŭŶ Öłù ťũāŭāłŶ̀ ĕŋũ ŶĞāĢũ ƒĢķķĢłėłāŭŭ Ŷŋ ĕŽłù Öł ŽłŽŭŽÖķ ķÖð̀ Öłù

ƒĢŶĞ ŶĞā ŭŽťťŋũŶ ŋĕ ŶĞā 'āťÖũŶĿāłŶ ŋĕ mÖłÖėāĿāłŶ !ĞÖĢũŭ̀ �ŭƒĢł ƑÖł zĢıāł Öłù !Öũŋķ

zŽ̀ Ŷŋ ĴĢłùķƘ ŋƦāũ Ŀā Ö ťāũĿÖłāłŶ ťÖũŶ̖ŶĢĿā ŶāłŽũāù ťŋŭĢŶĢŋł Ģł ŭŶũÖŶāėƘ Öłù

āłŶũāťũāłāŽũŭĞĢť̆

ĢĢĢ
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dÖŭŶķƘ̀ ðŽŶ óāũŶÖĢłķƘ łŋŶ ķāÖŭŶ̀ R ÖĿ ĕŋũāƑāũ ėũÖŶāĕŽķ Ŷŋ ĿƘ ĕāķķŋƒ �Ğ' óŋķķāÖėŽāŭ̆

Âā ŭĞÖũā Ö ťÖŭŭĢŋł ĕŋũ ĞĢėĞāũ āùŽóÖŶĢŋł Öłù ŶĞā ťŽũŭŽĢŶ ŋĕ ùāƑāķŋťĢłė ŭŋóĢāŶÖķ

Ĵłŋƒķāùėā Öłù ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķ ĞŽĿÖł óÖťĢŶÖķ ̒ŋŽũŭ Öłù ŋŶĞāũŭ̓̀ ðƘ ťāũĕŋũĿĢłėĿāÖłĢłėĕŽķ

ũāŭāÖũóĞ Öłù ŶāÖóĞĢłė Ģł ƒĞÖŶāƑāũ ĕŋũĿŭ ŶĞÖŶ ĿÖƘ ŶÖĴā̆ ¦Ğāũā Öũā ŭĢĿťķƘ Ŷŋŋ ĿÖłƘ

�Ğ'ŭ Ģł ŶĞā ťÖŭŶ Öłù óŽũũāłŶ óŋĞŋũŶŭ̀ Ŷŋ ķĢŭŶ āƑāũƘŋłā Ğāũā ̔ złā ŋĕ ŶĞā ðāłāƩóĢÖķ

āƦāóŶŭ ŋĕ ŶÖĴĢłė ŭĢƗ ƘāÖũŭ Ŷŋ óŋĿťķāŶā Ö �Ğ' ťũŋėũÖĿ Ģŭ ŶĞÖŶ R ĞÖƑā ĞÖù ŶĞā ťũĢƑĢķāėā Ŷŋ

ĿāāŶ ŭŋ ĿÖłƘ óŋķķāÖėŽāŭ ŶĞÖŶ ĢłŭťĢũāù Ŀā̆ RŶ Ģŭ Ö ėāłŽĢłā ŋťťŋũŶŽłĢŶƘ Ŷŋ ðāóŋĿā Ö

ĿāĿðāũ ŋĕ Ö óŋĿĿŽłĢŶƘ ŋĕ ùĢƑāũŭā Öłù ŽłĢŨŽā ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķŭ̀ ùũĢƑāł ðƘ Ö ĿĢłùŭāŶ ĕŋũ

āƗóāķķāłóā̆ R ÖĿ ŶĞũĢķķāù Ŷŋ ĞÖƑā ŭťāłŶ ĿƘ ŶĢĿā Ğāũā óĞÖķķāłėĢłė ĿƘŭāķĕ Öłù ķāÖũłĢłė

ĕũŋĿ ėĢĕŶāù ŭŋóĢÖķ ŭóĢāłŶĢŭŶŭ̀ Öłù ķāÖũłĢłė ĕũŋĿ ŶĞā łāƗŶ ėāłāũÖŶĢŋł ŋĕ ðŽŭĢłāŭŭ ķāÖùāũŭ

āłũŋķķāù Ģł ĿƘ óũāÖŶĢƑĢŶƘ̀ ŭŶũÖŶāėƘ Öłù āłŶũāťũāłāŽũŭĞĢť óŋŽũŭāŭ̆ ¦ĞÖłĴ ƘŋŽ ĕŋũ

ÖķķŋƒĢłė�Ŀā�Ŷŋ�óŋĿĿĢŶ�ĿƘ�ŶĢĿā̀�āłāũėƘ�Öłù�ƩłÖłóĢÖķ�ũāŭŋŽũóāŭ�Ģł�ŭŽóĞ�Ö�ĿÖłłāũ̆

ĢƑ
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zťťŋũŶŽłĢŶƘ�ͬ�mŋŶĢƑā�Rł�!Á!�RłƑāŭŶĿāłŶŭ

˗˒̖ːː˗
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�ŶũÖŶāėĢó�ÁÖķŽā�DũŋĿ�!Á!�RłƑāŭŶĿāłŶ��ŋũŶĕŋķĢŋŭ

ːː˘̖ː˖ˏ

FāłāũÖķ�!ŋłóķŽŭĢŋł ː˖ː̖ː˗˕

FāłāũÖķ��āĕāũāłóāŭ ̒RłŶũŋùŽóŶĢŋł�ͬ�!ŋłóķŽŭĢŋł̓ ː˗˖̖ː˘˖

�ķķ�ĿĢŭŶÖĴāŭ̀�āũũŋũŭ̀�Öłù�ŋĿĢŭŭĢŋłŭ�Öũā�ĿĢłā̆
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According to a recent survey, senior executives expect to produce half of their firms’

future revenues from new products, services, or businesses within the next five years (McKinsey

& Company, 2021). The introduction of new products or services depends on the refreshment of

an incumbent firm’s resources, which typically involves firm-wide strategic renewal in order to

obtain the “UHIUHVKPHQW RU UHSODFHPHQW RI DWWULEXWHV��� WKDW KDYH WKH SRWHQWLDO WR VXEVWDQWLDOO\

DIIHFW LWV ORQJ�WHUP SURVSHFWV” (Agarwal & Helfat, 2009: 282). One significant source of

organizational renewal originates from external knowledge sourced by an incumbent firm’s

corporate venture capital (CVC) investment mode (Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005; Eckblad &

Golovko, 2016).1 The CVC investment mode represents one exploration mode that incumbent

firms have been using increasingly to acquire knowledge from external startups about the future

direction of markets and technologies (Eckblad et al., 2019).2 A recent study also found that 44

percent of incumbent firms undergoing digital transformation expect to source innovations

related to digital technologies from external startups in the next five years, compared to one

percent five years ago (Thompson et al., 2020).

2 CVC investments can be traced back to 1914 with DuPont’s investment in a six-year old external startup named
General Motors (CB Insights, 2017). In its modern form, the CVC investment mode started sometime in the
mid-1990s when the number of deals and the amount of financial capital invested increased significantly between
1995 and 2000. The intensity of CVC investment activities plunged significantly after the tech bubble burst from
2000 until 2005, and then took off again a few years after the subprime mortgage crisis in 2007. CVC investment
activity has grown significantly year-on-year ever since, in terms of the number of deals made, the level of financial
capital invested, and the formation of new CVC investment units. Our supplementary historical industry-level
analyses of corporate venture capital (CVC) investments are available for download:
https://www.corporateventuringresearch.org/

1 We refer to “VWDUWXS�LQYHVWPHQW�DUPV” as CVC investment units in the remainder of the dissertation, which
corresponds to the terminology found in the scholarly literature on corporate venture capital (CVC). Moreover, CVC
investment units in our first two empirical studies possess strong strategic intentions to be aligned with their parent
firms’ renewal goals, and to make evaluation decisions that result in the allocation of financial capital that takes
minority equity positions in external startups that are aligned with organizational renewal goals. After an investment
is made in an external startup, CVC investment units are conceptualized in our third study to facilitate timely,
outside-in transfers of relevant knowledge from portfolio companies to incumbent firms that contribute to achieving
innovation. Every care has been taken to remove CVC investment units from our empirical samples that do not
possess the strategic intent to generate innovation outcomes for the parent incumbent firm.
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Notwithstanding the exploding interest, deriving the expected benefits by exploiting CVC

opportunities is not straightforward.3 CVC units must configure the organizational actions that

underlie the evaluation, investment selection, and knowledge integration of external

opportunities -- tasks that pose considerable coordination and communication challenges to CVC

investment units. One principal source of these integrative challenges is the structural

distribution of specialized players that must unify numerous actions that depend on each other

(see Figure 1).

CVC units play a critical role in managing these interdependencies. Occupying an

intermediate position between internal and external networks of players, they bridge external

startups, internal business units, independent venture capitalists, and organizational

decision-makers staffing investment committees. Further, CVC units perform this function in a

context characterized by mixed-motive games, in which the goals of the players are partially

coincident and partially in conflict (Gallo & McClintock, 1965). For example, incumbent firms

compete and cooperate with early-stage external startups that embody novel technologies and

products/services (Covin & Miles, 1999).4 Consequently, deciding and acting on any given

investment depends on the cooperation of multiple players with the CVC unit. Two questions

become focal in this regard: first, what factors shape the behavior of the CVC units? Second,

4 From an ecological perspective in organizational strategy, incumbent firms face tremendous competitive pressures
from new entrants in the marketplace. New market entrants consist of incumbents from other industries, such as
established tech firms Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft, Google and Apple (FAMGA) that recently accelerated digital
disruptions in the financial, healthcare, and pharmaceutical industries, among others (CB Insights, 2021), and by
young early-stage startups offering customers attractive services and/or products that disintermediate, decouple or
otherwise reconfigure particular segments of an industry’s dominant value chain. Competition emerges as a result of
shifts in consumer demands shaped by new incumbents that start life on the periphery of existing markets.

3 Opportunities throughout the dissertation refer to external startups and are initially considered to be “GLVFRYHUHG”
from a CVC investment unit’s perspective (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000), because external startups pre-exist as
independent entities in the environment that are potentially discoverable by any third-party actor. In the CVC
investment context, the “QHZ�YHQWXUH�LGHDV´ embodied in any given external opportunity reflects some degree of
novelty to a focal incumbent firm and some degree of favorability assigned by a focal incumbent firm at the earliest
stages of search (Davidsson, 2015). We hold the view that during the pre-investment evaluation stage, at least one
member of a focal CVC investment unit must consider a focal external startup and its new venture ideas to be a
potential opportunity for eventual investment selection, based on his/her understanding of the incumbent firm’s
renewal goals, for even the early stages of evaluation processes to occur. Since the early stages of evaluation is our
starting point for the dissertation, CVC investment units engage with opportunities. However, this reasoning does
not mean to imply that “FUHDWLRQ” processes do not also occur in relation to opportunities in our studies (Alvarez &
Barney, 2007). As an opportunity undergoes evaluation by a CVC investment unit, the original discovered
opportunity may give way to a derivative form, as a result of coming into contact with the incumbent firm and
engaging in collective co-creation work. This possibility is consistent with Bhidé (2000) and Klepper and Sleeper
(2005), who found that many external startups had only a fuzzy concept about their new venture ideas in the early
stages of development. Opportunities across our three dissertation studies meet the description of a sequential,
hybrid conceptualization of opportunity, from a focal CVC investment unit point of view, that comes into existence
when “GLVFRYHUHG” and that evolves over time through social, collective “FUHDWLRQ” processes.
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how do they contribute to the challenge of organizational renewal? In an effort to answer these

questions, this dissertation aims to delve into the factors that shape the organizational processes

and outcomes at the center of the CVC investment mode.

From the vantage point of CVC investment units, the three studies in this dissertation

take a behavioral perspective to examine several critical processes and outcomes. Specifically, it

unpacks learning about the parent incumbent firms’ renewal goals; obtaining buy-in from

internal business units and investment committees; evaluating external opportunities considering

the firm’s renewal goals; establishing ties with co-investment syndicates; investing in external

startups; and integrating external knowledge from portfolio companies to achieve incumbent

firms’ renewal goals.

)LJXUH��

1HWZRUN�RI�$WWHQWLRQDO�3URFHVVLQJ��&9&�,QYHVWPHQW�8QLW�DQG�&RRSHUDWLQJ�3OD\HUV

1RWH� This figure depicts the network of attentional processing that the CVC investment unit uses
to perform various organizational moves in relation to the CVC investment mode. Our first study
examines selective attentional effects of the CVC investment unit as a function of interactions
with each of the four types of players during the evaluation situation. Our second study examines
a CVC investment unit’s investment rate outcomes as a function of interactions with scouting
network players and business unit players. Our third study examines the treatment effects of the
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CVC investment mode on incumbent firms as a function of interactions with portfolio companies
and business unit players, in addition to the CVC investment unit’s structural position in relation
to the parent incumbent firm.

This dissertation takes the perspective of the corporate incumbent. It uses the

attention-based view (ABV) to understand better how attention characteristics that underlie these

strategic actions can influence decision-making in CVC investment units.5 Per ABV, DWWHQWLRQ is

the noticing, encoding, interpreting, and focusing on time and effort on the repertoire of issues

and action alternatives facing the organization (Ocasio, 1997). When faced with complex

environments, decision-makers may restrict their attention to a limited set of stimuli while

ignoring others (Ocasio, 1997: 200). Such selective allocation of attention becomes an acute

concern in turbulent economic environments in which CVC investment units often operate

(Cohen & March, 1974).

The theoretical framework of this dissertation draws on the following notions of the

ABV. The ABV theorizes that decision-making and organizational adaptations are determined

mainly by structural patterns of selective organizational attention (Ocasio, 1997; Ocasio &

Joseph, 2005; Ocasio et al., 2018). Patterns of selective attention stem from the structurally

distributed position of players, who possess idiosyncratic valuations and legitimization of issues

and answers. Players refer to individuals, groups of individuals, or organizations that “DWWHQG WR

WKH HQYLURQPHQW RI DFWLRQ� WKH LQSXWV RI GHFLVLRQ�PDNLQJ� DQG WKURXJK WKHLU DWWHQWLRQDO

SURFHVVLQJ VHOHFWLYHO\ FRQVWUXFW WKH PHQWDO PRGHOV WKDW UHVXOW LQ RUJDQL]DWLRQDO PRYHV” (Ocasio,

1997: 200). The resulting pattern or selective focus of attention on particular repertoires of issues

and action alternatives is presumed to impact strategic behaviors and outcomes directly. Factors

shaping the selective focus of attention are one of the focal concerns in this dissertation.

In this regard, an important mechanism proposed by the ABV is that players interact in

procedural and communication channels in which varying perceptions are confronted and

resolved through collective social processes (Ocasio, 1997; Ocasio et al., 2018). The resulting

5 See Ocasio (1995; 1997), who developed the attention-based view (ABV) as an extension of the behavioral theory
of the firm and the Carnegie School perspective (March & Simon, 1958; Simon, 1947). The Carnegie School
developed the concept of “ERXQGHG�UDWLRQDOLW\” and “VDWLVILFLQJ�EHKDYLRUV” to explain rational behaviors in
responses to limits in optimal decision making. The ABV builds on these concepts and puts forth the idea that
managerial and organizational attention are limited resources that result in (controlled or automatic) selective
focusing that restricts what is attended to, and that in turn affect organizational outcomes. Attention in the ABV is
defined as the noticing, encoding, interpreting, and focusing on time and effort on the repertoire of issues and action
alternatives facing the organization (Ocasio, 1997).
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joint resolution manifests as an organizational move or action, which refers to the output of

decision making. In the CVC investment mode, we conceptualize the CVC investment unit as the

central player that drives these ABV processes.

While we explain the effectuation of the attention processes in the chapters that follow,

we offer a preview here. The impetus for the CVC investment mode in the first place lies in the

raw environmental stimuli that “LPSLQJH� GLUHFWO\ RU LQGLUHFWO\� XSRQ DQ\ SDUWLFXODU VLWXDWLRQ”

(Ocasio, 1997: 193). CVC units sequentially discover and evaluate external opportunities based

on salient issues deriving from external enablers in the environment that have some perceived

importance to their parent incumbent firms (Davidsson, 2015). Working backward from the

choices of the investment committee to the evaluation by the CVC investment unit, the ABV

framework works as follows. External opportunities that an investment committee selectively

invests in exemplify organizational moves (i.e., investment sets). The investment committee

decides to fund specific opportunities based on the framing of the incumbent firm’s LVVXHV and

the CVC investment unit’s DQVZHUV that are attended to selectively (opportunity sets).6 The CVC

unit’s selective pattern of attention towards specific opportunities also constitutes a type of

organizational move, regardless of whether they are deliberate. The CVC unit’s selective pattern

of attention, in turn, is shaped by how it socializes with multiple players through procedural and

communication channels.7 Players’ selective focus of attention (i.e., attending to a limited set of

issues and answers) occurs through the CVC investment unit’s attention structures that channel

and distribute issues and answers through procedural and communication channels. Each channel

is singular in how it filters a limited set of issues and answers, and distinct players differ in their

valuation of external opportunities.

7 According to the ABV (Ocasio, 1995; 1997), attention structures regulate the valuation and legitimization of issues
and answers. Our studies focus on these attention regulators: rules of the game; players; structural positions. The
repertoire of issues refer to cognitive categories of problems, opportunities, and threats that make up the agenda of
the incumbent firm. Issues are defined as the available repertoire of categories for making sense of the environment.
The repertoire of answers refer to action alternatives that address issues, problems, and opportunities in the
incumbent firm (March & Simon, 1958; Ocasio, 1997). Answers are defined by the ABV as the available repertoire
of action alternatives: proposals, routines, projects, programs, and procedures.

6 We introduce the term and conceptualize an “RSSRUWXQLW\ VHW” as the collection of external opportunities that a CVC
investment unit considers for any given selection event. Since individual opportunities reach the CVC investment
unit sequentially, it is useful to visualize groups of opportunities being considered in preparation for the next
selection event. We operationalize opportunity sets as quarterly snapshots, which coincide with investment
committee meetings, so that we can compare trends between opportunity sets. We also analyze data on the comings
and goings of individual opportunities within each opportunity set.
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Two main concerns with prior literature motivate our theoretical and empirical approach.

First, incumbents’ interest in CVC activity has been cyclical over the previous five decades. To

the extent that technologies that threaten incumbents keep on sprouting, rational explanations,

while essential, provide a partial explanation. In this respect, behavioral concerns, mainly

managerial attention concerns, remain underexplored. Undertaking such an exploration requires

opening the CVC %ODFN%R[�8 Prior work on CVC has abstracted away from the CVC investment

unit that performs the evaluation, selection, and integration.9 By detaching CVC investments

from their organizing roots, organizational design matters that can affect decision-making have

been critically understudied. For example, the overwhelming majority of studies that examined

strategic outcomes through CVC investments studied the exit performance of portfolio

companies instead (e.g., Alvarez䇲Garrido & Dushnitsky, 2016; Chemmanur et al., 2014;

Gompers & Lerner, 2000; Hill et al., 2009; Hochberg et al. (2007); Ivanov & Xie, 2010).10

Alternatively, empirical studies in the CVC literature have prioritized the financial performance

outcomes of portfolio companies.11 This neglect is surprising as the CVC investment mode is

widely conceptualized as an incumbent firm response to environmental disruptions caused by

external enablers, which Davidsson (2015) describes as changes in external conditions such as

technologies, demographics, and regulations. To address these gaps in the CVC literature, we

build on previous scholarship and use the ABV to emphasize the antecedents and outcomes of

11 There is a long tradition in the CVC literature of considering both the financial and strategic objectives of CVC
investment units. We adopt the position that financial objectives help CVC investment units to survive politically,
but that the overwhelming primary function of a CVC investment unit is to provide its parent firm with the means to
achieve organizational renewal goals (i.e., strategic objectives). Every effort has been made to exclude CVC
investment units that pursue financial objectives as their primary strategy from our empirical samples.

10 The exit performance of portfolio companies would be more relevant to independent venture capital (IVC)
investors, because exit events such as acquisitions and initial public offerings (IPO) are how IVCs generate a
financial return for their limited partners. Even CVC studies that measure the innovation performance of incumbent
firms as the dependent variable (firm innovativeness or value), use forward citation-weighted patent counts or
Tobin’s Q unassociated with the knowledge of portfolio companies (e.g., Belderbos et al., 2018; Dushnitsky &
Lenox, 2002; 2005; Keil et al., 2008; Wadhwa et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2014). A notable exception with respect to
the latter is Schildt et al. (2005), who do consider the knowledge of portfolio companies when assessing knowledge
gains achieved by incumbent firms.

9 Evaluation, selection, and integration are the key CVC investment unit processes that we study empirically in the
dissertation. The first study investigates organizational factors that affect the elapsed time that particular
opportunities are attended to during evaluation processes; the second study investigates organizational factors that
affect the investment rate during selection processes; the third study investigates organizational factors that affect the
transfer of outside-in knowledge from portfolio companies during integration processes. However, CVC investment
units are also engaged in other activities that are outside the immediate scope of our studies. For example, CVC
investment units are often involved in scouting opportunities and providing value-added services to portfolio
companies after an investment decision is made.

8 See Basu et al. (2016) and Souitaris & Zerbinati (2012; 2014) for notable exceptions.
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decisions and organizational moves made by CVC investment units. Each of our three empirical

studies proposes a unique theoretical framework, which draws on key concepts and mechanisms

found in the ABV literature.12

6WXG\��

In the first empirical study of the dissertation, we relied on a single-case study of a CVC

investment unit at a major European bank, undergoing firm-wide digital technology renewal. We

constructed a composite dataset of 1,047 external startups that were evaluated by the bank’s

CVC investment unit over a six-year period between 2014 and 2020. Prior literature implies that

the CVC investment mode requires the evaluation of external opportunities in order to make

investment selection decisions. However, the literature has never investigated empirically the

composition of opportunity sets from which subsequent investment selection decisions are

drawn. This is the first study, as far as we know, to empirically evaluate every opportunity a

CVC investment unit has ever considered since its inception. We propose a theoretical

framework in which a CVC investment unit’s sustained attentional processing during its

evaluation of opportunities is a function of interactions with certain players within key

procedural and communication channels.13

To investigate these relationships, we consider the CVC investment unit’s selective and

sustained attentional processing, mainly how the CVC investment unit allocated more time to

certain opportunities associated with particular players. We use Cox proportional hazard models

using the elapsed time that the CVC investment unit is exposed to certain players. These patterns

of attention marked preferences about what issues and answers are worth attending to. To

execute this approach, we focus on the dyad of the external opportunity and player type as the

unit of analysis. Our dependent variable measures the number of days the CVC investment unit

13 The evaluation of opportunities refers to processes that a focal CVC investment unit uses to determine whether a
discovered opportunity is aligned with an incumbent firm’s renewal goals. We take the view that opportunities, from
the CVC investment unit perspective, are discovered and have some initial level of perceived favorability as a result
of scanning and scouting the external environment, before more stringent evaluation processes occur. However, the
level of perceived favorability can subsequently increase or decrease over time as a focal CVC investment unit
commits time and effort in evaluating each opportunity for possible selection.

12 Drawing on Ocasio (1997), the key principles in the dissertation are: focus of attention, situated attention, and the
structural distribution of attention. The key ABV concepts in the dissertation are (related mechanisms in
parentheses): environment of decision (environmental stimuli; cultural and institutional tool kits; environmental
embeddedness), decision makers, issues and answers (embodiment of issues and answers), attention structures (rules
of the game; players; structural positions; resources) , procedural and communication channels (availability of issues
and answers; salience of issues and answers), and organizational moves.
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keeps opportunities in its opportunity sets before removing opportunities from an opportunity

set. Our main relationship of interest (H1) examines the investment committee decision situation.

The investment committee decision situation refers to whether opportunities proposed by the

CVC investment unit for investment are perceived as favorable by the investment committee.

Our empirical setting allows us to observe the effects of certain players on the allocation of

sustained attention to certain opportunities.

We found that the CVC investment unit tends to reduce the number of opportunities that

it attends to after a favorable investment committee decision. We also found that opportunities

with prior experiences in salient knowledge areas are more likely to receive sustained attention

from the CVC investment unit than opportunities that do not possess these knowledge resources.

We also found that the CVC investment unit allocated more attention to internal scouting

networks, although it simultaneously used both internal and external scouting networks. We

answer the following research questions in the first study. :KDW DUH WKH DWWHQWLRQDO FKDOOHQJHV

FRQIURQWLQJ D &9& LQYHVWPHQW XQLW GXULQJ LWV HYDOXDWLRQ RI H[WHUQDO RSSRUWXQLWLHV" )DFHG ZLWK

DPELJXLW\� KRZ GRHV WKH &9& LQYHVWPHQW XQLW VHOHFWLYHO\ DOORFDWH VXVWDLQHG DWWHQWLRQDO

SURFHVVLQJ WR PDNH VHQVH RI PXOWLSOH SOD\HUV¶ GLIIHUHQWLDO DQG GLVWULEXWHG YDOXDWLRQV RI LVVXHV

DQG DQVZHUV" :K\ GRHV WKH &9& LQYHVWPHQW XQLW SD\ DWWHQWLRQ WR SDUWLFXODU SOD\HUV" Our study

sheds light on the role of attention during the evaluation of opportunities as particular players

enhance a CVC investment unit’s selective focus of attention on certain issues and answers.

6WXG\��

The second study shifts focus from the attentional concerns internal to the CVC unit to

the interplay between attentional cues originating in the incumbents’ external and internal

environment (Levinthal & Rerup, 2006). One principal information channel that situates

managerial attention in CVC units is their links with VC firms. Given that syndicate networks

are the dominant institutional form through which investments in new ventures occur, they play a

critical role in defining the context in which managerial cognition and action take place. Prior

research suggests that VC syndicate networks serve as pipes for information on new

opportunities. The manner in which managers attend to this information is also shaped by the

internal environment, particularly the technological environment that influences the incumbents’
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ability to cope with threats arising from new technologies emerging in the external environment.

Prior work has not paid adequate attention to this interaction.

We propose a theoretical framework in which a CVC investment unit’s investment rate is

a function of the interaction between a CVC investment unit’s access to external opportunities

through relationships with independent venture capital firms (degree of centrality in

co-investment syndicate networks) and the incumbent firm’s ability to absorb external

knowledge through the nature of its R&D activities (number of distinct technological areas). We

argue that CVC investment units’ selective attentional processing operates differently in

technologically-concentrated incumbent firms in comparison to technologically-diversified

incumbent firms.

We constructed a longitudinal, composite dataset of 209 CVC investment units operating

in high-tech sectors between 1992 and 2011. Our dependent variable measures the number of

investments each CVC investment unit made on an annual basis. We operationalize network

positions using egocentric Bonacich eigenvector centrality that considers all co-investors and

their alters.14 The FRUSRUDWH WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV variable refers to the number of distinct technology

classes that the incumbent firm has invested in. Based on a Herfindahl–Hirschman index

measure, we computed the technological concentration of each incumbent firm, for each year it

appears in the dataset. This empirical setup allows us to observe the effects of network

characteristics of the CVC investment unit on the critical organizational move of investment

selections.

We found that CVC investment units tend to invest more in external startups when they

hold more prominent positions in co-investor syndicate networks. We also found that CVC

investment units operating in more technologically concentrated areas are more likely to invest

more in external startups. We also found that CVC investment units that hold stronger central

network positions and operate in more technologically concentrated areas are more likely to

invest more in external startups than CVC investment units with weaker central positions or

more diverse technology areas. Our study sheds light on the role of attention drivers from

incumbent firms' internal and external contexts affecting CVC investment unit rates.

14 In the first single-case study, we were able to obtain the full set of external opportunities ever evaluated by the
CVC investment unit since its inception. However, data on opportunity sets is simply not available to conduct large
scale empirical studies.
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6WXG\��

While the first and second studies address the selection effects of evaluation (opportunity

sets) and investment (investment sets), the third study addresses the treatment effects of

investment sets or investment portfolios (external knowledge integration) on incumbent firms.

Prior literature implies that the CVC investment mode is strategic in order to assist the

incumbent firm in achieving organizational renewal. CVC scholars have pointed out that the

overarching goal of CVC investment units is strategic rather than merely financial.15 However,

the literature has rarely investigated empirically the conditions under which strategic gains can

be made on behalf of the incumbent firm. We propose a theoretical framework in which the CVC

investment unit’s transfer of external knowledge from portfolio companies to the incumbent

parent depends on the dynamics in the market conditions (times of increased technological

ferment), the CVC unit’s structural position (structural separation from the parent), and

incumbent firms’ knowledge positions (knowledge stock).

To investigate these relationships, we consider incumbent biopharmaceutical firms’

internal R&D responses to exogenous shocks, mainly how the technological composition of an

incumbent firm’s investment portfolio affected its innovation response to unplanned shifts in

market demand. We constructed a longitudinal, composite dataset of 210 CVC investment units

and 882 portfolio companies operating in the biopharmaceutical sector between 2000 and 2018.

We use a quasi-experiment that builds on difference-in-differences (DID) approach using the

disruptions caused by Influenza A virus subtype H1N1 and Ebola Virus Disease (EVD)

pandemics. These outbreaks marked unexpected shifts in the environment and market for

technologies. To execute this approach, we focus on the dyad of the firm and technology area as

the unit of analysis. Our dependent variable measures the number of times a given incumbent

firm cites its portfolio companies in a given technology group in a given year (the data structure

tuple is Incumbent Firm — Technology Group — Year). Our main relationship or treatment

effect of interest (H1) examines the interaction between the VKRFN WHFKQRORJ\ JURXS and VKRFN

15 This claim is based on our reading of the academic literature on the CVC investment mode, and grounded in our
extensive set of interviews with 100 CVC investment unit practitioners located in Europe and the US. However, we
concede that ambiguity in the terminology exists, and that some purely financial results-driven actors also refer to
themselves as CVC investment units. Ambiguity between pure financial and strategic actors was common in the
archival data sources that we consulted, because these concepts are amalgamated by data providers. Every effort was
made to manually remove pure financial cases from our samples in the three empirical studies presented herein. We
aimed to retain and study CVC investment units that use financial instruments as a means to impact innovation
outcomes for their parent organizations (technologies, markets, products).
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SHULRG variables. The VKRFN WHFKQRORJ\ JURXS variable refers to a specific cluster of technology

groups as classified by the International Patent Classification (IPC) that are associated with the

influenza A virus subtype H1N1 (A/H1N1) or Ebola Virus Disease (EVD). Our empirical setting

allows us to observe the effects of CVC investment portfolio companies on the knowledge

outputs of incumbent firms during times of increased technological ferment and CVC

investments, thereby controlling for unobserved confounding factors.

We found that incumbent firms tend to build on knowledge embedded in their investment

portfolios to create new knowledge. We also found that CVC investors VWUXFWXUDOO\ VHSDUDWHG

from their respective incumbent firms are less likely to enable the outside-in knowledge build-up

from their portfolio companies to generate new knowledge. We also found that incumbent firms

with prior knowledge in the relevant technological areas (i.e., absorptive capacity) are more

likely to use the external knowledge of their portfolio companies to create new knowledge. Our

study sheds light on the role of attention in outside-in technology spillovers as relevant portfolio

companies enhance an incumbent firm’s selective focus of attention on particular technologies

and markets as they become highly salient in the environment. We propose a complementary

view in which an incumbent firm’s ability to extend and delegate portions of absorptive capacity

to its investment portfolio enhances an incumbent firm’s noticing and reacting to environmental

stimuli. This study is one of the few to empirically demonstrate the strategic value of a CVC

investment unit’s investment portfolio for an incumbent firm.

,PSOLFDWLRQV

The manner in which CVC investment units attend to external opportunities should

matter to practitioners and scholars alike. Because attention is a limited managerial resource,

what selectively becomes attended to comes at the cost of what is not being attended to (Keil et

al., 2004; Ocasio, 1997). Patterns of selective attention shape organizational moves and,

subsequently, how the CVC investment mode functions. Such patterns may influence what

external opportunities received more sustained attention during evaluation processes, how many

investments were made during selection processes, and whether external knowledge from

portfolio companies was brought into operation during integration processes.
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)LJXUH��

&9&�,QYHVWPHQW�8QLW�6HDUFK�DQG�,QWHJUDWLRQ�$FWLYLWLHV�	�'LVVHUWDWLRQ�6WXGLHV

1RWH� This figure depicts a partial view of the sequential chain of critical organizational moves
undertaken by CVC investment units.  CVC investment units GLVFRYHU external opportunities,
HYDOXDWH external opportunities, LQYHVW in external opportunities, and IDFLOLWDWH the outside-in
transfer and integration of external knowledge resources that help incumbent firms achieve
strategic value from portfolio companies. The sequence also illustrates the path dependencies
that accumulate over time or cascading effects of previous decisions, as the choices available in
later moves depend on earlier decisions taken.

The set of organizational moves above is linked in a sequential chain of moves because

the output of one move becomes an input into the next move and so forth. The ABV provides the

lens to study what issues and answers are attended to inside incumbent firms and how the

selective focus of attention results in a sequence of decision making that may appear stochastic

or unexpected, misaligned with an incumbent firm’s agenda, or otherwise less than perfectly

rational (rule-based).16 Systematic biases or random noise variances can exacerbate coordination

challenges (Kahneman et al., 2021). Selective attentional patterns may not always result from

16 The attention-based view (Ocasio, 1997) is an extension of the Carnegie School perspective (March & Simon,
1958; Simon, 1947), which developed the concept of “ERXQGHG�UDWLRQDOLW\” and exposed the limits to optimal
decision making. The attention-based view builds on the concept of bounded rationality and puts forth the idea that
strategic behavior is the result of the (deliberate or non-deliberate) focusing and channeling of attention.
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controlled or automatic individual processing. Instead, they may emerge from players’ complex

social interactions that are often difficult to untangle using tractable analytical models that

assume unlimited rationality. From a macro-policy perspective, capital allocation matters greatly

because it affects what will be built and, therefore, the characteristics of future markets and,

more generally, our futures (Sergeeva et al., 2022). Mallaby (2022), who is a senior fellow for

international economics at the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) in the USA, described

venture capital as the “WKLUG JUHDW LQVWLWXWLRQ RI PRGHUQ FDSLWDOLVP” since it combines the

strength of organizing with the flexibility of markets to provide a forcing function that mitigates

complacency, obsolete scripts, or organizational inertia.

The chapters that follow delve into the attentional characteristics of CVC investment

units that influence how incumbent firms conduct search for external knowledge and achieve

adaptation. The next chapters of the dissertation are organized as follows. After the general

introduction (this section), each of our three empirical studies is presented in a sequence that

approximates the CVC investment unit’s search process itself (see Figure 2): from the evaluation

of opportunities (Study 1), and investment selection of opportunities (Study 2), to the integration

of external knowledge from portfolio companies (Study 3). Each of our three empirical studies

proposes a unique set of hypotheses on CVC investment units, uses the ABV to ground our

hypothesis-based predictions, and applies various quantitative methodologies based on

longitudinal datasets to statistically evaluate our hypotheses. These studies are not directly

affiliated to one another — each study presents an independent, fully-developed empirical study,

with detailed explanations of how our research studies were performed and what our findings

are. Finally, our three empirical studies are followed by a general conclusion and bibliographic

references.
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Study One
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The Search for Renewal Fitness:

An Attention-based View

$%675$&7

We analyzed the real-time construction of opportunity sets, curated by the corporate venture
capital (CVC) investment unit of a major European bank over a six-year period, designed to
accelerate the bank’s digital transformation. An opportunity set is conceptualized as the
constellation of external opportunities under evaluation at a given moment in time, where each
opportunity within the set embodies a subjective assignment of favorability, until removed
altogether by the CVC investment unit. We argue that the perception of favorability for any
given opportunity depends on a network of attentional processes that involve distinct, yet,
interdependent players. The attentional patterns that emerge from specialized players interacting
through distinct procedural and communication channels to make collective sense of ambiguous
stimuli, shape the firm’s agenda and frame what constitutes an appropriate opportunity. The
perceived favorability or renewal fitness of a given opportunity, is therefore contingent on how
the CVC investment unit allocates attentional processing to multiple players with conflicting
perceptions that need to converge. Drawing from the attention-based view (ABV), the
sensemaking perspective and an empirical study of opportunity sets composed of software
external startups, we develop and test a theoretical framework that identifies some of the key
factors that explain the temporal allocation of attention in opportunity sets under construction.
Using Cox proportional hazard models to analyze the CVC investment unit’s allocation of
sustained attention across opportunity sets, we observed the elapsed time or exposure that certain
opportunities disproportionately received as a function of communication channels with certain
players. We found CVC investment units allocated their sustained attention to fewer
opportunities in subsequent opportunity sets after favorable investment committee decisions. We
also found that CVC investment units selectively attended to external startups with the requisite
capabilities to engage intrafirm players, and to scouting network players with greater external
market saliency. However, we did not find statistical support for our premise that CVC
investment units attend to business units associated with greater internal market saliency. These
results demonstrate the focal role of CVC investment units to make coordinated efforts that
attend to converging differing viewpoints on the valuation and legitimization of underlying
opportunities during the evaluation situation. Our results highlight the importance in studying
CVC investment units as concrete entities, endowed with distinctive features, that drive emergent
social processes in order to achieve critical organizational actions during the evaluation of
opportunities. The composition of opportunity sets matters, because these form the basis of
future opportunity selection processes, which in turn determine the digital innovation
opportunities that an incumbent firm will eventually act on to renew itself. Altogether, we focus
on the antecedents of investment selection actions in the CVC investment context, and our
results present an attentional view of CVC investment unit-level evaluation processes that the
CVC literature lacked in the past.
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The diffusion of software technologies and the adoption of online services are disrupting

the organization of traditional industries, coercing incumbent firms to undergo digital

transformation through a renewal of capabilities. Some scholars have found that incumbent firms

can survive if they refresh their attributes and invest in the relevant technologies (Agarwal &

Helfat, 2009; Christensen et al., 1998; Kaplan, 2008a; Tripsas, 1997), despite new entrants

attempting to displace incumbents. The probing for information on alternative processes and

products that replenish the firm plays a significant role in firm evolution and adaptation. The

probing involves searching for novel knowledge outside a firm’s boundaries (Arrow, 1974;

Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Kortum & Lerner, 2000; Roberts & Berry, 1985; Shane, 2001;

Tushman & Anderson, 1986).

Incumbent firms looking for answers to renewal challenges often turn to startups1. A

recent study found that 44 percent of incumbent firms undergoing digital transformation expect

to source innovations related to digital technologies from external startups in the next five years,

in contrast to one percent five years previously (Thompson et al., 2020). One organizational

mode incumbent firms increasingly use to discover external startups that can assist with digital

transformations is corporate venture capital (CVC) investments (Chesbrough & Tucci, 2002).

The CVC investment mode can help identify strategically relevant early-stage software startups

that “RIIHU D YDOXDEOH ZLQGRZ RQ WHFKQRORJ\� DV LW SURYLGHV DQ HIIHFWLYH PHDQV RI VFDQQLQJ WKH

HQYLURQPHQW IRU QRYHO WHFKQRORJLHV WKDW HLWKHU WKUHDWHQ RU FRPSOHPHQW FRUH EXVLQHVVHV´

(Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2006: 754).

The CVC investment mode is often organizationally driven by a CVC investment unit,

which serves as a boundary-spanner between external and internal players (Basu et al., 2016;

Souitaris, 2012, 2014). In this role, CVC investment units operate at the intersection of multiple

information streams (Aguilar, 1967; Burt, 2004; Dollinger, 1984; Tushman & Scanlan, 1981).

1 Startups refer to external startups, which are considered to be opportunities for a focal CVC investment unit.
Opportunities in our study are initially considered to be “GLVFRYHUHG” from a CVC investment unit’s perspective,
because external startups pre-exist as objective, independent entities in the environment that are potentially
discoverable by any third-party actor. Furthermore, opportunities reflect some degree of favorability assigned by the
focal incumbent firm that we studied (Davidsson, 2015). Because we analyze external startups that have made it into
the CVC investment unit’s shared database, this suggests that at least one member of the CVC investment unit
considered a focal external startup to be a potential candidate for subsequent evaluation based on his/her
understanding of the bank’s renewal goals, and if all went well during more intense evaluation, as a potential
candidate for subsequent CVC investment.
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They conduct information processing, i.e., inform, update, and exchange knowledge with distinct

players that occupy specialized functions — a demanding task owing to its distribution across

distinct players (Burt, 2004; Dahlander et al., 2016; Obstfeld, 2005). When faced with

ambiguous problems, CVC investment units engage in sustained attentional processing, pooling

divergent perspectives and arriving at a more comprehensive picture of the issues and answers

(Bower, 1972; Kaplan, 2008a; Knight, 1965; Seidl & Werle, 2018).2 The convergence of

structurally distributed viewpoints is needed for the CVC investment unit to conduct a renewal

fitness evaluation of opportunities in preparation for possible subsequent investment selection.3

Such evaluation is a critical event in the investment process because it represents the decisive

governance mechanism regulated by a CVC investment unit that determines what opportunity is

permitted to penetrate the incumbent firm’s attentional sphere and for how long.4

Nevertheless, the evaluation and portfolio construction process has not received much

attention in the CVC literature.5 This paucity of studies reflects a strong bias in the CVC

literature to examine investment transactions and outcomes at the entire firm level or at the

portfolio company level, rather than examining the investment selection and portfolio

construction process. Moreover, as a corollary, the CVC investment unit has been relegated to an

abstract entity indistinct from the parent incumbent firm, thus ignoring the emergent social

processes involved. Notable exceptions are inductive studies by Basu et al. (2016) and Souitaris

(2012; 2014), who investigated the role of CVC investment units in regulating internal and

external environments through social and institutional processes.

Our goal in this paper is to open the blackbox of the CVC investment process. Our

premise is that CVC units are boundedly rational with limited information processing capacity

5 In relation to venture capital, external startups can be invested in by either independent venture capital (IVC) firms
or corporate venture capital (CVC) units, or both IVC and CVC. It is an industry practice to refer to an external
startup as a “SRUWIROLR�FRPSDQ\” once a venture capital investment of either type has been made. However, our study
focuses on processes that occur before CVC investments are made, and focuses on external startups that are under
evaluation by the CVC investment unit. Although it is the case that some external startups received an investment
from an IVC before being evaluated by the focal CVC investment unit, we still refer to all opportunities in the
opportunity set as either “RSSRUWXQLWLHV” or “H[WHUQDO VWDUWXSV” from a CVC investment unit’s perspective.

4 We refer to the evaluation situation in which opportunity sets are an observable feature of CVC investment
behaviors. We conceptualize an opportunity set as the constellation of opportunities under evaluation by the CVC
investment unit at a given moment in time (tL), where each opportunity within the set embodies a subjective
assignment of favorability until removed altogether by the CVC investment unit. This evaluation process operates
before an investment decision is rendered for any given opportunity.

3 The CVC investment context is characterized by mixed-motive games, in which the goals of the players are
partially coincident and partially in conflict (Gallo & McClintock, 1965).

2 This refers to the CVC investment unit’s network of attentional processing of issues and answers, which occurs
through distinct procedural and communication channels with distinct, yet, interdependent players.
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and scarce attentional resources but are confronted by ambiguity in assessing investment

opportunities. Accordingly, we focus on the factors that shape the attention of CVC units to

investment opportunities. The question we ask is how does a CVC investment unit selectively

allocate sustained attentional processing to make sense of multiple players’ differential and

distributed valuations of issues and answers? Addressing this question requires us to consider the

attentional demands when evaluating external opportunities and the implications for behavior.

We developed a theoretical framework based on the attention-based view (ABV) and

sensemaking perspectives. We drew on Ocasio's seminal work as well as the following

developments (Ocasio, 1997; Ocasio et al., 2018). This view explains the structurally and

situationally distributed social attentional processes. Furthermore, we complement this view with

sensemaking perspectives that explain the enactment through social cognition. Our theoretical

framework centers around the idea that CVC investment units work with particular players

through discrete communication channels to make sense of the different valuations and

legitimization of external opportunities that are structurally distributed. We suggest that by

orchestrating the sensemaking of an ambiguous firm agenda, the CVC investment unit performs

its function of aligning multiple players to construct the investment opportunity set for driving

organizational renewal.

To conduct an in-depth analysis of the portfolio construction process, we focused on the

CVC unit of a single firm.6 We examined how a single CVC investment unit at a major European

bank, undergoing digital transformation, evaluated opportunities sourced from outside the focal

bank’s boundaries. When the bank underwent a disruptive digital transformation in response to

substantial changes in technology and customer demand, the internal and external players key to

the evaluation situation each held idiosyncratic views on the bank’s renewal goals. Using the

bank’s opportunity sets, composed of sequentially discovered opportunities, we analyzed the

6 We studied one major European bank, and analyzed multiple opportunity sets over a six-year period. In the context
of our study, the CVC investment unit conducts search activities to fulfill the renewal goals of the focal organization.
Each financial quarter comprised its own opportunity set of incoming and outgoing external startups, under
consideration for CVC investment, which also coincided with scheduled investment committee meetings per quarter.
Each opportunity set is conceptualized as a shared team device used to align CVC investment unit team members on
day-to-day tasks during the evaluation situation. The opportunity set reflects a subjective assignment of favorability
for each external startup it contains, until an external startup is removed by the CVC investment unit. The increased
coherence between an external opportunity and internal innovation objectives (external startup-incumbent firm
dyad) refers to an opportunity’s renewal fitness, which results from a convergence process that is driven by the
development of shared meaning across multiple, distributed players. Any external startup in an opportunity set that
is perceived to have a level of renewal fitness below a certain threshold, is removed from the CVC investment unit’s
current opportunity set.
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CVC investment unit’s allocation of sustained attentional processing to issues and answers

concerning renewal goals.

We examined how the CVC unit worked to achieve the convergence of multiple players’

perspectives on issues and answers associated with the bank’s renewal goals. Each player and

corresponding procedural and communication channel operates distinctly to achieve valuation

and legitimacy, resulting in particular external startups within the CVC investment unit’s

opportunity set becoming targets of more sustained evaluation by a CVC investment unit during

the evaluation situation. We tracked the length of time a specific investment opportunity is

deemed a potential investment before it is abandoned or advanced. We use this duration as a

proxy for the attention dedicated to a new opportunity. In our hypotheses, we linked this duration

to distinct players that the CVC investment unit needs to interact with to develop an assessment

of a potential opportunity.

We found that CVC investment units allocated their sustained attention to fewer

opportunities for the next three opportunity sets after favorable investment committee decisions.7

We also found that CVC investment units selectively attended to external startups with requisite

capabilities to engage intrafirm players. However, we did not find statistical support for our

premise that CVC investment units selectively focused on scouting network players with greater

external market saliency or attended to business units with greater internal market saliency.

These results demonstrate CVC investment units’ focal role in making coordinated efforts that

attend to differing viewpoints on the valuation and legitimization of underlying opportunities

during the evaluation situation. Our results highlight the value of studying CVC investment units

as concrete entities endowed with distinctive features that drive emergent social processes to

achieve critical organizational actions.

7 From the vantage point of the investment committee, which is conceptualized as the decisive decision-maker in
our study, we define renewal fitness as an opportunity’s degree of alignment with the firm’s agenda or renewal
objectives. Although different players may each have their own subjective perceptions on the renewal fitness of a
given external opportunity, we consider the ultimate evaluation of renewal fitness to be made by the investment
committee and communicated to others through its investment decision. In this manner, renewal fitness represents to
some degree an objective reality held by the investment committee for which accuracy can be measured. So, a CVC
investment unit can be said to have a low rate of accuracy when none of its investment proposals are accepted by the
investment committee. However, a rational view of renewal fitness is incomplete, because the investment committee
itself may be divided, may hold an idiosyncratic interpretation of the firm’s agenda that is not accurate, and because
it learns over time and changes its thinking based on inputs from multiple players including the CVC investment
unit.
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This study aims to reconceptualize strategic fit in the CVC investment context beyond

deterministic economic traits and considers the behavioral antecedents. In addition to knowledge

itself, the collective beliefs on applying such knowledge inside the incumbent firm appear to be

of significant importance in the CVC investment context, where appreciable schisms can

separate external and internal environments. We need to consider that players’ perception of the

incumbent firm’s renewal agenda and the renewal fitness of an individual opportunity vary

accordingly. Differing viewpoints on renewal fitness are partially resolved through emergent

social processes to make sense of ambiguous agendas in a complex network of distributed yet

interdependent players.

The chapter is organized as follows. It begins with an explanation of opportunity sets and

other key concepts in relation to the attention-based view (ABV) and sensemaking perspectives.

Then, we propose four hypotheses to theorize on the key players and communication channels

that participate in the CVC investment unit’s network of attentional processes. Next, we present a

detailed narrative of our setting in the European Banking sector, in which we introduce the key

players, the key search processes, and the role of opportunity and investment sets. After that, we

explain our Cox proportional hazard model methodology and statistical results for each

hypothesis. Finally, we discuss our key findings and contributions, and provide recommendations

for future studies that address the limitations of our study.

5(6($5&+�%$&.*5281'

2SSRUWXQLW\�6HW�&RQVWUXFWLRQ��7KH�$%9�	�6HQVHPDNLQJ�3HUVSHFWLYHV

Although CVC investments have not come under focus using the attention-based view

(ABV), ABV scholars argue that attentional concerns are central to understanding strategic

change -- the principal goal of CVC investments. We focus our theoretical development on how

members of corporate venture capital (CVC) investment units allocate attention to particular

players and communication channels, using ABV and sensemaking perspectives.

The ABV contemplates firm strategy as a pattern of organizational attention, the distinct

focus of time and effort by the firm on a particular set of issues (problems, opportunities, and

threats) and on a particular set of answers or action alternatives (Ocasio, 1997). An incumbent
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firm’s strategic agenda for change can be viewed as both forward-looking and backward-looking.

It emerges from managers’ selective patterns of attentional processing of certain issues and

answers. At the core of the ABV is the view that managerial attention is limited and, therefore,

must necessarily be selectively directed at particular resources (Cassiman & Ueda, 2006; Ocasio

& Joseph, 2005; Penrose, 1959).8 Accordingly, “GHFLVLRQ�PDNHUV VHOHFWLYHO\ UHVWULFW WKHLU

DWWHQWLRQ WR D OLPLWHG VHW RI VWLPXOL LQ WKH FRPSOH[ HQYLURQPHQW RI DFWLRQ� ZKLOH LJQRULQJ RWKHUV”

(Ocasio, 1997: 200). By limiting communication and information, bounded rationality prevents

an evaluation of all available options (Cyert & March, 1963). As a result, decision-makers

invariably focus their attention on particular issues and action alternatives. The attention-based

theory allows us to understand better how a firm’s strategic agenda is a function of selective

choices that are either deliberate or unintentional (Ocasio & Joseph, 2008). These selective

choices explain a firm’s strategic decision-making and adaptation and can facilitate or impede

strategic change (Ocasio et al., 2018). Structurally distributed inside and outside incumbent

firms, players occupy particular social positions with specialized functions and interact with

other players through procedural and communication channels to achieve collective action

(Joseph & Gaba, 2020; Joseph & Ocasio, 2012; Shepherd et al., 2017).9 However, because the

structural distribution of players coincides with the structural distribution of attention, collective

action is not a straightforward matter.10 Players differ in their valuation and legitimization of

issues and answers. Depending on the frequency or probability of recurrence, issues shape the

dyadic interactions with other players (Ocasio, 1997; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974).

The CVC investment process is a complex organizational activity requiring internal and

external players to collaborate with the CVC investment unit in distinct procedural and

communication channels. Players confront differing valuations of issues and answers. These

discrepancies need resolution for making organizational moves that advance the evaluation

situation.11 We refer to an evaluation situation as an assorted sequence of CVC investment unit

11 The concept of organizational moves draws from the attention-based view (ABV), and refers here to critical
actions that a CVC investment unit takes in concert with key internal and external players.

10 Subunits in the incumbent firm have distinct functions and possess diverse goals, yet they must cooperate in
relation to a shared task environment (Cohen, 1984; Greve & Gaba, 2017; Hu & Bettis, 2018; March & Simon,
1958).

9 Each of these players is implicated in CVC investments in some important fashion. This is analogous to the
stakeholder concept. A stakeholder is defined as ”DQ\ JURXS�RU�LQGLYLGXDO�ZKR�FDQ�DIIHFW�RU�LV�DIIHFWHG�E\�WKH
DFKLHYHPHQW�RI�DQ�RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶V�SXUSRVH” Freeman (1984: 53).

8 The selective focus of attention thus constitutes a dynamic managerial capability that can occur at an individual or
unit level, and is capable of shaping organizational adaptation (Eggers & Kaplan, 2009).
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tasks enacted after opportunities are first discovered until opportunities are either selected for

investment or removed. These tasks are distributed across multiple channels that involve unique

combinations of player dyads. The specific collection of tasks is unique to each procedural and

communication channel, which is analogous to the concept of situations in the ABV literature.

Attention is not only distributed, but channels provide situational contexts in which players

interact with the CVC investment unit to perform CVC investments collectively.

Two essential facets of the evaluation situation are that external opportunities remain in

flux and that CVC investment unit managers operate their day-to-day activities through a shared

organizational repository. The shared organizational repository of information provides a

real-time view of the CVC investment unit's opportunity set. We conceptualize an opportunity set

as the constellation of opportunities under evaluation by the CVC investment unit at a given

moment in time (ti); each opportunity within the set embodies a subjective assignment of

favorability until removed altogether by the CVC investment unit. CVC investment units

construct and curate opportunity sets through their organizational moves as a function of

attentional patterns that emerge in procedural and communication channels.

While the attention-based view illustrates the potential of selection and distribution of

attention to shed light on how opportunity sets are shaped in the CVC investment context, the

sensemaking perspective highlights certain social processes that players engage in to achieve

shared convergence on certain issues and answers (Weick, 1995; Weick et al., 2005). Players

engage in sensemaking and sensegiving activities to converge varying interpretations for

collective organizational action.12 A few scholars have recently advocated linking the ABV and

sensemaking perspectives (e.g., Nigam & Ocasio, 2010; Ocasio et al., 2018) because the ABV

offers a structural viewpoint and the sensemaking perspective offers a socialized view.

Sensemaking is conceptualized to be triggered by disruptive ambiguity or chaos wherein

new meaning is needed to explain unexpected raw stimuli sufficiently for joint action (Maitlis &

Christianson, 2014). New meaning is constructed from systemic social processes taking place in

procedural and communication channels, in which distributed players communicate to form

interpretations that emerge from interdependent interactions. Players repeatedly interact to

12 We do not imply that full consensus on the perceived favorability of an opportunity needs to be reached by all
players, as Eisenhardt (1989) pointed out. Sensemaking and sensegiving are often theorized at the individual level,
but the outcomes of these social cognitive processes can be applied to more abstract, aggregate levels of
organizational actions.
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process information and compete over interpretations in “DUHQDV IRU VHQVHPDNLQJ” (Nigam &

Ocasio, 2010; Ocasio et al., 2018).

Whereas sensemaking refers to concerted efforts to understand unexpected stimuli,

sensegiving refers to “WKH SURFHVV RI DWWHPSWLQJ WR LQIOXHQFH WKH VHQVHPDNLQJ DQG PHDQLQJ

FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI RWKHUV WRZDUG D SUHIHUUHG UHGHILQLWLRQ RI RUJDQL]DWLRQDO UHDOLW\” (Gioia &

Chittipeddi, 1991: 442). The organization’s top level is where sensegiving often emanates from

and where sensemaking often converges (Daft & Weick, 1984; Nadkarni & Barr, 2008).13 In the

CVC investment setting, the top levels of the incumbent firm are often represented on investment

committees or similar governance mechanisms that select investments proposed by the CVC

investment unit and possess authority over policies and incentives that effectively control the

CVC investment unit.14 Formal hierarchy plays an important role in aligning renewal goals

(Galunic & Eisenhardt, 2001; Joseph & Gaba, 2020). However, what constitutes an opportunity’s

renewal fitness is fraught with ambiguities because interpretations of what answers should look

like are inconsistent (Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008; Rerup 2009). We thus conceptualize renewal

fitness as an opportunity’s degree of alignment with the firm’s agenda or renewal objectives.15

In what follows, we focus our theoretical development on how members of a focal

corporate venture capital (CVC) unit allocate attention to particular players and communication

channels during the evaluation situation. The particular set of issues and action alternatives made

available to the investment committee are a function of structural and contextual attentional

features of the CVC investment unit. We build on prior quantitative work on the ABV such as

15 Although different players may each have their own subjective perceptions on the renewal fitness of a given
external opportunity, we conceptualize the ultimate evaluation of renewal fitness to be made by the investment
committee and communicated to others through its investment decision. In this manner, renewal fitness represents to
some degree an objective reality held by the investment committee for which accuracy can be measured. So, a CVC
investment unit can be said to have a low rate of accuracy when none of its investment proposals are accepted by the
investment committee. However, a rational view of renewal fitness is incomplete, because the investment committee
itself may be divided, may hold an idiosyncratic interpretation of the firm’s agenda that is not accurate, and because
it learns over time and changes its thinking based on inputs from multiple players including the CVC investment
unit.

14 The CVC investment unit’s search activities culminate in a series of decisions made by the investment committee.
The investment committee embodies the organization’s renewal goals, and what it attends to may not be evenly
distributed across a complex, multi-divisional organization. We refer to an actual investment committee in our study,
but the concept can be extended to any person or groups of persons who meet the following criteria: (a) enjoys
proximate access to the wider board of directors and/or CEO, and (b) controls the disbursement of a CVC
investment unit’s financial investment capital resources.

13 Subunits at lower organizational levels also engage in sensegiving practices such as “IUDPLQJ�FRQWHVWV�´ for
example (Kaplan, 2008). However, in the CVC investment context higher levels of the organization effectively
regulate the winning frame, because they have the authority to render investment and other key resource allocation
decisions.
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Eklund and Mannor (2021) and inductive work on CVC investments units such as Basu et al.

(2016) and Souitaris et al. (2012; 2014). In particular, we build on prior work considering the

CVC investment unit (e.g., Basu et al., 2016; Hill et al., 2009; Keil et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2009;

Wright & Lockett, 2003). For example, Souitaris and Zerbinati (2014) examined how CVC

investment units engage with the incumbent firm by evaluating opportunities for strategic fit

apart from financial return and linking opportunities to existing organizational resources and

capabilities. In addition, recent studies have examined how CVC investment units look for a

strategic fit between external startups and the focal corporate firm (Basu et al., 2016; Dushnitsky

& Lenox, 2005; Keil et al., 2008; Wadhwa & Basu, 2013). Building on concepts found in the

attention-based view (ABV) and sensemaking perspectives, we propose four hypotheses in the

next section about how time and effort is directed at particular external startups in a CVC unit’s

opportunity sets. We develop a framework about how investment committees (H1), external

startups (H2), independent venture capitalists (H3), and business units (H4) drive attentional

allocation to specific external startups during opportunity set construction in an incumbent firm.

+<327+(6(6

From the CVC investment unit’s perspective, the evaluation situation involves a set of

interdependent internal and external players who interact and communicate with the CVC

investment unit through dedicated procedural and communication channels. We examine how

each type of player interacts with the CVC investment unit in a distinct dyadic procedural and

communication channel in which sustained attentional processing is allocated to certain issues

and answers. We draw on concepts from the attention-based view (ABV) and sensemaking

perspectives to better understand how players’ interactions with the CVC investment unit can

shape incumbent firms’ opportunity sets.16 We define an opportunity set as the collection of

16 We analyzed the CVC investment unit’s sustained attentional processing on multiple opportunity sets over a
six-year period at a single bank. An opportunity set represents a moment in time — each financial quarter comprises
its own opportunity set of incoming and outgoing external startups, under evaluation for CVC investment, which
also coincided with scheduled investment committee meetings per quarter. An opportunity set is conceptualized as a
shared team device used to align CVC investment unit team members. Each opportunity set constitutes the
constellation of opportunities under evaluation by the CVC investment unit at a given time(tL), where each
opportunity within the set embodies a subjective assignment of favorability until removed altogether by the CVC
investment unit. As long as an opportunity is either not removed or invested in, it travels from opportunity set to
opportunity set.
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external opportunities under evaluation by a focal CVC investment unit at a given moment in

time.17

We first examine how a CVC investment unit at a major European bank “OHDUQV” the

organization’s ambiguous agenda by observing investment committee decision feedback and

adjusts its allocation of sustained attentional processing accordingly (+�²LQYHVWPHQW GHFLVLRQ

VLWXDWLRQ).18 We then examine how the focal CVC investment unit’s interaction and

communication with external startups (+�²NQRZOHGJH VDOLHQF\ VLWXDWLRQ), scouting networks

(+�²H[WHUQDO PDUNHW VDOLHQF\ VLWXDWLRQ), and business units (+�²LQWHUQDO PDUNHW VDOLHQF\

VLWXDWLRQ) allocate its sustained attentional processing to certain issues and answers.19 Each of

these players occupies a unique structural position, is involved in crucial evaluation tasks in

coordination with the CVC investment unit (i.e., situations), and shapes a CVC investment unit’s

opportunity sets through distinctive attentional processing of issues and answers. From the CVC

investment unit perspective, the evaluation situation has no “FROOHFWLYH PLQG”; instead, it has at

least four distributed situations that require coordination and communication with multiple

decision-makers and players.20 Our theoretical framework helps explain how a CVC investment

20 The evaluation situation refers to the CVC investment decision-making context in which opportunities are
evaluated, so that selective investment decisions can be made subsequently. The concept of situation is based on the
attention-based view (ABV) in which organizational actors find themselves situated in particular decision-making
contexts and attention structures that exhibit certain rules, players, positions and resources (Ocasio, 1997: 188;
195-198). During the evaluation situation, the CVC investment unit’s key tasks are to: discover opportunities
(external startups) that align with the firm’s agenda, establish co-investor relationships with independent venture
capitalists (IVC), match external opportunities to internal business units, and propose selective investment

19 Rerup (2009) discussed the role of attentional stability and sustained attention to issues, which improves accuracy
in scanning, noticing, encoding and interpreting issues over time.

18 According to the attention-based view (ABV), the issues faced by the incumbent firm constitute the problems that
make up the agenda of the firm. Specifically, the agenda here refers to the renewal goals of the bank under digital
transformation. The bank is conceptualized to engage in “DJHQGD�EXLOGLQJ”, since organizational renewal goals are
continually refreshed (Dutton, 1986; Ocasio, 1997). Ambiguity refers to a lack of clarity that can usually be resolved
through action, as conceptualized by Brown et al. (2015). Therefore, a CVC investment unit can retrospectively gain
clarity on the incumbent firm’s previous goals through investment committee decisions to reduce ambiguity, but a
CVC investment unit’s ability to divine the future goal direction of the firm remains highly uncertain and therefore,
the future direction is deemed to be always ambiguous.

17 Opportunities here are initially considered to be “GLVFRYHUHG” from a CVC investment unit’s perspective, because
external startups pre-exist as independent entities in the environment that are potentially discoverable by any
third-party actor. Furthermore, opportunities here reflect some degree of favorability assigned by the focal
incumbent firm that we studied (Davidsson, 2015). Because we analyze external startups that have made it into the
focal CVC unit’s shared database, this suggests that at least one member of the CVC investment unit considered a
focal external startup to be a potential candidate for subsequent evaluation based on his/her understanding of the
bank’s agenda or renewal goals. We argue that the longer the evaluation situation lasts for an individual opportunity,
the more a discovered opportunity becomes jointly authored through procedural and communication channels, in
which players interact and communicate to collectively create new meaning. If all goes well during more intense
evaluation, an opportunity may become a potential candidate for subsequent CVC investment selection by the
investment committee.
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unit adapts its evaluation behavior as a function of complex social interactions affecting the

attentional processing of issues and answers. This approach contrasts with those focusing only on

the underlying characteristics of an opportunity or its strategic fit to an incumbent firm.21

,QYHVWPHQW�'HFLVLRQ�6LWXDWLRQ

We first focus on the effects of the incumbent firm’s investment committee actions in

shaping the attentional processing of the CVC unit when evaluating new opportunities.22 In the

evaluation situation, both the CVC investment unit and the investment committee possess the

decision-making power to make certain organizational moves. The CVC investment unit has the

autonomy to scan the environment for discoverable opportunities, introduce opportunities to

business units, evaluate opportunities, and either remove opportunities from further consideration

or selectively propose certain opportunities to the investment committee. The latter represents an

extraordinary decision-making power because the investment committee only learns about

certain opportunities that the CVC investment unit makes known through selective investment

proposals. Each of these organizational moves occurs independently of the investment

committee, but the investment committee’s organizational moves highly circumscribe a CVC

investment unit’s degree of autonomy. The investment committee furnishes critical search

boundaries that a CVC investment unit has to make sense of on an ongoing basis.

The investment committee engages in at least three sensegiving practices for the CVC

investment unit during the evaluation situation:23

23 We refer to Gioia and Chittipeddi’s (1991) conceptualization of sensegiving, as a sensemaking variant undertaken
to create meaning for a target audience. Sensegiving is defined as “WKH�SURFHVV�RI�DWWHPSWLQJ�WR�LQIOXHQFH WKH
VHQVHPDNLQJ�DQG�PHDQLQJ�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�RI�RWKHUV�WRZDUG�D�SUHIHUUHG�UHGHILQLWLRQ�RI�RUJDQL]DWLRQDO�UHDOLW\” (Gioia &
Chittipeddi, 1991, p. 442). See Weick et al. (2005) for a detailed explanation.

22 We refer to an actual investment committee in our study, but the concept can be extended to any person or groups
of persons who meet the following criteria: (a) enjoys proximate access to the wider board of directors and/or CEO,
and (b) controls the disbursement of a CVC investment unit’s financial investment capital resources.

21 We adopt the attention-based view (ABV), where individual and organizational attention are less a function of
individual traits than a function of how attention is distributed across many players, who occupy unique social
positions, and situated across varied social contexts. We apply this to the CVC investment context to demonstrate
how a CVC investment’s unit evaluation of an opportunity, is as much a result of complex, subjective social
interactions as it is a result of an opportunity’s objective underlying traits or seemingly rational strategic fit with an
incumbent fit.

opportunities to the investment committee in alignment with the incumbent firm’s agenda or renewal goals. The
evaluation situation is time-consuming and time is a limited resource, so CVC investment units must selectively
direct their attention to certain issues and answers, at the expense of other issues and answers that are ignored.
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1. Communicate the incumbent firm’s agenda to the CVC investment unit before the search

begins.

2. Evaluate the renewal fitness of opportunities selectively drawn from a CVC investment

unit’s opportunity set at a particular time.

3. Decide whether or not to make the ultimate organizational move in the evaluation

situation by taking investment action on any proposed action alternatives.

)LJXUH��

&9&�,QYHVWPHQW�8QLW¶V�1HWZRUN�RI�$WWHQWLRQDO�3URFHVVLQJ

1RWH� This figure depicts how a CVC investment unit regulates the attentional processing of
specific issues and answers through interdependent procedural and communication channels, in
which a player interacts and communicates with the focal CVC investment unit. The immediate
outcome of a CVC investment unit’s attentional processing during the evaluation situation, is a
limited set of possible answers that are communicated to the investment committee in the form
of selective investment proposals. The investment committee subsequently makes an
organizational move and takes action by either selecting an opportunity to invest in, or by
refusing any or all of the investment proposals. The scope of our study refers to the large circle,
in which the CVC investment unit interacts and communicates with a set of key players in the
CVC investment context, through dedicated channels, that shape opportunity sets. An
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opportunity set represents a moment in time, and constitutes the constellation of opportunities
under evaluation by the CVC investment unit.

Although these are distinct practices, we combine the last two sensegiving practices

because the investment committee’s investment decision correlates with evaluating an

opportunity’s renewal fitness. From the vantage point of the investment committee, we conceive

of renewal fitness as an opportunity’s degree of alignment with the firm’s agenda or renewal

objectives.24 The CVC investment unit tries to make sense of the investment committee through

a dedicated procedural and communication channel, in which the CVC investment unit (1) first

receives information concerning the content of an incumbent firm’s agenda used to scan the

environment; (2) then obtains informational feedback through investment committee decisions

on the renewal fitness of opportunities that it proposes to the investment committee. In this

dedicated channel, the investment committee is the primary decision-maker influencing the CVC

investment unit and its attentional processing. Every opportunity the CVC investment unit

“GLVFRYHUV” embodies a minimum level of favorability about the incumbent firm’s agenda,

subjectively determined. The CVC investment unit perceives the alignment between each

opportunity and the firm’s agenda. Nevertheless, there are subjective differences in perception

between players/decision-makers, and the firm’s agenda is often ambiguous. Differences in

perception can partly arise from the varied structural positions that decision-makers and players

occupy. The investment committee, whose members occupy senior executive positions, is in

close contact with the highest levels of strategy making and has a broad overview of the

incumbent firm’s issues and answers.

The CVC investment unit occupies a structural position in the incumbent firm that is

further removed from the board of directors and therefore is likely to hold a different valuation

and legitimization of issues and answers than the investment committee.25 Different parts of the

25 The specialized function and social position of each decision-maker and player, according to the attention-based
view (ABV), drive the structural distribution of attention and variation in the valuation of issues and answers.

24 Although different players may each have their own subjective perceptions on the renewal fitness of a given
external opportunity, we conceptualize the ultimate evaluation of renewal fitness to be made by the investment
committee and communicated to others through its investment decision. In this manner, renewal fitness represents to
some degree an objective reality held by the investment committee for which accuracy can be measured. So, a CVC
investment unit can be said to have a low rate of accuracy when none of its investment proposals are accepted by the
investment committee. However, a rational view of renewal fitness is incomplete, because the investment committee
itself may be divided, may hold an idiosyncratic interpretation of the firm’s agenda that is not accurate, and because
it learns over time and changes its thinking based on inputs from multiple players including the CVC investment
unit.
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organization attend to different issues and answers, perceiving the same information about

renewal goals differently (Crilly & Sloan, 2014; Joseph & Wilson, 2018). Senior executives

anticipate these perceptual differences and engage in multiple sensegiving activities to guide

thinking and communicate search boundaries to the CVC investment unit. Sensegiving

materializes as a series of in-person meetings, email discussions, and often the written

codification of what constitutes “DSSURSULDWH´ issues and answers.26

The provision of frames regarding the organization’s renewal goals are formulated by

senior executives (Jacobides, 2007; Joseph & Wilson, 2018) and codified into a firm’s agenda.

The firm’s agenda is designed to align multiple and diverse organizational subunits. This is

analogous to the attention-based view’s concept of agenda, expressed as a “UHSHUWRLUH RI LVVXHV”

confronting the incumbent firm that decision-makers respond to with codified search rules.

Although issues can serve as a script for search action to discover appropriate opportunities as

answers, the agenda is often ambiguous and requires subjective interpretation. In order to

evaluate opportunities on their appropriateness relative to the firm’s agenda, a CVC investment

unit must first make sense of the organization’s renewal goals. The absence of clarity in the

formal agenda results in the need for the CVC investment unit to engage in sensemaking to

selectively interpret the intentions of the investment committee and conduct certain evaluation

actions that correspond with its interpretation. The license for each subunit to frame

organizational issues and answers in a distinctive and highly interpretive manner is somewhat at

odds with the primary organizing function of the firm’s agenda and associated search rules.

One of the key sensemaking mechanisms for the CVC investment unit in this procedural

and communication channel is the investment decision situation, which repeats in either

scheduled or spontaneous intervals.27 After the CVC investment unit discovers an opportunity

27 The focal decision situation is the investment committee decision of whether or not, at a specific point in time, to
invest in an external startup proposed by the CVC investment unit. The decision making that characterizes regular
quarterly investment committee meetings, communicates the investment committee’s renewal fitness perceptions at
a given point in time. The investment committee decision, therefore, represents valuable feedback to the CVC
investment unit regarding its alignment on renewal fitness. We concede that an investment committee may not have
an accurate reading of the incumbent firm’s actual renewal goals. So, its investment decisions may be a poor
measure of actual renewal fitness. However, it is positive reinforcement from the investment committee that offers
the CVC investment unit confirmatory evidence that it possesses a sufficiently clear and updated representation of
the organization’s latest renewal goals. It is the positive reinforcement, not the actual accuracy that matters in the
end. The CVC investment unit will look primarily to the investment committee to make sense of the firm’s agenda,

26 See March (1970; 1983) and Zucker (1983) on “DSSURSULDWH�UXOHV” in incumbent firm decision making. We
obtained the codified search rules used by the focal bank in our study, which is described in the background context
section in detail before the methods section. The CVC literature has not previously studied the sociomateriality of
CVC investment unit documents, as far as we know.
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that it believes to be favorably aligned with the firm’s agenda, it continually reassesses the

opportunity’s degree of renewal fitness through various procedural and communication channels.

If the CVC investment unit eventually deems an opportunity to exhibit low renewal fitness, then

it will likely remove the opportunity from the opportunity set. However, if the CVC investment

unit eventually deems an opportunity to exhibit high renewal fitness, then it will likely offer it as

an investment proposal to the investment committee.28 From the CVC investment unit’s

perspective, the investment proposal constitutes an important organizational move and represents

a dual form of sensegiving and sensemaking. The CVC investment unit makes an effort to

influence the investment committee by establishing the strongest case possible for investing in

the proposed opportunity (sensegiving). Yet, the CVC investment unit is likely to propose an

opportunity that it considers to have the highest renewal fitness with the incumbent firm’s agenda

(sensemaking). The investment committee responds to the CVC investment unit’s organizational

move by making its own organizational move in turn. The investment committee has the

decision-making authority to choose whether or not to invest in a particular opportunity that the

CVC investment unit has proposed.

The investment decision situation plays out during a formal investment committee

meeting. It constitutes a “VHQVHJLYLQJ DUHQD” where the investment committee enforces the

search rules associated with the incumbent firm’s agenda. Moreover, a favorable decision to

invest from the investment committee signals to the CVC investment unit that its proposal is

congruent with the firm’s agenda. An unfavorable decision to invest from the investment

committee signals to the CVC investment unit that its proposal is incongruent with the firm’s

agenda. Therefore, the investment committee decision situation offers the CVC investment unit

some indication of the perceptual gap between the two players about the saliency of certain

issues and answers and offers some clarity on the search rules associated with the firm’s

agenda.29 These signals decay over time because the investment decision situation repeats itself.

29 We use salience/saliency and relevance/relevancy interchangeably in the dissertation, although there has been
considerable debate in the marketing and psychology literatures on whether and how these concepts may differ. We

28 Based on our interviews with the bank, we learned that approximately 10 percent of startups in the opportunity set
received the highest level of evaluation. This level of selectivity confirms that intensive evaluation is a rare resource
that must be thoughtfully directed at a particular subset of startups in an opportunity set. The CVC investment unit’s
awareness of such constraints motivates it to become proficient in learning the investment committee’s own
subjective perception of the firm’s agenda, and by extension, that of an individual opportunity’s renewal fitness.

because the investment committee is typically the most proximate access that the CVC investment unit has to the
wider board of directors and/or CEO, and because the investment committee controls the disbursement of a CVC
investment unit’s financial investment capital resources.
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The investment committee search rules can unexpectedly change over time, between periods

when it interacts with the CVC investment unit. The investment decision situation recurs through

regularly scheduled or spontaneous investment committee meetings. The investment committee

often updates the incumbent firm’s agenda and associated search rules based on new inputs from

multiple players through indirect procedural and communication channels.30 However, based on

the occasional communication between the CVC investment unit and the investment committee,

the CVC investment unit rarely has access to these emergent and dynamic cognitive updates until

the next investment decision.31

The periodic “VXUSULVH” that accompanies an unfavorable investment decision situation

triggers even more allocation of time and effort to attend to sensemaking by the CVC investment

unit. We expect the CVC investment unit to engage in more sustained attentional processing of

issues and answers during the following sequential opportunity sets, as the CVC investment unit

makes sense of the investment committee’s previous unexpected organizational move. The

unfavorable investment decision situation produces “GLVUXSWLYH DPELJXLW\” that breaches the

expectation of continuity and instigates sensemaking (Weick et al., 2005).32 Because there is a

need for sustained interaction between the CVC investment unit and the investment committee,

both players attempt to “LQWHUORFN WKHLU EHKDYLRUV RYHU WLPH” (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2015). A

32 According to Weick et al. (2005), “���HTXLYRFDOLW\ JLYHV�SULPDF\�WR�WKH�VHDUFK�IRU�PHDQLQJ�DV�D�ZD\�WR�GHDO�ZLWK
XQFHUWDLQW\��H�J���0LOOV�������S�������7KXV��ZH�H[SHFW�WR�ILQG�H[SOLFLW�HIIRUWV�DW�VHQVHPDNLQJ�ZKHQHYHU�WKH�FXUUHQW
VWDWH�RI�WKH�ZRUOG�LV�SHUFHLYHG�WR�EH�GLIIHUHQW�IURP�WKH�H[SHFWHG�VWDWH�RI�WKH�ZRUOG��7KLV�PHDQV�WKDW�VHQVHPDNLQJ�LV
DFWLYDWHG�E\�WKH�TXHVWLRQ��³VDPH�RU�GLIIHUHQW"´�:KHQ�WKH�VLWXDWLRQ�IHHOV�³GLIIHUHQW�´�WKLV�FLUFXPVWDQFH�LV
H[SHULHQFHG�DV�D�VLWXDWLRQ�RI�GLVFUHSDQF\��2UOLNRZVNL�DQG�*DVK��������EUHDNGRZQ��3DWULRWWD��������VXUSULVH��/RXLV
�������GLVFRQILUPDWLRQ��:HLFN�DQG�6XWFOLIIH��������RSSRUWXQLW\��'XWWRQ��������RU�LQWHUUXSWLRQ��0DQGOHU�������SS�
���±�����”

31 See Dutton’s (1986) view of agenda-building, as a dynamic and emergent process. The investment committee acts
as the ultimate arbiter of renewal fitness, and its (un)favorable decisions serve as a mechanism for updating what
constitutes an appropriate answer.

30 We apply the labels “GLUHFW” and “LQGLUHFW” to the concept of procedural and communication channels. Both types
are illustrated in Figure 1. For example, even though the direct pairing between the CVC investment unit and the
investment committee refers to the most important player dyad in the investment decision situation, the investment
committee may consult indirectly with other players such as business units and/or external startups before rendering
a final investment decision. These indirect social interactions may not affect the immediate outcome of the
investment decision situation, but may influence the investment committee’s perception of the search rules
associated with the firm’s agenda, in the future.

subscribe to the following statement on salience/saliency: "6DOLHQF\�UHIHUV�WR�WKH�IDFW�WKDW�QRW�DOO�RI�D�PDQ
V�EHOLHIV
VWDQG�RXW�ZLWK�HTXDO�SURPLQHQFH�LQ�KLV�FRJQLWLYH�ILHOG��+H�PD\�EH�PRUH�DFXWHO\�DZDUH�RI�FHUWDLQ�RI�KLV�EHOLHIV�WKDQ
RWKHUV��WKH\�PD\�HQWHU�KLV�WKRXJKWV�PRUH�UHDGLO\��WKH\�PD\�EH�PRUH�IUHTXHQWO\�YHUEDOL]HG��WKH\�DUH��LQ�D�ZRUG�
VDOLHQW" (Krech & Crutchfield, 1948: 163). Our conceptualization is consistent with Tversky and Kahneman (1974),
who referred to salience in relation to the availability or retrievability of an instance based on its frequency or
probability. Ocasio (1997: 195) cites Tversky and Kahneman (1974) in relation to availability and saliency, in his
description of procedural and communication channels in the attention-based view (ABV).
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senior CVC investment manager at the bank described the CVC investment unit’s retrospective

analysis and prospective expectations concerning its interlocked relationship with the investment

committee.

“When is the next investment committee

meeting? Do we have something to present?

How went [sic] the last meeting? And so on and

so forth. There are influences and variables in

our behavior... One objective is that we want to

have at least three positive approvals in the

investment committees and at least two

investments per year.”

Since the investment committee has authoritative power over the investment decision

situation, the burden is primarily on the CVC investment unit to engage in extensive cognizing to

resolve the residual equivocality produced by the investment committee’s unfavorable

investment decision situation.33 In response, the CVC investment unit shifts its attention to a less

restrictive perception of issues and answers, by evaluating s a more dispersed set of

opportunities. The CVC investment unit casts a wider focus of attention to “OHDUQ” the

investment committee’s latest perception of the incumbent firm’s agenda. As a corollary, under a

favorable investment decision situation, the CVC investment unit’s current search rules become

wedded to the environment of decisions that inform its subsequent moves. When scripts for

search action are deemed to align with the incumbent firm’s agenda, the CVC investment unit

engages in more preparatory attention because it has learned the saliency of issues and answers

from the investment committee’s vantage point.34 Preparatory attention speeds up the CVC

investment unit’s perception of the saliency of certain issues and answers, which in turn speeds

up the CVC investment unit’s action of removing certain opportunities from subsequent

34 The concept of “SUHSDUDWRU\�DWWHQWLRQ” facilitates the speed and accuracy of perception and action, and is driven
in part by the saliency/relevancy of issues and answers (Ocasio, 1997: 201).

33 The CVC investment unit faces considerable ambiguity and attempts to lessen it by gaining clarity. However, the
CVC investment unit often cannot gain much clarity about the firm’s agenda, and instead resorts to reducing
equivocality through evaluation actions that direct the CVC investment unit’s attention to certain issues and answers.
This trial-and-error behavior is captured by the conceptualization that sensemaking is both discovery and invention
(Brown et al. 2015; Weick, 1995).
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opportunity sets. Minimizing sustained exposure to opportunities incongruent with the firm’s

agenda frees the CVC investment unit to selectively focus its time and effort on those

opportunities that possess high levels of renewal fitness. After a favorable investment decision

situation, we expect the CVC investment unit to selectively allocate its sustained attentional

processing to fewer opportunities over several sequential opportunity sets.

+\SRWKHVLV��� When an investment decision situation is favorable in a previous period,

the CVC investment unit is more likely to selectively allocate sustained attentional

processing to fewer opportunities during subsequent evaluation periods, ceteris

paribus.

.QRZOHGJH�6DOLHQF\�6LWXDWLRQ

The second hypothesis (H2) focuses on the procedural and communication channel by

which the investment committee and the CVC unit coordinate and communicate. It constitutes a

critical direct link between an external opportunity, embodying a valuable source of external

knowledge, and the incumbent firm seeking renewal of its capabilities through access to certain

external knowledge.35

An external startup constitutes a possible candidate in the CVC investment unit’s

repertoire of answers regarding the firm’s agenda. During the evaluation situation, both the

external startup player and the CVC investment unit player possess the decision-making power

to make certain organizational moves. The external startup player can decide whether to share

certain information and partner with the incumbent firm. The CVC investment unit player can

decide: (a) whether to remove an external startup from the opportunity set; (b) whether to

introduce the external startup to a business unit within the incumbent firm for possible matching;

(c) whether to propose the external startup to the investment committee. We describe below why

we consider (a) to be a function of (b) and (c) in the knowledge saliency situation that arises in

35 Opportunities can be sourced from any number of external scouting networks used by the focal CVC investment
unit, such as opportunities sourced from independent venture capitalists (IVCs) discussed in our third hypothesis.
Here, we focus on the direct relationship between a CVC investment unit and a “GLVFRYHUHG” opportunity, no matter
how it came to be discovered by the CVC investment unit. We refer only to the CVC investment context, which is
one of several organizational modes available to an incumbent firm to source external knowledge. In addition, our
study takes the CVC investment unit’s perspective.
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this particular channel. All external startups in our study possess valuable knowledge and are

willing to share information with the incumbent firm and establish a partnership tie with the

incumbent firm.36 The narrowing of opportunity sets, based on attentional processing, may

depend on the knowledge saliency situation wherein the CVC investment unit matches

opportunities to business units and proposes opportunities to the investment committee.37

A key mechanism underlying the knowledge saliency situation is the sensegiving

capability of an external startup. We build on Gioia and Chittipeddi’s (1991) notion of

sensegiving as a variant of sensemaking undertaken to create meaning for a target audience.

Sensegiving is defined as “WKH SURFHVV RI DWWHPSWLQJ WR LQIOXHQFH WKH VHQVHPDNLQJ DQG PHDQLQJ

FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI RWKHUV WRZDUG D SUHIHUUHG UHGHILQLWLRQ RI RUJDQL]DWLRQDO UHDOLW\” (Gioia &

Chittipeddi, 1991: 442). Every external startup contained in the CVC investment unit’s

opportunity set possesses an idiosyncratic assembly of cognitive categories of issues and

answers, of which some are more salient than others.38 During the evaluation situation, a startup

makes a concerted effort to influence the CVC investment unit’s perception through rhetorical or

discursive influence (Ocasio et al., 2018). From an external startup’s perspective, the objective of

rhetoric or discourse is to reorder the CVC investment unit’s perception of relevance to certain

issues and answers. A CVC investment unit implicitly assigns a ranking to issues and answers

based on its current knowledge about technological possibilities and its understanding of the

firm’s agenda. The CVC investment unit receiving sensegiving has its interpretations and can

resist efforts from external startups to influence strategic change (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014;

Sonenshein, 2010). However, the saliency assigned to issues and answers involves active social

38 The attention-based view and sensemaking perspectives are highly applicable to incumbent firms, but these lenses
can also be used to help us understand early-stage startups as they adapt dynamically by pivoting through multiple
product and/or service designs in a relatively short period of time.

37 The reader will note that we have introduced other players to our story for explaining this procedural and
communication channel. We center our discussion on the CVC investment unit tasks that involve external startups
during the evaluation situation. These critical tasks involve the participation of other players, but the
decision-making authority to make organizational moves such as introducing or  proposing an external startup still
lies entirely with the CVC investment unit. We theorize on the antecedents to these organizational moves, based on
the knowledge saliency situation that emerges between an external startup and the CVC investment unit.

36Considerable literature exists on social defense mechanisms that external startups use to defend themselves against
unintended knowledge appropriation or spillovers in relation to incumbent firms. See Colombo et al. (2016),
Dushnitsky and Shaver (2009), or Katila et al. (2008) for examples. Our study presumes a strong willingness on the
part of an external startup to share some of its knowledge with the incumbent firm, and despite an external startup
having bargaining power and capital fundraising alternatives, a strong motivation on the part of an external startup to
establish an investment tie with the focal incumbent firm. In addition, the favorability of opportunities in our
opportunity sets, as previously explained, ensures that opportunities possess at least some relevant and valuable
knowledge to share with the incumbent firm.
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processes and, therefore, is subject to outside influence from other players. Sociomaterial

sensegiving practices enacted by external startups to persuade players include elevator pitches,

pitch decks, product demos, discussions, and the CVC investment unit’s data room. The players

interact both synchronously and asynchronously, as well as both in-person and virtually,

frequently, although often separated by geographical distance.

The CVC investment unit engages in varying intensities of sensemaking, depending on

the critical novelty and incongruity of the knowledge presented by an external startup (Hoffman

& Ocasio, 2001; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). Sensemaking is triggered when individuals

confront issues that are “VXUSULVLQJ” and that require explanation (Maitlis, 2005: 21). The CVC

investment unit reduces its need for controlled processing — highly demanding of attentional

capacity — when knowledge is less novel and more congruent (Ocasio, 1997). In this situation,

individuals can use automatic processing because it is highly routinized, habitual, and

unsurprising. Alternatively, the CVC investment unit increases its need for controlled processing

when knowledge is more novel, less congruent, and surprising (Ocasio, 1997).

The CVC investment unit is more likely to notice and act on external startups that disrupt

their current understanding of appropriate answers to meet the incumbent firm’s agenda (March,

1970, 1983; Zucker, 1983). Based on cues that violate an incumbent firm’s expectations, the

CVC investment unit’s sensemaking intensity results in controlled processing by members of the

CVC investment unit, directing attention to a restricted set of external startups. A discrepancy

between expectations and reality, in the context of technological renewal, often refers to the

expert use of enabling technologies on specific and salient business tasks.39 External startups that

39 External startups with technical (co)-founders embody computer science competencies in software technologies
that can be applied to either core, adjacent or entirely new areas of banking. The bank searched for the latest
technical know-how to perform advanced functions in areas that change rapidly, such as big data, security and
cryptocurrencies. These functional areas rely on quickly evolving enabling technologies such as machine learning,
biometrics, blockchain and cloud infrastructures. Technology has indeed played a critical role in the banking sector
since the 1920s, when accounting machines were first installed (BNP Paribas, 2021). However, banking practices
have changed dramatically in the last decade due in part to the substantial rise in FinTech startups that are
reinventing segments of the banking value chain, as well as the increasing sophistication of enabling technologies
being deployed such as artificial intelligence and machine learning. There are a few outlier banks that did manage to
explore the technology frontiers of AI and machine learning, notably Bank of America with a patent portfolio size of
4,943 (Bank of America, 2021). 444 US patents were granted to Bank of America in 2020 alone, with AI and
machine learning accounting for approximately 25 percent of these. Putting aside such outliers, banks have
traditionally hired programmers and IT personnel to write financial algorithms (quants) and to keep servers up and
running (maintaining the infrastructure). These technical skill sets are more bounded than those typically found in
external startups, in which new software tools are developed entirely from scratch using advanced technologies.
While founders with technical expertise represent the bank’s future, founders with previous work experience in the
finance sector are presumed to possess a current understanding of the complexity of bank organizations, regulations,
and the competitive forces that are transforming value chains. Since all CVC investments are directed at software
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possess extensive technological knowledge in conjunction with knowledge of the incumbent

firm’s domain are more likely to violate expectations than external startups that have no specific

domain knowledge.

Prior knowledge of the incumbent firm’s domain implies that the individuals, who

created a certain external startup, are more likely to have developed a product and/or service that

is relevant and unexpected to the industry.40 These external startups are also more likely to

communicate with members inside the incumbent firm because of their familiarity with the

issues confronting that industry and actively communicate their subjective viewpoints on the

relative merits of possible answers that persuade various players.41 The player that an external

startup comes into contact with inside an incumbent firm in the first instance is often the CVC

investment unit with little technological expertise.42 An external startup first needs to convince

the CVC investment unit of the value of these changes and explain how they can be

accomplished (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). A senior CVC investment unit manager

commented: “6R� LI \RX DUH FRQYLQFHG PD\EH WKHUH DUH VRPH EOLQG VSRWV LQ WKH SURGXFW� LQ WKH

IXQQHO RU ZKDWHYHU���ZKDW FDQ DOVR IRVWHU RXU GHFLVLRQ LV LI WKH IRXQGHU PDNHV WKH ULJKW

LPSUHVVLRQ�”

As a result, the CVC investment unit’s heightened sensemaking intensity towards these

external startups is associated with certain organizational moves. The CVC investment unit

introduces these external startups to business units within the incumbent firm and possibly

proposes these external startups to the investment committee for possible investment selection.

Business units prize and legitimize an external startup’s expertise, opening the way for social

42 Previous scholarship has addressed the delicate interdependencies between previous and future knowledge
acquisition (Cattani, 2005; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Helfat, 1997).

41 (Co)-founders with prior professional experiences in finance are more likely to have formulated their product
and/or service ideas in a previous financial institution. The rationale is that their ideas embodied nascent technology
areas that could not be implemented at the previous employer due to an absence of complementary resources.
Therefore, these ideas were initially rejected, which was the catalyst for the formation of a new independent venture.
This implies that the founding team will have gained a better subsequent understanding of product-market fit and its
enterprise commercialization strategy, based on a previous failure to implement the idea elsewhere. These external
startups will more likely target firms with complementary resources in customer base, geographical markets, and
application areas (Cassiman & Ueda, 2006).

40 The bank we studied, as well as many other industries where CVC investments are used, already had extensive
technological capabilities before introducing the CVC investment mode. However, some external startups
discovered through the CVC investment mode offered the bank additional capabilities that went beyond the bank’s
current understanding of a technology itself or understanding of a particular method used to apply a technology to a
specific and salient business task.

startups in our study, and that the digital transformation of the bank is one of the most salient aspects of the firm’s
agenda, the joint effect of technological and financial services proficiency is a particularly forceful beacon that
various intrafirm players notice.
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interaction and mutual knowledge exchange. Suppose an external startup is not eventually

matched with a business unit during the evaluation situation. In that case, it is unlikely that the

CVC investment unit will propose that external startup to the investment committee for possible

investment selection. Removal of the external startup from an opportunity set is likely to occur

under this situation. An external startup’s sensegiving capability, based on its extensive

knowledge of relevant enabling technologies and the domain, increases the likelihood that

interactions with players inside the incumbent firm will endure longer durations in the

opportunity set. More sustained processing decreases the likelihood of removing an external

startup from an opportunity set because ongoing momentum reflects accumulated valuation and

legitimization by intrafirm players.43

Accordingly, a CVC investment unit may allocate more sustained attentional processing

of the issues and answers embodied by these external startups that meet the resource demands of

the knowledge saliency situation (high knowledge saliency), than external startups that do not

correspond with the resource demands of the knowledge saliency situation (low knowledge

saliency). In addition, we expect that more time will be allocated to these external startups in the

opportunity set because they are more likely to use salient technological and domain knowledge

to engage intrafirm players and decision-makers than external startups that do not possess the

requisite technological and domain knowledge.44

+\SRWKHVLV��� A CVC investment unit is more likely to selectively allocate sustained

attentional processing to opportunities associated with high knowledge saliency,

ceteris paribus.

44 The importance of an external startup’s prior experience in technological and finance domains lies in the external
startup's ability to explain its novelty to other players, not simply the novelty itself. Novelty is a necessary, but
insufficient condition. We do not expect the effect to be a durable advantage for an external startup, because after a
short while the novel knowledge will become diffused in the marketplace for technologies. This effect works in our
setting where opportunities are in their very early stages of development, and therefore the beneficial knowledge
advantage has not yet decayed.

43 External startups are selected into ever increasing intensities of evaluation by the CVC investment unit, which
must choose how to allocate its precious evaluation time and effort. This implies that the CVC investment unit holds
a strong conviction about the favorability of an external startup that it introduces to a business unit(s). However, this
does not imply that an external startup will not eventually be removed from the opportunity set when other players
are not equally persuaded of its valuation and legitimization.
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([WHUQDO�0DUNHW�6DOLHQF\�6LWXDWLRQ

In the third hypothesis (H3), we explain the effects of the scouting network in shaping the

CVC investment unit’s attentional processing. The scouting network calls the incumbent firm’s

attention to a certain repertoire of answers to its renewal goals. An incumbent firm can choose

from multiple organizational modes to obtain access to external knowledge, including the CVC

investment mode. The CVC investment mode has multiple scouting network modes to source

external opportunities for subsequent evaluation. These modes can be either internal or external

players.45

Internal scouting players, especially business units, are associated with more proximate

cognitive schemas of issues and answers. Internal players act more habitually because they make

sense of previous actions and develop corresponding “FDXVH PDSV” that explain the

consequences of previous organizational moves (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2015). The valuation of

ideas and answers often differs between business units inside an incumbent firm. However, their

cognitive schemas of issues and answers share “FDXVH PDSV” that are more likely to be similar to

an external player -- a similarity arising from convergence in the mutual organization (Weick,

1979).46

While internal scouting players act with continuity and are more likely to “GLVFRYHU”

opportunities that constitute familiar answers, external scouting players make more unfamiliar

cognitive schemas available that broaden the CVC investment unit’s repertoire of issues and

answers. In addition, external scouting players bring up-to-the-minute knowledge about the

marketplace for technologies, providing valuable knowledge of early-stage opportunities that

have saliency in the wider environment. In particular, independent venture capitalists (IVC) are

seen as legitimate external scouting players by intrafirm players. IVCs can offer the CVC

investment unit valuable resources in the procedural and communication channel: (a) a supply of

early-stage opportunities that have saliency in the environment; (b) an independent third-party

46 Business units inside an incumbent firm compete for resources and attention, but also cooperate extensively to
collectively coordinate the complex activities of the firm. Weick (1979) discussed how cause maps converge when
groups of individuals become organized.

45 Souitaris and Zerbinati (2014) found that CVC investment units obtain referrals, among others, from trusted
business associates, entrepreneurs, venture capitalists and contacts within the focal incumbent firm’s business units.
Examples of internal players that perform a scouting function include business units, corporate accelerators,
corporate M&A or strategy departments, and the CVC investment unit. Examples of external players that the CVC
investment unit can collaborate with to source external startups include commercial datasets, private accelerators
and incubators, universities, and independent venture capitalists (IVCs).
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evaluation based on private information and financial logics; and (c) a willing and capable

co-investment partner.47

An independent venture capitalist (IVC) engages in sensegiving to persuade the CVC

investment unit about its idiosyncratic issues and answers. Although “(a)” creates a point of

confusion for the CVC investment unit since it implies an inconsistent view of what solutions

should look like, the IVC can use “(b)” and “(c)” as additional sensegiving mechanisms to guide

thinking and increase convergence with the CVC investment unit in this procedural and

communication channel. We briefly discuss “(b)” and “(c) below to account for the CVC

investment unit’s attentional processing of certain issues and answers as a function of the

external market saliency situation. The CVC investment unit uses private information obtained

from the IVC scouting network and the plausibility of co-investing with an IVC as mechanisms

to increase the valuation and legitimization of certain issues and answers by intrafirm players.48

IVCs often communicate strong, unexpected convictions about certain segments of the market

for technologies. In the absence of private information and plausible co-investment, the

incumbent firm would be more likely to resist efforts from IVCs to influence strategic change

within the incumbent firm.

The CVC investment unit’s evaluation situation requires a considerable attentional

capacity to obtain private information on early-stage opportunities, which is not readily

available. 49 One particular time-intensive task involves collecting far-reaching information about

an external opportunity’s product and/or services, technologies, markets, business models,

financial statements, ownership structure, and team members.50 The CVC investment unit

50 The evaluation situation refers to all the tasks, situations, channels, players, resources, and rules involved in the
CVC investment unit’s effort between discovery and selection.

49 We found that the due diligence process takes considerable amounts of time and relies on comprehensive
information about the underlying opportunity. Based on our survey of senior CVC investment unit managers (39
percent response rate), we learned that it can take between 2 weeks and 6 months to complete the due diligence
process in the financials sector, and that it typically takes between 1 and 4 weeks for the due diligence process to
begin after first learning about a prospective startup. We found that those CVC investment units with the highest
scouting intensities, typically take less than 4 weeks to complete due diligence. CVC investment units that have
fixed investment committee meeting timetables every quarter, are thus constrained by time and under pressure to
complete most of the due diligence before the next scheduled investment committee meeting. See Eckblad et al.
(2021).

48 The CVC investment unit in our study uses all scouting network modes, in varying proportions.

47 While many external scouting players offer (a), independent venture capitalists (IVC) can offer all three.
Syndicated co-investment deals with independent venture capitalists (IVC) are known to be highly competitive and
difficult for many investors to obtain. All investments made by the CVC investment unit in our study were
conducted using syndicated co-investment deals with IVC. This is beyond the scope of our study since we examine
the evaluation situation, which precedes any investments. However, the plausibility of a co-investment partner is
attractive during the evaluation situation.
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constructs this information resource from multiple sources, including the focal external startup,

the external startup’s (potential) customers, and the external startup’s previous and prospective

investors.51 An external startup uploads information directly to the CVC investment unit’s data

room.52 The CVC investment unit also contacts an external startup’s existing customers and those

potential customers that were not convinced, to better understand how the focal opportunity

stacks up in the marketplace for technologies, and to gain insights into the external startup team’s

effectiveness. Although some private information may be gained directly from an external

startup or its customers, independent venture capitalists (IVC) can supply the most

comprehensive private information on an external opportunity.53

IVCs possess considerable private information about the opportunity itself and similar

startup players operating in the technological marketplace. IVCs obtain private information

directly through discussions with a focal external startup and indirectly through discussions with

other investors and/or startups that interacted with the external startup. A CVC investment unit’s

access to private information supplements the information it receives directly from an external

startup. At the very least, it helps to triangulate the validity of overlapping information. The more

53 Our argument is not that prior evaluations conducted by independent venture capitalists (IVC) save the CVC
investment unit time and effort during the evaluation situation, but rather that the CVC investment unit’s access to
more and higher quality information on an external startup and on salient aspects of the external market help to
positively influence intrafirm players, who will in turn selectively spend more time interacting with these external
startups given the zero-sum game of attention capacity. Not every type of scouting network player carries the same
level of information to the CVC investment unit. Each type of scouting network player carries varying classes of
information on underlying opportunities. For example, interest from entrepreneurs that arrive into the focal CVC
investment unit spontaneously via unsolicited inbound email or web scouting channels, are more likely to carry
minimal amounts of information concerning the quality of the startup team, the market and/or technological product,
or to provide a clear picture of its relevance to a particular business unit inside the focal firm. CVC investment units
typically have websites that describe their activities and solicit applications, but submissions are neither
informationally complete nor vetted by qualified third-parties. In contrast, the scouting network player is more likely
to communicate detailed information on the startup because external investors have already performed at least a
nominal amount of due diligence.

52 The data room is a secure online platform for storing various documents collected from the external startup during
the evaluation situation. The CVC investment unit’s data room is one of the initial sources of information
uncertainty. The data room stores sensitive documents furnished by external startups, including the startup’s articles
of incorporation, records of previous capital raises, the board of directors’ previous actions, business plans, and
company financials. The CVC investment unit collects and consults these documents to  introduce matches to
business units, to build its investment case, and to prepare an investment proposal that refers certain opportunities to
the investment committee.

51 Several commercial services sell limited information on external startups (e.g., CBInsights, Crunchbase,
PitchBook). It is our experience that data often differs across these services, although the metadata is virtually
identical. For example, all services display a list of previous investors, but the actual names of investors could differ.
Data discrepancies often result from data that has been scraped from unstructured and/or unverified online sources.
We consider that these services constitute public information, since they rely on publicly-available documents filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or unstructured/unverified data available online, and it simply
takes a paid subscription to access any of these services.
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comprehensive information set makes it more likely that the CVC investment unit will introduce

these opportunities to business units. Higher information quality helps sustain interactions

between an opportunity and intrafirm players. Obtaining private information earlier in the CVC

investment unit’s evaluation situation engenders more informed discussions between the focal

CVC investment unit and business units inside the incumbent firm. The quality of

communication among distributed players is improved as decision-makers across the firm gain a

more uniform understanding of the technical specifications and market scope that these

opportunities can offer the firm. Consequently, a clearer shared picture of the possibilities

emerges when there is less information uncertainty. A senior CVC investment unit manager

stated how access to more comprehensive information from IVCs facilitated interactions with

intrafirm players.

“If you can get a warm introduction from, for

example, a co-investor who you know and can be

sure that these guys don’t forward shitty teams

then it is a kind of first quality step where you

say ‘ok’, we can skip some points of the process

and go faster in the direction of an investment

committee decision.”

Intrafirm players often view IVCs as legitimate external players because of their

sustained interactions through capital outlays and financial profit motive and their expertise and

knowledge of nascent markets for technology. IVCs’ unexpected voices legitimize what is

worthy of exploitation in the environment, which influences intrafirm players’ valuation of

opportunities discovered through the IVC scouting network procedural and communication

channel. As a plausible co-investor with expertise in the wider market and financial “VNLQ LQ WKH

JDPH” that sustains interactions and reduces ambiguity, IVCs can sway the focal investment

committee because of their relational, informational, and financial resources. Such influence can

overcome the resistance of the investment committee when there is considerable ambiguity

surrounding the financial aspects of any potential investment.
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A senior CVC investment unit manager commented on the ambiguity surrounding

valuation and terms: “%XW DFWXDOO\ LW LV D KXJH SDUW RI QHJRWLDWLRQ DQG KDV WR EH VROYHG EHIRUH ZH

VWHS LQWR WKH ,& >LQYHVWPHQW FRPPLWWHH@�” Opportunities referred from IVCs reduce the need for

sustained negotiation because many of the potential issues will have been previously clarified

and/or resolved by the IVC beforehand. Sensegiving measures described above help an IVC

create influence with the investment committee. In addition, those sensegiving measures

indirectly help the CVC investment unit engage in sensegiving that is somewhat akin to political

‘OREE\LQJ’ (Kaplan, 2008b). The CVC investment unit makes a concerted effort to influence

business units and investment committee members before the next scheduled meeting. The

effectiveness of the framing practice depends on the completeness of information and the

reduction of ambiguities at the time the process begins.54 One senior CVC investment unit

manager described the various communication-driven practices that comprised the political

lobbying effort.

“A kind of political preparation work... before

the actual meeting is taking place we send

around our investment proposal... we do a kind

of short briefing with the more or less most

powerful investment committee members... in

which a business unit the potential target fits in.

Then, we do a longer session with them and

explain why it is so important to invest in this

company and how they can help to transform

processes and businesses internally in the bank.”

The availability of high-quality private information to the CVC investment enables the

unit to resolve some of the financial transaction's ambiguities. Consequently, it can communicate

with internal business units about opportunities that embody unexpected environmental signals

54 Gleaned from what we learned in our interviews with senior CVC investment unit managers, the lobbying process
typically takes between 1 and 4 weeks to complete.  See Eckblad et al. (2021) for more CVC investment unit
process durations.
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and conduct political preparation work in time for the next investment committee meeting.

Therefore, we expect that a CVC investment unit is more likely to allocate attentional processing

to opportunities that correspond to the ([WHUQDO 0DUNHW 6DOLHQF\ 6LWXDWLRQ, in which an IVC

scouting network player provides privileged access (a) to external opportunities that embody

external market saliency, privileged access (b) to private information resources that facilitate

sustained interaction, and privileged access (c) to financial capital resources as a form of

ambiguity mitigation.

+\SRWKHVLV��� A CVC investment unit is more likely to selectively allocate sustained

attentional processing to opportunities associated with external market saliency, ceteris

paribus.

,QWHUQDO�0DUNHW�6DOLHQF\�6LWXDWLRQ

In the fourth hypothesis, we turn to the impact of business unit players in shaping the

attention processing of CVC units.55 An internal business unit constitutes the locus in which a

CVC investment unit can connect its repertoire of answers, sourced from multiple scouting

networks, to the incumbent firm. During the evaluation situation, both the internal business unit

player and the CVC investment unit player possess the decision-making power to make certain

organizational moves. An internal business unit player can decide whether to associate with an

external opportunity that is introduced by the CVC investment unit.56 The CVC investment unit

56 Matching processes are multilateral, in which multiple parties participate in the decision to establish a joint
partnership. However, an external startup in the opportunity set does not need to fully acquiesce to a dyadic
relationship with a particular business unit arranged by the CVC investment unit, during the initial stages of the
matching process. The CVC investment unit “VHOOV” existing opportunities to business units. Selling opportunities to
internal business units requires considerable effort in terms of gathering information about the opportunity on the
one hand, and understanding a particular business unit’s needs and willingness to partner, on the other hand. A
socio-technical process of “VHQVHPDNLQJ” occurs, as the CVC investment unit exerts time and effort to learn how to
match the appropriate opportunity with the appropriate business unit (March, 1970, 1983; Zucker, 1983). Matching
can combine issues (business units) and answers (opportunities) in unexpected ways, or can involve co-creation or
reflective reframing (Hargadon & Bechky, 2006) that generates an alteration in the discovered form of the
opportunity. This joint process can occur even without perfect acquiescence between players. The mutual
acquiescence of players becomes particularly relevant when a CVC investment unit proposes an opportunity to the
investment committee.

55 In our study at a major European bank, the retail banking, corporate banking and investment banking business
units constitute the largest share of economic activities.
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player can decide whether to introduce an external opportunity to a business unit, and if so,

which business unit(s) to make the introduction.

The valuation and legitimization of certain issues and answers will differ between

business units within the same firm, based on differentiated “FDXVH PDSV” (Weick, 1979). One

factor that drives these differences is ongoing political conflicts among organizational subunits,

when business units compete for limited resources (Cyert & March, 1963; Nelson & Winter,

1982; Weick, 1995). Particularly under strategic organizational renewal, subunits likely compete

more intensely for attentional, financial, technological, and human capital resources. Business

units use their dynamic capability to “EXLOG� LQWHJUDWH� DQG UHFRQILJXUH RUJDQL]DWLRQDO UHVRXUFHV

DQG FRPSHWHQFHV”, in part, to establish distinctive competencies that can promote survival within

the firm (Adner & Helfat, 2003: 1012). However, individual business units rarely have the

necessary autonomy to operate outside the incumbent firm’s strategic agenda.

Business units possess the requisite agency to configure resources according to the firm’s

renewal goals. Unresolved conflict between business units interferes with sustained

communication and coordination, consequently harming collective sensemaking, hindering the

convergence of cause maps between intrafirm players, and resulting in more divergent frames.57

The absence of sensemaking convergence and divergent frames make organizing in the

incumbent firm more difficult, leading to gaps between a business unit’s objectives and the

firm’s renewal goals. Thus, despite the senior hierarchy’s concerted sensegiving efforts to

communicate its strategic renewal frames, business units will likely differ in their cognitive

distance from the firm’s renewal agenda.58

Each business unit possesses distinctive demands regarding various technologies and

markets. Such demands may depend on the saliency of issues being attended to. Business units

engage in “IUDPLQJ FRQWHVWV” to persuade intrafirm players to adopt their perspective, including

the CVC investment unit (Kaplan, 2008). Consequently, the incumbent firm’s agenda is likely to

select certain business unit players that most appropriately enact the firm’s renewal goals, in

58 Based on the structural distribution of attention espoused in the attention-based view, we expect there to be
conflicting interpretations between hierarchical levels of the organization due to the specialized functions of players
that each operate under different attention structures (rules, social positions, resources). We draw from the
Behavioral Theory of the Firm (Cyert & March, 1963) to argue that conflicts among business units at the same level
will also produce conflicting interpretations of the firm’s agenda. Brown et al. (2008) refer to conflicting
interpretations as “GLVFUHSDQW�VHQVHPDNLQJ”, which need to be converged for collective action to emerge. In this
situation, collective action refers to organizational alignment on the firm’s renewal goals.

57 In this situation, collective sensemaking and action refers to organizational alignment on the firm’s renewal goals.
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which there are “ZLQQHUV DQG ORVHUV.”59 The CVC investment unit operates with the firm’s

renewal goals in mind. It is more likely to selectively allocate sustained attentional processing to

certain business unit players whose issues are perceived to overlap with the issues exhibiting the

greatest saliency in the firm’s agenda.60

+\SRWKHVLV��� A CVC investment unit is more likely to selectively allocate sustained

attentional processing to opportunities associated with internal market saliency, ceteris

paribus.

&217(;78$/�%$&.*5281'

7KH�NH\�SDUWLHV�LQ�RXU�VHWWLQJ

The European banking sector was hit hard by the 2007-2009 global financial crisis and

subsequent European sovereign debt crisis. Three factors have heightened the competitive

pressures on traditional banks during the past decade. They are

1. the extensive financial capital losses,

2. increased regulatory measures that imposed new capital liquidity requirements (e.g.,

Basel 3), and

3. the rush of FinTech startups into profitable segments of traditional banking.

Competing for the same customer base has visibly reduced the financial performance of many

banks between 2006 and 2013 (Ayadi & De Groen, 2014). More recently, banks were affected by

the COVID-19 shock. With setbacks across European economies, banks posted their lowest

returns in years. The excess capacity in the European financial sector resulted in persistently low

60 Based on the considerable digital transformation effort at the focal bank in our study, changes in retail banking are
particularly crucial to the incumbent firm’s survival. The retail banking division is of critical importance to the
organization’s strategy to shut down “EULFNV�DQG�PRUWDU” branches and to introduce digital technologies as a
comparatively low-cost and flexible alternative. The digital transformation of this business unit has the potential to
positively affect the long term prospects of the bank. We expect the CVC investment unit to make opportunities fit
for consumption by spending more time on matching opportunities in the opportunity set to the retail banking
business unit in comparison to other business units.

59 For all intents and purposes, the most senior levels of the organization determine the dominant viewpoint or frame
on which policies and incentives will be based. See March (1970; 1983) regarding “DSSURSULDWH�UXOHV.”
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profits and returns that were below the cost of equity, rendering many European banks incapable

of investing in strategic renewal. As a result, the profitability of European banks fell from

approximately 6 percent at the end of 2018 to approximately 1.5 percent at the end of 2020

(Fernandes-Bollo et al., 2021).

Our study examined a major European bank that underwent significant technological and

market changes between 2014 and 2020. The digital transformation renewal project at the bank

was deemed an urgent matter, given the high capital expenditures of brick and mortar associated

with traditional retail banking. The focal bank’s renewal efforts were driven by the need to

reduce heavy cost structures and marked by extensive retail branch closures (40 percent

reduction) and appreciable headcount losses (one in three jobs downsized) between 2014 and

2020. The focal bank can be categorized as a diversified retail bank based on the classification of

European banks developed by Ayadi and De Groen (2014). The bank operates retail banking,

corporate banking, small-medium enterprise banking, and investment banking business units.

The focal bank used the external corporate venturing mode to accompany its restructuring

efforts of various business units. Our focal CVC investment unit was founded in 2013, at which

time it was allocated a capital fund of 5M Euros for investing in external software startups. The

capital fund was subsequently incremented to 15M Euros in 2016, 30M Euros in 2018, and 55M

Euros in 2020. The focal CVC investment unit had invested 26M Euros into 20 portfolio

companies by the end of our study. In addition to receiving capital funds and a codified

investment thesis, largely determined by senior executives at the focal bank, the focal CVC

investment unit was likewise endowed with a special team committed to scouting, matching,

rejecting, and investing in startups.

Research shows that managerial demographic characteristics are essential to orchestrating

large-scale technical change (Kaplan, 2008a; Lant et al., 1992; Tushman & Rosenkopf, 1996).

For example, decision-makers with technical backgrounds may be more likely to understand the

value of novel technical fields (Barker & Mueller, 2002; Kaplan, 2008a). In our case, although

CVC investment unit members at the focal bank do not have previous technical experience, they

did possess investment and finance industry experience. This experience made them aware of the

disruptive challenges facing incumbents because new entrants were observed (FinTech startups),

and extant customers expressed interest in using new products or services such as mobile and

digital banking.
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The CVC investment unit employed three members when the unit was first founded, and

by 2020 the unit had grown to seven members. There was a peak of 10 members employed in the

unit between 2016 and 2017. In our survey of senior corporate venturing managers in the

financial sector, we found that the median team size of CVC investment units was five (the mean

is equal to 6.15, with a range of between 2 and 24 employees in a unit).

Despite diverse job titles in the unit, most members are involved in sourcing new

investment opportunities and conducting due diligence, including matching external startups

with internal business units. Job titles consist of ‘&(2’, ‘6HQLRU ,QYHVWPHQW 0DQDJHU DQG

$XWKRUL]HG 2IILFHU’, ‘,QYHVWPHQW 0DQDJHU’, ‘$QDO\VW�/DWHU ,QYHVWPHQW 0DQDJHU’, ‘3URMHFW

0DQDJHU’, and ‘,QWHUQ’. All unit members attended business school and earned masters’ degrees.

One member previously worked at a rival CVC investment unit (7.7 percent), three members

previously worked at an independent venture capitalist firm (23 percent), and four members

previously worked at a consulting firm (30.8 percent). Out of all 13 members who worked at the

focal CVC investment unit, seven had previously worked at the focal bank’s headquarters (53.8

percent). In addition, six out of seven of these members had worked at Bank headquarters for

more than ten years (85.7 percent). No members had previous entrepreneurship experience.

Our survey of senior corporate venturing managers in the financial sector found that

approximately 45 percent of CVC investment units had members with previous experiences in

entrepreneurship. Therefore, more than half of all CVC investment units have no unit team

members with entrepreneurial backgrounds, which is similar to our focal CVC investment unit.

In addition, our survey found that 70 percent of CVC investment units had members with

previous experiences in the venture capital industry, in the parent’s industry, and had previously

worked at the parent firm itself. Our focal CVC investment unit possesses similar team

characteristics. The CVC investment unit employs several communication practices to

coordinate activities among team members, including emails, shared data and files on Google

Apps, and a weekly meeting. The CVC investment unit meets in person every Monday morning,

except during the COVID-19 pandemic, when all meetings were conducted virtually.

Besides the business units and the focal CVC investment unit, the investment committee

completes our set of key players. We view the investment committee as a mechanism that

integrates distributed attention structures. It provides a relational, information, and

communication link between senior executives and lower-level business units, in which the
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existence of multiple viewpoints is unveiled and reconciled. Many scholars have pointed out that

middle managers’ perceptions and understandings often differ from top managers’ perceptions

and understandings (Balogun & Johnson, 2004; Cyert & March, 1963; Huy et al., 2016; Ocasio,

1997; Vuori & Huy, 2016). The investment committee members met every financial quarter to

decide on the investment proposals brought forward by the focal CVC investment unit. The

committee mainly considered direct information inputs from the focal CVC investment unit,

business units, and startup founding teams. The investment committee was composed of

executive board members and board members of the focal bank. Through interviews at the focal

CVC investment unit, we learned that the CVC investment unit proposed two to three startups to

the investment committee every financial quarter between August 2014 and April 2020.

7KH�NH\�VHDUFK�SURFHVVHV��VFRXWLQJ�DQG�GHFLVLRQ�PDNLQJ

The key search processes in our setting are categorized as follows: sourcing

opportunities, matching these opportunities to business units, and deciding whether to invest in

particular proposals. The final two stages rely heavily on due diligence, which refers to

collecting information to evaluate startups for their fit with internal business units and the

alignment with the bank’s renewal fitness goals. The focal CVC investment unit received seed

capital and instructions from the senior management of the focal bank that guided a particular

view of what constituted renewal fitness. A formal investment thesis effectively determined the

initial search agenda and provided a shared map to help define renewal fitness (Nickerson et al.,

2012).

The CVC investment unit’s investment thesis prescribed multiple search provisions,

including strategy, objectives, criteria, parameters, and an investment process. The investment

strategy in the written document referred to the focal CVC investment unit as an ‘5	' 8QLW’

responsible for assisting the bank in “EHFRPLQJ D GLJLWDO WHFKQRORJ\ FRPSDQ\.” The investment

objectives were to invest in startups that provide technological and/or market knowledge to the

bank, that allow the bank to expand its portfolio of products/services and/or that replace existing

products/services and/or that increase operational efficiencies, and that contribute to a financial

return of at least a 1.5x multiple in terms of the overall portfolio. The investment criteria

specified that the unit’s investment focus should be on early-stage software startups with
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customer traction, headquartered in Europe, and proven technologies looking for funding

between the seed and Series A stages. In addition, it specified that the target startup sectors

should be in financial services, data security, analytics, enterprise applications, platform

economy, or have environmental, social, and governance (ESG) impact.

The investment criteria section of the document also mentioned that conventional

‘YHQWXUH FDSLWDO’ criteria should also apply. These normative criteria included startup teams with

proven entrepreneurial and technical capabilities, startups active in large markets, and startups

with ‘FOHDQ’ capitalization tables (i.e., founding team members are majority shareholders, all

shareholders are reputable, and the firm has no conflict of interest with any of the shareholders).

In addition, the investment parameter section of the archival document stipulated that initial

investment amounts should be between 250k and 1M Euros in exchange for a minimum 5

percent equity stake and that 2M Euros is the total amount that can be invested in any single

startup inclusive of follow-on investments. These descriptive features are consistent with the

median deal size of 2M Euros (the range in the survey was between 250k and 10M Euros) in the

financial services sector.

The investment process section of the investment thesis document laid out six steps to the

investment process: opportunity sourcing, initial in-depth analysis, sounding board with business

units, due diligence, investment committee, and post-investment. In our discussions with senior

members in the CVC investment unit, we learned that the initial in-depth analysis, sounding

board, and due diligence stages are often folded under ‘GXH GLOLJHQFH’ and should be considered

more as degrees of due diligence than entirely separate stages. Based on our interviews with the

focal CVC investment unit, we learned that approximately 10 percent of startups in the

opportunity set received the highest level of due diligence based on the unit’s evaluation of

renewal fitness. The evaluation reflects an interpretation based on the current state of the

investment hypothesis. Therefore, we consolidated the six search stages into four stages at the

focal unit for our purposes.

Our study examined the first three search stages of the CVC investment unit since the

fourth stage relates to activities after an investment is made in a particular external startup. Each

stage of search involves a particular relational, information, and communication channel. In

these channels, there are social interactions with a particular set of relevant stakeholder groups

determining the search process. Freeman (1984, 53) defines a stakeholder as ”DQ\ JURXS RU
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LQGLYLGXDO ZKR FDQ DIIHFW RU LV DIIHFWHG E\ WKH DFKLHYHPHQW RI DQ RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶V SXUSRVH�”

Channels are characterized as structural features that enable interaction between groups to occur,

such as between top and middle managers in an organization (Joseph & Ocasio, 2012; Vuori &

Huy, 2016).

The first search stage in the CVC investment unit concerns opportunity generation. The

scouting information and communication channel is used to access different types of networks

that source opportunities from outside the firm’s boundaries. The scouting channel types used to

source outside opportunities at the bank are ‘LQYHVWRU QHWZRUNV’, ‘XQVROLFLWHG DSSOLFDWLRQV,’

‘LQWHUQDO EXVLQHVV XQLWV’, ‘SXEOLF GHPR HYHQWV,’ and ‘LQWHQWLRQDO VHDUFK.’ In our financial sector

survey, we found that these were also the most prevalent information and communication

channels used by CVC investment units.

The investor networks scouting channel type refers to opportunities communicated to the

CVC investment unit by outside investors. Outside investors consist mostly of independent

venture capitalists (IVC) but could also include private accelerators and/or incubators with prior

knowledge of promising target startups. The investor network scouting channel requires

deliberate and sustained effort to form and maintain relationships over time.

In contrast to investor networks that facilitate the initial communication between external

startups and our focal CVC investment unit, unsolicited applications typically offer no

third-party introductions. Unsolicited applications refer to incoming flows of information and

communication initiated by the focal external startups, which typically arrive in the CVC

investment unit by email and/or by an online form. The unsolicited or inbound applications

scouting channel is not entirely passive, from the CVC investment unit’s perspective, as the

quantity and quality of incoming applications vary according to efforts made to promote online

through various social media channels, as well as efforts to cross-promote with select ecosystem

partners.

The internal business units scouting channel type sourced the vast majority of internal

sourcing from four business units in the bank (80 percent), and the remaining is sourced from

another CVC investment unit inside the same bank. These internal units have previously met the

target startups and developed a relationship based on an initial vetting of the startups and

possible renewal fitness. Then these units communicate qualified opportunities to the focal CVC

investment unit. Like the investor networks scouting channel, the internal business units scouting
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channel requires deliberate and sustained effort to form and maintain relationships with

decision-makers over time. Like the unsolicited applications scouting channel, the public demo

events scouting channel is not entirely passive.

The CVC investment unit members attend public demo events, often meeting the

founding teams at these events, and following up with those startups when there is potential

renewal fitness. Unlike any previous scouting channels discussed, intentional search refers to a

deliberate search undertaken by the CVC investment unit. Intentional search first identifies a

potential startup target through meticulous desk research that consists of search engines and

dedicated data services such as PitchBook, CB Insights, and Crunchbase. This scouting channel

type represents the most effort-intensive and weakest tie to a prospective startup in the

environment because the CVC investment unit reaches out first to a startup without the use of

familiar introductions by third parties. A senior corporate venturing manager explained: “:H

GRQ¶W KDYH D SURDFWLYH GHDO IORZ DSSURDFK VWDUWLQJ ZLWK RXU RZQ K\SRWKHVLV� 7KDW LV DQ H[HUFLVH

ZH DUH FXUUHQWO\ GRLQJ DOVR ZLWK D OLWWOH ELW PRUH UHVRXUFHV RQ RXU WHDP�” As corporate venturing

teams gain members, they may be able to increase their engagement in this scouting channel

type.

After sourcing an opportunity, the second stage of search in the focal bank concerned

evaluating the quality of a focal startup and its renewal fitness from the perspective of business

units inside the focal firm. The CVC investment unit uses the business unit information and

communication channel to access multiple networks inside the bank. Each type of business unit

channel refers to a distinct organizational division that serves different customers and offers

differentiated financial products and services. The business unit channel types are ‘UHWDLO

EDQNLQJ’, ‘FRPPHUFLDO EDQNLQJ’, ‘LQYHVWPHQW EDQNLQJ’, and ‘VPDOO DQG PHGLXP�VL]HG HQWHUSULVHV

EDQNLQJ’. The retail clients business unit provides the public with lines of credit, investment

management and advisory services, and insurance. The retail clients business unit was subject to

the most significant organizational restructuring effort as part of the bank’s move towards

low-cost digital solutions for private customers. During the approximately six-year period under

study, the focal bank permanently closed approximately 50 percent of its retail branches. After

retail banking, commercial banking was the second most impacted business unit channel by the

focal bank’s restructuring and digital transformation. Greater efficiency and focus on services in

high demand were the primary objectives of the bank’s strategic transformation of commercial
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banking. Whereas retail banking serves individuals, the corporate banking business unit serves

larger firms with more complex advisory needs. The investment banking business unit

specializes in capital raisings, such as underwriting debt and equity issuances and launching an

initial public offering (IPO), among other services. The small and medium-sized enterprises

business unit channel was used to match 6.4 percent of the external startups in the opportunity

set. The medium-sized enterprises business unit serves smaller firms. Matching opportunities to

business units demands considerable effort from the focal CVC investment unit. Those startups

that cannot be matched to a business unit are often ejected from the opportunity set, which

implies that these startups were no longer considered viable prospects.

After sourcing external startups and then matching these opportunities to business units

within the focal bank that we studied, the third search stage was to involve the investment

committee. The investment committee information and communication channel provide a formal

coordination mechanism for members of the CVC investment unit to interact with senior

executives at the focal bank. An investment committee meeting is scheduled every financial

quarter to determine whether to invest in the opportunities that the CVC investment unit

proposed. Since our focal CVC investment unit’s first startup in the opportunity set occurred in

January 2014 and the final investment was made in April 2020, there were 25 investment

committee meetings in that intervening period. One week before each scheduled investment

committee meeting, the CVC investment unit communicated various documentation containing

the investment proposal, the pitch deck, and anything necessary for investment committee

members to consider. During the scheduled meeting, the investment committee discussed each

proposal and spoke with the founders of each prospective startup as part of the committee’s

decision-making process. Another short discussion followed the formal investment committee

meeting that was composed of the investment committee members, senior corporate venturing

managers, and three advisors that were external to the firm. The advisors did not obtain voting

power, but they advised the voting members of the investment committee. One advisor was an

expert in software design. The second was the CEO of a publicly-listed technology firm in

Europe. The third was a senior McKinsey & Co consultant with experience in the financial

sector.
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2SSRUWXQLW\�DQG�,QYHVWPHQW�6HWV

Our study of the focal CVC investment unit at a major European bank examined its

relationship to external startups by considering two types of sets in the search process: the

opportunity set and the investment set. The incoming opportunities that our focal CVC

investment unit supplied, through regulating multiple network types within the scouting channel,

constituted the opportunity set in our study. Over approximately six years, 1,047 unique external

startups were identified by the focal unit we studied. This represented nearly 175 startups, on

average, enrolled in the focal CVC investment unit’s opportunity set each year. Throughout the

six-year period at our focal bank, startups entered and exited the opportunity set based on the

CVC investment unit’s scouting, matching, rejecting, and investing activities. After entering into

the opportunity set, the CVC investment unit applied its due diligence process to determine

whether to remove a given startup from the opportunity set, whether to retain a given startup in

the opportunity set as an ongoing option, or whether to propose to the investment committee that

an investment be made. Once the focal CVC investment unit made an investment in a particular

startup, based on a positive response from the investment committee, that startup then joined the

focal unit’s investment set or portfolio. Our focal CVC investment unit made 20 investments

over roughly six years, which averages to three invested startups per year (rounded to the nearest

whole number). The mean time was approximately 357 days between the moment a startup first

entered our focal CVC investment unit’s opportunity set and when it joined the investment set,

based on a positive response from the investment committee at our focal bank. Our senior

corporate venturing managers survey shows that our focal unit’s selection rate is similar to the

median average of three invested startups per year found in our sample of CVC investment units.

The survey also found that the mean portfolio size was 17 (rounded to the nearest whole number)

and that the median age of participating CVC investment units was five years old. Our focal

CVC investment unit was less than seven years old by the end of our study. Based on interviews

with our focal CVC investment unit, we learned that there was no specified portfolio size target.

A senior investment manager commented: “,W LV QRW D PDQGDWRU\ WDUJHW� ZKHUH ZH VD\ WKDW LV RXU

WDUJHW YROXPH RU WKH VL]H RI WKH SRUWIROLR DW WKH HQG RI RXU DFWLYLWLHV�” Based on our survey, we

found that nearly all CVC investment units in our sample founded between 2013 and 2016 did

not have H[ DQWH portfolio size strategies. Out of 20 portfolio companies managed by our focal
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CVC investment unit (less than two percent of the opportunity set), seven provided efficiencies

to the focal bank, seven expanded the focal bank’s product offerings, six provided efficiencies

and expanded the focal bank’s product offerings, and two expanded the focal bank’s product

offerings and cannibalized existing services. In addition, all of the startup sectors specified in the

investment thesis were invested in except for ESG. The ranking of startup sectors in which

investments were made is as follows: financial services, enterprise applications, data analytics,

data security, and platform economy.

0(7+2'6

We tested our hypotheses based on a proprietary dataset that we obtained from a CVC

investment unit at a major European bank. The dataset recorded the inflows and outflows of the

focal CVC investment unit’s opportunity set between January 2014 and April 2020. There were

1,047 startups in the opportunity set, 20 of which were invested by the focal CVC investment

unit. The primary dataset we received contained basic information on startups: company name;

headquarter city; headquarter country; startup description; startup product category; startup

technology; employee count range; funding round; fundraising amounts. Additionally, the

primary dataset contained information on the unit’s relationship to each startup in the opportunity

set: date that the CVC investment unit first encountered a startup; scouting channel type used to

discover the startup; the lead unit team member; date that the unit removed the startup from the

opportunity set; rationale for why the startup was removed from the opportunity set; business

unit type when the CVC investment unit successfully established a match with a startup; a binary

indication as to whether the startup was ultimately invested in by the focal unit; date when a

startup was invested in by the focal unit.

'DWD�FROOHFWLRQ��,QWHUYLHZV��6XUYH\V��$UFKLYDO�'DWD��DQG�'DWDEDVHV

In addition to the opportunity set that we obtained, we conducted interviews with the

focal CVC investment unit at a major European bank from 2019 to 2021. These senior ‘NH\

LQIRUPDQWV’ were highly knowledgeable about the history and workings of the focal CVC

investment unit (Basu et al., 2016, Kumar et al., 1993). Senior corporate venturing managers at
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the focal CVC investment unit were interviewed multiple times, using semi-structured interview

protocols based on learning more about the unit’s search process and activities. To evaluate the

generalizability of these perspectives, we interviewed senior corporate venturing managers at

more than fifty other firms across various sectors. We also used a semi-structured interview

approach in order to learn more about their respective units’ search processes and activities. In

addition to these sets of interviews, in order to place the focal CVC investment unit in context

among its peers, we surveyed 39 percent of the population of CVC investment units in the

insurance sector that made more than one investment within the past five years. Three

sub-sectors make up the financials sector: insurance, banks and diversified financials. There

exists considerable overlap between these sub-sectors of the financials sector, because banks and

insurance firms are both financial institutions and banks regularly provide insurance products as

financial services. Our survey data was collected between July 15 and August 6, 2021 from

senior members of CVC investment units, in partnership with an industry association

headquartered in New York City, USA. In partnership with the industry association, we first

created a list of the entire global population of insurance firms that had made at least two

investments in external startups in the past five years. We consulted Crunchbase bulk data to

generate the list, and then manually vetted and contacted each of the 72 insurance CVC

investment units in the sample either by email and/or telephone in the weeks preceding our data

collection dates. In addition to interviews and surveys, we obtained various documents from the

focal CVC investment unit that included the formal investment thesis, the unit’s team

composition and previous experiences, and examples of investment proposals prepared by the

focal CVC investment unit and subsequently communicated to the investment committee for

review. Lastly, we enriched the opportunity set that we received from the focal CVC investment

unit. The dataset we received contained very little information on startup characteristics, so we

manually collected data on website URLs, industry NAICS, founding dates, survival, exits,

funding rounds, investors, revenue, employee count, and founding team work and education

backgrounds. Some of this data helped to triangulate the information that we had received from

the focal CVC investment unit, but most of the data provided us with information about the

startups that we had not received. We consulted the Crunchbase bulk data on startup fundraising

rounds and investors, LinkedIn web data on startup founding teams and their previous work and

education experiences, Orbis database on startup financials and employee counts, startups’
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websites, and other country-specific private and public database sources on startups’ financials.

Next, we created a composite dataset of 148 variables, and developed code to merge all the

various pieces of information to recreate a composite dataset for our main variables of interest. In

building our composite dataset, we gave priority to information in the following order (from

high to low priority): information that we received directly from the focal CVC investment unit;

official startup website; Crunchbase; LinkedIn and other social media sites; Orbis; various other

databases based on a national corporate registry. We should note that the independent collection

of data on startups is highly challenging and time consuming, because startups are commonly

private, very small and largely unseen, and subject to minimal or near-absent financial reporting

requirements. Therefore, our ordering of data prioritization was emergent, and based on

meticulous manual examination of the data over a period of 18 months. We arrived at the most

appropriate sources, by means of the research experience itself.

9DULDEOHV�DQG�0HDVXUHV

'HSHQGHQW�9DULDEOH

Our dependent variable is a time variable, in which we compute the number of days

elapsed between the moment the startup first enters the opportunity set until the startup is

removed from the opportunity set. If an investment is made in a particular startup, then it is

removed from the sample. We target those startups that were considered in the opportunity set,

but that did not ultimately make it into the focal CVC investment unit’s investment set.

,QGHSHQGHQW�9DULDEOHV

The main independent variable in our first hypothesis is the LQYHVWPHQW FRPPLWWHH

DSSURYDOV UROOLQJ PHDQ, which is a continuous variable based on a moving average of the

committee approvals during the previous three scouting windows. Our composite dataset has 25

scouting windows, 17 of which resulted in at least one favorable decision (68 percent). The focal

CVC investment unit makes three proposals available towards the end of each scouting window,

and the investment committee makes between 0 and 2 investments per scouting window. Our

second hypothesis is based on the IRXQGHU WHFK 	 ILQDQFH UHODWHG H[SHULHQFH variable, which is a

dichotomous variable coded as either ‘0’ or ‘1’. The variable is equal to ‘0’ when a startup in the
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opportunity set has no founding team members with previous technical and financial work

experiences. Likewise, the variable is equal to ‘1’ when a startup has at least one founding team

member with previous technical and financial work experiences. Our third hypothesis is based on

the VFRXWLQJ FKDQQHO LQYHVWRUV variable. The VFRXWLQJ FKDQQHO LQYHVWRUV variable is a

dichotomous variable coded as either ‘0’ or ‘1’. It is ‘0’ when a startup was not sourced into the

opportunity set using external investor networks, and ‘1’ when a startup was sourced using

external investor networks such as independent venture capitalists (IVCs). Our fourth hypothesis

is based on the dichotomous PDWFKLQJ FKDQQHO UHWDLO EDQNLQJ variable, which is coded as ‘0’

when a focal startup in the opportunity set was not matched to the retail banking business unit,

and ‘1’ when the startup was matched to the retail banking business unit.

&RQWURO�9DULDEOHV

In addition to our independent variables, we include the following control variables: XQLW

DWWHQWLRQDO ORDG� XQLW FXPXODWLYH LQYHVWPHQWV PDGH� VWDUWXS DJH� VWDUWXS DJH PLVVLQJ� VWDUWXS

FRUH EDQNLQJ SURGXFW� VWDUWXS SULRU 9& IXQGV UHFHLYHG� and IRXQGHUV ZLWK EXVLQHVV HGXFDWLRQ.

The variable XQLW DWWHQWLRQDO ORDG measures the number of startups that enter the opportunity set

and that have not been rejected. In order to compute this variable, we first collected data on when

each startup first encountered the focal CVC investment unit. Then, we assigned each startup to a

particular entry window number and exit window number, based on the startup’s entry date into

the opportunity set and the date that a startup was either cleared from the opportunity set or

invested in. Window numbers were computed based on financial quarters each year from Q1

2014 to Q1 2020, which equaled 25 scouting windows. As a robustness check, we measured XQLW

DWWHQWLRQDO ORDG using an identical approach as described, but divided the value for each window

by the number of CVC investment unit members that were collected on a yearly basis. The

variable XQLW FXPXODWLYH LQYHVWPHQWV PDGH indicates the cumulative number of startups that were

invested. Based on the fact that our data covers the inception of the focal CVC investment unit,

this measure happens to be identical to the historical investment portfolio size for the focal unit.

The variable VWDUWXS DJH measures the age of a startup in days, between its founding date and the

date it first entered into the opportunity set. The variable VWDUWXS DJH PLVVLQJ imputes means,

based on the previous VWDUWXS DJH variable, for any given startup for which we were unable to

obtain a reliable founding date during our data enrichment process. The variable VWDUWXS FRUH
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EDQNLQJ SURGXFW is a dichotomous variable, coded as 0 or 1, that indicates whether a startup’s

product represents a core financial product ‘1’ or non-core financial product ‘0’. A core financial

product is defined as a startup that has any of the following product categories: EDQNLQJ�

IDFWRULQJ� ILQDQFLDO� LQVXUDQFH� SD\PHQWV� SHUVRQDO ILQDQFH PDQDJHPHQW� or WUDGLQJ. In contrast,

a non-core financial product is defined as a startup that has any of the following product

categories: QRQ�ILQDQFLDO� ELJ GDWD� sHFXULW\� RU FU\SWRFXUUHQF\. Although cryptocurrencies will

likely be highly relevant to finance in the future, this product category is not yet part of a

traditional bank’s existing core services. Therefore, we classified the cryptocurrency category as

a non-core financial product. All 1,047 startups in the sample were coded as one of any of the

eleven possible product categories. 6WDUWXS SULRU 9& IXQGV UHFHLYHG is a dichotomous variable,

where ‘0’ indicates that the startup had not received venture capital (VC) funding before entering

the focal CVC investment unit’s opportunity set. The value ‘1’ indicates that the focal startup had

received VC funding before entering the opportunity set. Lastly, IRXQGHUV ZLWK EXVLQHVV

HGXFDWLRQ is a continuous variable that indicates the number of founding team members with

previous business education.

(VWLPDWLRQ�0RGHOV

To address our four research questions, we used Cox Proportional Hazard models.

Hazards (survival) analysis allows us to examine the temporal aspects of the dependent and

independent variables, in order to analyze factors associated with the occurrence and timing of

the removal of startups from the focal CVC investment unit’s opportunity set. We performed an

additional analysis using a cohort fixed effects model in order to consider variation over 25

scouting windows (see model (6) in the results section). Each of the twenty-five scouting

windows culminates in an investment committee decision that is either favorable or unfavorable

with respect to the proposed startups offered by the focal CVC investment unit. The subsequent

time period that follows an investment committee decision is considered to be a distinct scouting

window.
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5(68/76

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics. Table 2 presents a correlation matrix. Table 3 contains the

results from the Cox Proportional Hazards models.

The baseline model (1) in Table 3 includes only the control variables. Model 1 shows that

there is a very strong effect of the XQLW FXPXODWLYH LQYHVWPHQWV PDGH on the rate of being removed

from the opportunity set. The positive coefficient implies that as the cumulative number of a

unit’s investments increases, the CVC investment unit is more likely to remove startups from the

opportunity set in a fewer number of days. Similarly, model (1) shows that there is a very strong

effect of the IRXQGHUV ZLWK EXVLQHVV HGXFDWLRQ on the rate of being removed from the opportunity

set. However, the negative coefficient implies that a CVC investment unit is more likely to

continue to consider a startup whose founding team has former business education for a greater

number of days. In addition, model (1) shows a significantly positive, but weaker effect of XQLW

DWWHQWLRQDO ORDG on the rate of clearing startups from the opportunity set. The greater the unit

attentional load on the CVC investment unit, the fewer days startups will remain in the

opportunity set. Model (1) shows a significantly negative effect of VWDUWXS SULRU 9& IXQGV

UHFHLYHG on the likelihood of a startup being removed from the opportunity set. The negative

coefficient implies that startups with VC funding prior to meeting the CVC investment unit are

more likely to remain in the opportunity set for a great number of days. The remaining control

variables VWDUWXS DJH and VWDUWXS FRUH EDQNLQJ SURGXFW are not significant, but have positive

signs. This implies that the older a startup is when it meets the CVC investment unit for the first

time, the fewer number of days it takes for the CVC investment unit to remove it from the

opportunity set. Similarly, startups offering a core banking product also spend a fewer number of

days in the focal CVC investment unit’s opportunity set.

Model 2 adds LQYHVWPHQW FRPPLWWHH DSSURYDO UROOLQJ PHDQ (hypothesis 1). Model 2

shows that there is a very strong effect of the investment committee approval on the rate of being

removed from the opportunity set. The positive coefficient indicates that as the number of

positive approvals accumulate from the investment committee (moving average of the last three

decision making periods), the CVC investment unit is more likely to remove startups from the

opportunity in a fewer number of days. Therefore, we found support for hypothesis 1. Exactly as

in the previous model (1), the XQLW FXPXODWLYH LQYHVWPHQWV made and IRXQGHUV ZLWK EXVLQHVV
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HGXFDWLRQ control variables have very strong effects. 8QLW FXPXODWLYH LQYHVWPHQWV PDGH also has

a positive sign as in the previous model, and IRXQGHUV ZLWK EXVLQHVV HGXFDWLRQ also has a

negative sign as in the previous model. Whereas XQLW DWWHQWLRQDO ORDG in the previous model had

a significant p-value of .02 at the p < .05 level, XQLW DWWHQWLRQDO ORDG in model (2) is similarly

positive and not significant. However, VWDUWXS SULRU 9& IXQGV received in model (2) is more

significant than in model (1), and similarly negative. The remaining control variables VWDUWXS DJH

and VWDUWXS FRUH EDQNLQJ SURGXFW are not significant, and have positive signs just as in model (1).

In the case of our focal bank, 68 percent of the quarters had favorable decisions by the

investment committee (seventeen out of twenty-five quarters). Thirty-three percent of scouting

windows received no investment, in which the investment committee communicated a negative

decision on the CVC investment unit’s proposal. Forty-one percent of startups were sourced after

a negative decision was made.
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Model 3 keeps LQYHVWPHQW FRPPLWWHH DSSURYDO UROOLQJ PHDQ and adds IRXQGHU WHFK DQG

ILQDQFH UHODWHG H[SHULHQFH (hypothesis 2). Model 3 shows that there is a strong negative effect of

the IRXQGHU WHFK DQG ILQDQFH UHODWHG H[SHULHQFH on the rate of being removed from the

opportunity set. That is, the CVC investment unit is likely to consider founding teams with tech

and finance experience for a greater number of days in the opportunity set. Therefore, we found

support for hypothesis 2. Similar to model (2), LQYHVWPHQW FRPPLWWHH DSSURYDO UROOLQJ PHDQ has a

very strong positive effect on the rate of being removed from the opportunity set. Just as in the

previous two models, XQLW FXPXODWLYH LQYHVWPHQWV PDGH has a very strong positive effect. In

model (3), VWDUWXS SULRU 9& IXQGV UHFHLYHG is negative as in the previous models and even more

significant than the previous models. )RXQGHUV ZLWK EXVLQHVV HGXFDWLRQ is also negative, just in

the previous two models. However, it is not significant. The remaining control variables in model

(3) are not significant and have the same signs as the previous models.

Model (4) keeps the same set of variables as the previous models, and considers VFRXWLQJ

FKDQQHO LQYHVWRUV. It is negative and non-significant. In model (4), all control variables have the

same signs and significance levels as model (3). One exception is that the variable VWDUWXS SULRU

9& IXQGV UHFHLYHG has a slightly lower degree of significance at the p<.01 level, instead of

p<.001 as found in model (3). Therefore, we found partial support for hypothesis 3. All control
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variables have the same signs and levels of significance as model (4). Over a period of

approximately six years, 1,047 unique external startups were identified by the focal unit that we

studied. This represented nearly 175 startups, on average, enrolled into the focal CVC investment

unit’s opportunity set each year. The actual level of opportunity inflows fluctuated on an annual

basis, with ranges that varied between six percent and fifty-four percent each year. Based on our

survey of senior corporate venturing managers, CVC investment units self-reported a median

number of 250 startups that entered into their respective opportunity sets in the previous year. At

the Bank, the investor networks scouting channel type was used to source 36.5 percent of the

external startups in the opportunity set. Based on our survey of corporate venturing senior

managers in the financials sector, we learned that sourcing opportunities from IVCs and private

accelerators/incubators was the most prevalent scouting channel. We found that 40 percent of

median dealflow, in the units we surveyed, originated from outside investor networks. The

unsolicited applications scouting channel type sourced 24.5 percent of the external startups in the

opportunity set. Based on the same survey of CVC investment units, we found that ten percent of

median dealflow originated from unsolicited applications (the range was between zero and 75

percent). In our focal bank setting, the internal business units scouting channel type sourced 15.1

percent of the external startups in the opportunity set. Based on our survey, we found that ten

percent of median dealflow originated from internal business units (the range was between zero

and 50 percent). The public demo events scouting channel type sourced 9.6 percent of the

external startups in the opportunity set. Based on our survey, we found that ten percent of median

dealflow originated from public demo events (the range was between zero and 50 percent). The

intentional search scouting channel type sourced 9.1 percent of the external startups in the

opportunity set. Based on our survey of senior corporate venturing managers, we found that five

percent of median dealflow originated from intentional search in our sample of CVC investment

units (the range was between zero and 50 percent).

Model (5) adds the PDWFKLQJ FKDQQHO UHWDLO EDQNLQJ variable (hypothesis 4). The

coefficient for the variable is positive and significant. A positive coefficient suggests that the

CVC investment unit spends less time considering startups in the opportunity set that have been

matched to retail banking, in comparison to other business units. Therefore, hypothesis 4 is not

supported. All control variables have the same signs and significance levels as the previous

models, except for the VWDUWXS FRUH EDQNLQJ SURGXFW variable which is negative in model (5). This
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suggests that startups offering core banking products will remain in the unit’s opportunity set for

a greater number of days, than startups offering non-core banking products. At the focal bank we

examined, the retail clients business unit channel type was used to match 47.6 percent of the

external startups in the opportunity set. The corporate banking business unit channel type was

used to match 35.5 percent of the external startups in the opportunity set. The investment

banking business unit channel type was used to match 10.5 percent of the external startups in the

opportunity set. Our analysis of the unit’s rejection codes, in relation to the opportunity set of our

focal CVC investment unit, revealed that at least 43 percent of the startups in the opportunity set

for which we obtained rejection codes (833 out of 1,047 startups) were never successfully

matched with an interested business unit. Of those startups that were unsuccessfully matched by

the focal CVC investment unit, 39 percent were in alignment with the stated renewal fitness. The

remainder (61 percent), of those startups that could not be successfully matched with an

interested business unit, were deemed to be outside the boundaries of renewal fitness.
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Model (6) contains all the variables in our study and adds cohort fixed effects that

consider variation over 25 scouting windows. The VFRXWLQJ FKDQQHO LQYHVWRUV variable switches

to a positive sign, and remains not significant. However, the variable VWDUWXS SULRU 9& IXQGV

UHFHLYHG has a high degree of significance at the p<.01 level and negative coefficient in all

models, which provides partial support for hypothesis 3, since the CVC investment unit is

selectively allocating attention to opportunities that were previously endorsed by independent

venture capital (IVC) firms. However, some of the mechanisms we explained would differ in this

case when compared with the third hypothesis. Model (6) is the only model in which VWDUWXS DJH

becomes significant (p<.05). All other variables have the same signs and levels of significance as

model (5), except for the XQLW FXPXODWLYH LQYHVWPHQWV PDGH variable that switches signs. This

variable goes from being positive and having very strong effects across all models, to becoming

negative and non-significant in model (6). A negative coefficient for XQLW FXPXODWLYH LQYHVWPHQWV

PDGH implies a higher likelihood that the unit will consider startups in the opportunity set for

longer periods of time as the unit’s portfolio size becomes larger. A slight difference between

model (5) and model (6) occurred for the LQYHVWPHQW FRPPLWWHH DSSURYDO UROOLQJ PHDQ variable�

in which the level of significance decreased slightly from p<.01 to p<.05, but the actual p-value

barely missed the more stringent threshold as it is equal to .01092. Lastly, we found cohort

effects in model (6), but not in model (5). Cohort effects offer evidence that there are statistically

significant variations over time, and that even within the same CVC investment unit, there are

variations between its 25 scouting windows or opportunity sets that we examined.

',6&866,21

The CVC investment mode is characterized by mixed-motive games, in which the goals

of the players are partially coincident and partially in conflict (Gallo & McClintock, 1965). The

CVC investment mode meets the following conditions: (a) multiple external and internal players

must participate, (b) each player holds differing perspectives on the firm’s renewal agenda, (c) it

is the CVC investment unit’s responsibility to converge varying viewpoints during the evaluation

situation, and (d) partial-convergence during the evaluation situation facilitates critical

organizational actions or moves that lead into the investment situation. The first question might

be, “+RZ GR &9& LQYHVWPHQW XQLWV DOORFDWH WKHLU VXVWDLQHG DWWHQWLRQDO SURFHVVLQJ WR PDNH VHQVH
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RI PXOWLSOH SOD\HUV¶ YLHZSRLQWV GXULQJ WKH HYDOXDWLRQ VLWXDWLRQ"” One way to answer this

question is to measure the dispositionally elapsed time or exposure that a CVC investment unit

has to any particular set of players. The simple mechanism at play is that the more one pays

attention to particular players, the more one is being influenced through social interactions on

what issues and answers constitute appropriate organizational responses. The underlying

assumption is that the firm’s agenda is ambiguous and, by logical deduction, subject to

persuasion. The more one pays attention to one set of players over another, is neither necessarily

good nor necessarily bad. The selective allocation of attention does, however, have the potential

to influence what opportunities get introduced to business units, and what opportunities get

proposed to investment committees. This should matter to practitioners, because one could

imagine that certain attentional patterns may reinforce inertial path dependencies, or systemic

unequal life chances, or any number of other selection biases or noise. For example, only paying

attention to internal scouting sources for the discovery of external opportunities, could produce a

certain narrowing of opportunity sets that results in highly proximate and familiar opportunities.

For some incumbent firms, this outcome may be just fine. However, in a setting characterized by

considerable organizational renewal (e.g., digital transformation), overly familiar answers to new

problems are unlikely to yield the most beneficial knowledge and market resources that could

achieve the incumbent firm’s renewal goals. A reasonable follow up question would be: “:K\

WKHQ�GRHV�WKH�&9&�LQYHVWPHQW�XQLW�SD\�DWWHQWLRQ�WR�FHUWDLQ�SOD\HUV"”

We investigated the antecedents of certain attentional allocation patterns in CVC

investment units during the evaluation situation. We empirically tested four hypotheses that

address how a CVC investment unit allocates its selective focus of attention to certain players

through procedural and communication channels. The theoretical rationale for our hypotheses is

explained in the hypotheses section, which sets forth why we expect the allocation of selective

and sustained attention. Each of the four hypotheses relates to a distinct player that needs to

cooperate with the CVC investment unit for the evaluation situation to generate at least one of

three organizational moves. The CVC investment unit will either remove an external opportunity

from the opportunity set, or the CVC investment unit will introduce an external opportunity to an

internal business unit(s), and/or the CVC investment unit will propose an external opportunity to

the firm’s investment committee for possible investment selection. Any of the three

organizational moves depends on the network of attentional processing that involves the
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participation of the investment committee, external startups, scouting networks, and business

units. The statistically significant results for our first hypothesis confirm our expectation that

CVC investment units are influenced by the incumbent firm’s investment committee. CVC

investment units will remove opportunities from the opportunity set at a faster rate after a

favorable investment committee decision, than after an unfavorable investment committee

decision. Given the constrained limits of attentional capacity, by removing opportunities more

quickly the CVC investment unit offers itself more sustained attention on fewer opportunities.

The effect appears to last three opportunity sets, which equates to three financial quarters in

which the investment committee considered proposals for possible investment. This attentional

pattern implies that the CVC investment unit interprets the investment committee’s favorable

decision as positive reinforcement of its particular framing of the firm’s agenda. The level of

perceived ambiguity diminishes because there is no need to update mental models, which allows

the CVC investment unit to operate with greater speed in decisions relating to selective attention.

With a clear frame of what should remain in the opportunity set, it becomes easier to remove

opportunities from the opportunity set. Our rationale differs from an alternative explanation that

draws from the behavioral theory of the firm. Based on the concept of satisficing, we should also

expect to see a CVC investment unit employ short-cuts or heuristics wherever possible to

mitigate the effects of limited attentional resources. However, the satisficing concept applies

more readily to routine or consistent situations, and less to the unexpected and adaptive

circumstances of firms under strategic renewal. Although renewal goals are communicated by

senior executives, these are often ambiguous at any given time and often ambiguous because

renewal goals can evolve over time. The investment committee possesses the final authority to

frame the firm’s agenda, in relation to the CVC investment unit in our context, but its perception

of the firm’s agenda and what constitutes appropriate issues and answers also changes over time.

These shifts in perception could result from learning based on the retrospective analysis of

previous outcomes, but could also result from random noise. For the CVC investment unit to

keep up with an unpredictable moving target, it needs to continuously generate variation that

departs from its perceived frame. While satisficing behaviors would likely lead to search rigidity

due to anchored heuristics that create automatic processing of information, an attention-based

view provides a more accurate account of how CVC investment units are simultaneously

influenced by investment committee decision-makers, but also by a network of distinct players
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that are likely to introduce unexpected variation in viewpoints regarding opportunities in the

opportunity set. The presence of variation opens up the CVC investment unit to adaptation

processes over time, which allows it to partially mirror investment committee shifts in perception

between decision intervals. The results from our final three hypotheses are a mixed bag, but we

should interpret these results in light of a single-case study. Our reasons for why we expected the

CVC investment unit to allocate selective attention towards particular players are grounded in

theory, but we also should expect considerable heterogeneity between CVC investment units in

how each allocates selective attention to certain issues and answers. The fact that two of our final

three hypotheses were not supported by statistical evidence, could be evidence of some

dysfunction in the particular case we analyzed. We found statistical support for the second

hypothesis in which we expected the CVC investment unit to dispositionally allocate sustained

attention to external startups that are capable of engaging in sustained discussions with intrafirm

players. Because introducing external startups to business units and proposing external startups

to the investment committee are critical actions for any CVC investment unit, we should not

expect a competent CVC investment unit to depart from this attentional processing situation.

However, in the case of our third and fourth hypotheses, it would be reasonable to expect to

observe heterogeneous behaviors in selective attention that differ among CVC investment units.

In our single-case analysis, the bank’s CVC investment unit demonstrated certain selective

attention behaviors that are inconsistent with our expectations for the third and fourth

hypotheses. We happen to observe one strategy instead of another. In the case of our third

hypothesis, the absence of significant statistical evidence implies that our focal CVC investment

unit did not allocate sustained attention to opportunities sourced from independent venture

capitalists (IVC). We expected that a CVC investment unit would attend to salient external

market signals, in order to ensure the updating of knowledge on technology and market trends,

and that the reputational quality and investor quality of an IVC would create greater interest with

intrafirm players such as business units and the investment committee. A post-hoc analysis we

conducted revealed that the bank’s CVC investment unit allocated sustained attention to internal

scouting networks, in addition to external scouting networks. The use of internal scouting

networks is consistent with a statement one of the bank’s senior CVC investment unit managers

made to us, “ZKDW FDQ GULYH WKH GHFLVLRQ YHU\ IDVW LV LI WKHUH LV DOUHDG\ FRQWDFW EHWZHHQ WKH EDQN

RU EXVLQHVV XQLW RI WKH EDQN DQG WKH VWDUWXS�” The statistical evidence supports the view that both
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internal and external scouting networks were used, with a stronger statistical effect for the use of

internal scouting networks. This result suggests that our focal CVC investment unit allocated less

selective attention to external scouting networks, than to internal scouting networks. Based on

the rationale of external market saliency, it could be deduced that the focal CVC investment unit

did not update its knowledge on technological trends to the greatest extent possible. There are

several possible explanations for why a CVC investment unit might access less recent and less

novel information concerning markets for technology. It is possible that there was an operational

deficiency in the CVC investment unit, or that the CVC investment unit was able to obtain the

latest information from an alternative source, or that we were unable to measure the degree to

which a CVC investment unit allocated attention to IVC players. It is unlikely that the CVC

investment unit spent considerable time learning from IVCs and that this behavior would not be

reflected in our measure of sustained attention. This implies that the CVC investment unit either

dealt in older and more proximate technological knowledge, or leveraged alternative procedural

and communication channels for obtaining such information. It would be reasonable to infer that

CVC investment units might differ in the extent they balance external and internal scouting

networks, considering incumbent firms’ varying abilities to absorb external knowledge. An

incumbent firm that possesses weaker R&D capabilities regarding advanced enabling

technologies, such as machine learning and biometrics, may have a diminished ability to learn

from the IVC procedural and communication channel. Reduced firm ability would likely lead a

CVC investment unit to self-select against allocating sustained attention to the IVC player. An

alternative explanation for our results is that the ability to absorb advanced technological

knowledge existed in the bank, but the CVC investment unit was unable to sufficiently establish

relational ties with IVC firms. Fewer available IVCs to learn from, would also lead to the

self-selection effects described above. In the case of our fourth hypothesis, the positive

coefficient and significant statistical result imply that our focal CVC investment unit did not

allocate sustained attention to external opportunities matched with a salient internal business

unit. Instead, it seemingly selectively allocated its focus of attention to other business units,

instead of the retail banking business unit that was the focus of the bank’s digital transformation.

We expected that a CVC investment unit would dispositionally attend to salient internal market

signals, because salient business units are expected to reflect a higher degree of alignment with

the firm’s agenda and its renewal goals. The lack of statistical support could be explained either
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by our measurement of the retail banking business unit, or by the deliberate action of the CVC

investment unit to systematically contravene the firm’s agenda. It is conceivable that the CVC

investment unit did allocate considerable attention to the retail banking business unit upfront, so

that it was able to more efficiently process opportunities before our measurement period. This

would confirm our premise that CVC investment units selectively focus their attention on

strategically salient internal markets, but it would also explain the positive and significant

coefficient. As to our second alternative explanation, a decision to sustain attention to issues and

answers that conflict with the firm’s agenda would likely be caused either by strong competing

beliefs or by relational strife with certain business units. Episodic gaps between a CVC

investment unit’s and its parent firm’s viewpoints are to be expected, for the reasons described

earlier, but sustained conflicting viewpoints are not to be expected since the CVC investment

unit would not likely survive for the six-year period that we studied. In speaking to members of

the CVC investment unit, we did not observe any motive that suggests a conflict in conviction

between the CVC investment unit and the bank. The lack of statistical evidence for sustained

attention to the retail banking business unit could instead potentially have been caused by

relational frictions between the CVC investment unit and that business unit. It is also plausible

that the CVC investment unit either deliberately or unintentionally averted its sustained attention

to the retail banking business unit, but simultaneously paid sufficient sustained attention to the

retail banking business unit as to not draw negative attention to itself from senior executives.

This may pose a risky balance to strike since business units undergoing renewal are the ongoing

focal objects of organizational adaptation and prevalent in the minds of senior executives.

In closing, our emphasis on the antecedents of sustained attentional allocation in the CVC

investment mode during the evaluation situation, highlights the importance of studying CVC

investment units as separate from the parent incumbent firm. By separating the CVC investment

unit from the incumbent firm, we can utilize the attention-based view (ABV) and sensemaking

perspectives to offer a distinctive view of the CVC investment mode that is structural, social,

emergent, and action-oriented. We apply Ocasio et al.’s (2018) insight into the centrality of

communication to the CVC investment mode, based on their view that the ABV offers an

explanation of structurally and situationally distributed social processes, and sensemaking

perspectives offer an explanation of enactment through social cognition. The CVC investment

unit is embedded in a complex network of attentional processes, in which distinct players and
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their viewpoints are structurally distributed. Not only has the CVC investment unit often been

disregarded in the CVC literature, but the evaluation situation has been understudied as well. For

CVC investments to be made, multiple players must first engage in mixed motives games where

collective sensemaking leads to collective action during the evaluation situation. But

sensemaking here is not merely the role of social cognition in revealing the objective truth about

the incumbent firm’s renewal agenda. Collective sensemaking processes, described in our study,

create particular outcomes, unpredictably, because they shape what issues and answers are

selectively attended to, at the cost of other issues and answers that are ignored in the process. In

the context of the evaluation situation, the network of sustained attentional processing explains

how opportunity sets are constructed sequentially and how the evaluation of an opportunity’s

renewal fitness is socially constructed. The composition of opportunity sets matters, because

these form the basis of future opportunity selection processes, which in turn determine the digital

innovation opportunities that an incumbent firm will eventually act on to renew itself. This way

of thinking differs from the current view of selection processes in the CVC literature, which

largely ignore path dependencies established in the evaluation situation and over-emphasize

certain rational evaluation criteria in dyads between external startups and incumbent firms such

as technology overlaps. Partners’ respective technological knowledge overlap may matter, but

this dyadic measure has more to do with innovation outcomes that come many years later, if all

goes well, than it has to do with how opportunity sets get built, and how investment committees

make investment selection decisions. The evaluation situation, as we conceptualize it, is not

simply about traits of an external startup or the dyadic strategic fit with an incumbent firm, but

about the CVC investment unit’s regulation of a network of of distributed players with

differential and distributed valuations of issues and answers that interact stochastically, as part of

a delegated, decentralized attentional processing environment that shapes the subjective

evaluation of an opportunity’s perceived renewal fitness. We shed light on a “EODFNER[” process

that CVC investment units engage in to make sense of an external opportunity, and to form

collective action or organizational moves, which are not predictable from startup traits alone.

Altogether, we highlight the antecedents of selective attention in the CVC investment mode, and

our results present an attentional view of CVC investment unit-level evaluation processes that

the CVC literature lacked in the past. We offer a unique measure of attention based on the

exposure or elapsed time of sustained attention on certain players and associated external
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opportunities. Because of the high degree of ambiguity involved in driving organizational

renewal, senior executives routinely formalize features of search activities. Senior executives’

subjective representation sets the agenda for action, in the manner that cognition precedes the

adoption of particular technologies through investments in external startups (Gavetti &

Levinthal, 2000; Gavetti et al., 2005; Kaplan, 2008b). Rather than regard an incumbent firm’s

strategic agenda as merely the result of a unilateral, top-down process, we argue that a firm’s

strategic agenda is more often guided by multilateral individual and group cognition through

procedural and communication channels. Our study helps to reconceptualize the focal

governance role of CVC investment units and the emergent and dynamic nature of the evaluation

situation that guides the firm’s agenda, as a precursor to the investment selection situation. This

offers a distinctive view of how opportunity sets get constructed that serves as a counterweight to

the prevailing top-down, H[ DQWH rule-based logic of appropriate issues and answers in the CVC

literature (March, 1970; 1983).

We acknowledge potential limitations to our study. First, the financial services sector

searches answers for a relatively narrow set of issues, which may allow more attentional capacity

per individual issue than a more diversified firm that has a broader set of issues to attend to. A

CVC investment unit in a diversified incumbent firm will be confronted with much greater levels

of ambiguity regarding the firm’s (diverse) agenda as a result, and may have to access additional

governance mechanisms not available in our setting. Second, the participation of business units

was required by the bank in our single-case study, which may not always be necessary in the

CVC investment mode. One less player and organizational move during the evaluation situation

could alter the dynamics in the network of attentional processing we proposed. However, we

recently observed a growing trend in which the organizational move to match an external

opportunity to an internal business unit is becoming a prerequisite for subsequent investment

selection in many CVC investment units. Third, the bank’s CVC investment unit was responsible

for regulating the network of distributed players, but this may not always be the case. Some

incumbent firms have multiple units of different types working together to regulate distributed

players, which introduces more complexity to the model we proposed. Instead of the CVC

investment unit being at the center of the network, there may be a need for the CVC investment

unit to cooperate with other units that share in this responsibility but that may report to different

decision-makers. For example, there may be dedicated players that intervene between a CVC
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investment unit and internal business units. This would likely alter the communication patterns

between players, and create even more distance between the incumbent firm and external

opportunities. This may shape evaluation situation outcomes in particular ways that we have not

considered in our study. Fourth, we did not have the data available to analyze consideration sets,

which we conceptualize as situated between opportunity and investment sets. A consideration set

would include only those external opportunities that were proposed to the investment committee.

Consideration sets in conjunction with data on rationalizations why the investment committee

rejected certain proposals, could shed more light on opportunity sets in the evaluation situation

and the social construction of the perceived renewal fitness of an opportunity. Lastly, we argue

that clearing startups from the opportunity set reflects a deliberate act or volition to wrestle back

control of the opportunity set in an effort to counteract ‘JDUEDJH FDQ’ forces (Cohen et al., 1972).

Clearance rates draw on a particularly unique aspect of our dataset, which is the indication of

incoming and exit dates for all external startups in the opportunity set.

&21&/86,21

Drawing on the ABV and sensemaking perspectives, we applied the principles of

structurally distributed players and social processes that affect cognition to reconceptualize the

evaluation situation enacted by CVC investment units. We propose that the evaluation of

opportunities in the CVC investment mode is as much about this network of attentional

processing, than it is about the individual traits of external opportunities. We answered Ocasio et

al.’s (2018) call to examine communication in relation to the selective focus of attention, and

answered Dushnitsky’s (2012) appeal to examine a wider and more recent set of phenomena in

the CVC investment mode. To achieve this, we analyzed the sustained and selective allocation of

attention to certain opportunities as a function of distinct players operating in procedural and

communication channels jointly with the CVC investment unit. We used time-stamped data to

recreate the sequence of external opportunities that entered into the CVC investment unit’s

opportunity sets over a six-year period between 2014 and 2020. Our proprietary dataset was

composed of all 1,047 external opportunities ever considered by a single-case CVC investment

unit at a major European bank, undergoing significant digital transformation, since its inception.

We sought to better understand how and why the CVC investment unit engaged in the evaluation
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of opportunities by regulating its selective and sustained attention to four types of distinct players

through specific procedural and communication channels: investment committee, external

startups, external scouting networks, and internal business units. We found that the CVC

investment unit sustained attention to fewer opportunities in response to unfavorable investment

committee decisions concerning the investment selection of proposed opportunities. Our

rationale is that CVC investment units adjust their evaluation behaviors based on the perceived

need to update their understanding of the firm’s agenda and by extension of what constitutes the

renewal fitness of individual opportunities. We also found that the CVC investment unit

selectively focused on opportunities with the capabilities to engage intrafirm players. However,

we did not find statistical support for our predictions that CVC investment units would

selectively attend to external and internal market salience. We reason that these results are likely

more an indication of the idiosyncratic orientation of the particular single-case CVC investment

unit we studied, than necessarily generalizable. In short, the design of the search process may be

an object of rational decision (March & Simon, 1959), but its DFWXDO practice by CVC investment

units is influenced by particular attentional forces. Thus, the idiosyncratic opportunity sets that

CVC investment units build, through sourcing and matching, is shaped by a CVC investment

unit’s selective focus of attention and by the structural distribution of attention in the focal

organization. Based on the variance that we observed between opportunity sets in the same CVC

investment unit, our study demonstrates the prevalence of ZLWKLQ CVC investment unit variances

in addition to EHWZHHQ CVC investment unit variances documented in prior literature.

Heterogeneity is a fundamental trait of the CVC investment mode, which makes studying CVC

investment unit practices valuable and challenging empirically. Yet, the pursuit of renewal goals

and organizational adaptation is an ever more formidable challenge. Indisputably, problemistic

search is resource-intensive, time-consuming, and uncertainty-laden.
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We examine how corporate firms deal with the competitive effects of technological change by

utilizing corporate venture capital (CVC) investment opportunities to source external knowledge.

Whereas previous scholarship has largely focused on the composition of CVC investment

portfolios to predict performance outcomes, we examine organizational level drivers of CVC

investment behavior. We contend that CVC investment behavior is influenced by the interaction

between two fundamental considerations: the supply of investment opportunities made available

to the corporate firm because of its position in the environment; and the demand for new

technological investments deriving from the need to cope with technological change. We argue

that the degree to which CVC programs place bets on external startup ventures with uncertain

prospects depends not only on their position in investment syndicate networks but also on how

organizational attention is systematically guided by the threats posed by technological change.

We analyze investments made by CVC programs of 209 publicly traded firms over 20 years, and

find that more centrally placed corporate firms in the VC investment syndicate have higher

investment rates. We find that greater focus of the corporate firm’s technological capabilities

induce them to take advantage of the investment opportunities that arise from a central position

in syndication networks. Our findings imply that CVCs serve as a “ZLQGRZ RQ WHFKQRORJ\” only

to the extent that technological positions of corporate firms direct attention to choices within the

opportunity set that is determined by the corporate firm’s network of investment relations.
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Rapidly changing technological environments challenge corporate firms’ ability to

remain viable in the face of competitive threat from potential and new entrants (Henderson &

Clark, 1990; Schumpeter, 1942; Tushman & Anderson, 1986; Uotila et al., 2009). Corporate

firms address this challenge by sourcing external knowledge to enhance knowledge generated

through internal R&D activities with that generated by other firms. In order to effectively induce

growth many firms depend on cultivating boundary-spanning interorganizational ties that allow

critical access to the latest knowledge and offer a window on emerging technologies (Ahuja,

2000; Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005; Grant & Baden-Fuller, 2004; Schildt et al., 2005). In

particular, ties with startup ventures that are likely to unleash “JDOHV RI FUHDWLYH GHVWUXFWLRQ” can

be a source of competitive advantage in the face of technological change (Gans et al., 2000;

Schumpeter, 1942).

Corporate venture capital (CVC) investments have become one systematized mode for

promoting knowledge exchange between corporate firms and external startup ventures

(Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005; Keil, Maula et al., 2008), in which the former take minority equity

positions in the latter after an exacting selection process. First deployed in the 1960s, CVC

investors participated in 23 percent of all VC-backed deals and there were 2,740 CVC

investments worth $53B in funding in 2018 (Waite, 2019). There is a growing interest in CVC

investments as an effective “ZLQGRZ RQ WHFKQRORJ\” for corporate firms to first detect and then

respond to radical changes in the environment, in addition to providing capital and management

resources to startup ventures that expedite their growth (Benson & Ziedonis, 2009; Dushnitsky &

Lenox, 2005). Previous literature on CVC investments often emphasizes the value of CVC

investments to startup ventures in terms of improved growth rates and the value to corporate

firms in terms of pecuniary benefits that flow from a subsequent acquisition or initial public

offering (IPO) of a given startup venture (Chemmanur et al., 2014; Hellman, 2002). However,

the literature has scarcely addressed the antecedents to the rate of CVC investments from a

corporate firm’s perspective, as well as examined organizational-level characteristics that may

subsequently influence the investment rate.
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Investment in new ventures entails considerable uncertainty and that remains true even

for CVC investments (Gompers & Lerner, 2001; Tong & Li, 2011). To partially address this

uncertainty, corporate firms typically approach the investment process by using networks and

syndicating with other VCs (e.g., Gompers, 1995; Lerner, 1994; Maula, 2001). In addition to

tackling uncertainties in the investment process, syndicate networks also provide information and

quality signals on opportunities to make new investments (Ahuja, 2000; Keil et al., 2010).

However, unlike independent VC investors, who are purely driven by financial

considerations, CVC investors also have to take the technological concerns of the parent firm

when selecting opportunities for investment (Hill et al., 2009). Accordingly, it is conceivable that

the investment process of CVCs is guided both by the external knowledge of new ventures

appearing on the horizon with technologies of interest and by the internal knowledge of

technological challenges confronting the firm on the competitive landscape. This aspect of the

CVC investment process has received relatively limited attention in the academic literature

compared to other external organization modes despite the growing importance of CVC

investments in many technology-intensive sectors. Research into antecedents and contingencies

would help to explain the variance in CVC investment rates exhibited by corporate firms, as well

as clarify some of the firm-level factors that affect a corporate firm’s prospects in utilizing the

CVC investment mode to source external knowledge.

This paper explores organizational level mechanisms that help corporate firms to better

utilize CVC investments to source external knowledge in the face of uncertainty that stems from

technological change. Taking the perspective of the corporate investing firm, we examine the

extent to which the centrality of a corporate firm in the VC investment syndicate network

positively influences the rate of CVC investments, and in particular whether the technological

focus of the corporate firm strengthens this effect. Building on social network theory (SNT), we

suggest that a central network position in the VC investment syndicate provides a corporate firm

with improved access to deal flow and better quality information that reduces uncertainty about

the venture thus inducing the corporate firm to invest (e.g., Hochberg et al., 2007). This is what

we refer to as the supply-side of our argument, while the demand-side of our discussion is

framed by considering a corporate firm’s locus of organizational attention. Drawing on the
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attention-based view, we argue that the issues that attract an organization’s attention and the

answers sought depend on the degree of technological focus and the attendant threat that

technological change entails (Maula et al., 2013). We propose that when a privileged network

position offering a munificent but uncertain set of investment opportunities interacts with an

organizational context that directs attention towards risky ventures, higher rates of CVC

investments in risky ventures are obtained.

To explore this theoretical model, we investigate the extent to which the centrality of a

focal corporate firm in the VC investment syndicate (supply-side) and organizational attention

(demand-side) positively influence the focal corporate firm’s subsequent CVC investment rate.

Our longitudinal quantitative study analyzes 209 corporate firms publicly-traded on the New

York Stock Exchange (NYSE) over 20 years with active CVC investment programs (3,270

firm-years). We find empirical support for the assertion that a higher degree of centrality in the1

VC investment syndicate enhances a corporate firm’s rate of CVC investments, and that greater

organizational attention positively moderates the VC investment syndicate centrality—CVC

investment rate relationship. That is, ceteris paribus, a corporate firm’s well-supplied pipeline

stimulates a higher rate of CVC investments, and a well-supplied pipeline in conjunction with

focused organizational attention stimulates the highest rate of CVC investments. In addition, we

evaluate two distinct outcome variables that reflect varying degrees of risk-taking investment

behavior. The first outcome variable examines a corporate firm’s CVC investment rate in which

it invests in a particular external startup venture for the first time (i.e., new to the corporate firm).

The second outcome variable examines a corporate firm’s investment rate in which it invests in

an early round for a given external startup venture (i.e., the startup venture’s business model

remains speculative to date), which refers to the riskiest of the two types of investment

behaviors.

Our study makes at least four contributions to research on external knowledge sourcing

and corporate venturing. First, our study reveals corporate firm-level traits that can potentially

reduce uncertainty in CVC investment activities, thus stimulating increased strategic investments

in external startup ventures. Previous literature has largely focused on the corporate firm’s

1 The total number of firm years is not equal to 209 corporate firms multiplied by 20 years, because not all CVC
units operated during the entire sample period.
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portfolio of CVC investments as the unit of analysis and on performance outcomes such as the

number of exits but pays scant attention to the antecedent conditions that drive CVC investment

behavior (e.g., Cox-Pahnke et al., 2015). We extend this literature by examining the

organizational conditions that cause firms to make specific investment decisions. Our study also

shows how potential investment opportunities that result from a corporate firm’s central position

in the VC investment syndicate network (i.e., supply-side pipeline) may be utilized in the light of

organizational motive brought about by imminent threats from technological change. Lastly, this

is one of the first studies to offer a theoretical explanation as to why some corporate firms engage

in seemingly riskier CVC investment behaviors than competing corporate firms. These points

have important implications for corporate firms in terms of their prospects for sourcing external

knowledge and achieving growth through CVC investment activities.

7+(25<�'(9(/230(17�$1'�+<327+(6(6

The fundamental goal of corporate activities is to cultivate sustained competitive

advantage, which requires a corporate firm to position itself in an uncertain future (Sitkin et al.,

2011). This implies that corporate firms must find ways to go beyond the “steady-state” of

internal research and development (R&D) activities to achieve competitive advantage,

particularly in dynamic environments that encounter regular transformations in markets and

technologies. This is consistent with Powell et al.’s (1996) claim that sources of expertise and

breakthroughs are widely dispersed in the environment, and thus the locus of innovation will

increasingly be developed in “networks of learning” rather than anchored inside any particular

firm.

The logic that supports an internally oriented and centralized approach to R&D has

become out-of-date. Whereas in the past internal R&D was considered a valuable and strategic

firm asset (e.g., a dissuasive barrier to entry), toward the end of the 20th century in the U.S.,

however, a number of macroeconomic factors combined to erode the foundation of self-sufficient

innovation. One factor is the rise in the number and mobility of knowledge workers, making it

increasingly difficult for corporate firms to control their proprietary ideas and expertise (Coff,
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1997). A second factor is the growing availability of private venture capital, which has helped to

finance startup ventures and their efforts to commercialize novel ideas (Gans & Stern, 2003). A

third factor is the information revolution (e.g., supported by information technology and the

Internet), which fosters more fluid knowledge transfer that results in abundant information. A

fourth factor is that the cost of R&D continues to increase, in part due to the reduced productivity

of R&D investments and the growing need to replace patent expirations with a concomitant loss

of revenue. For example, in the pharmaceutical industry, the number of potential

revenue-generating drugs as a percentage of R&D expenditures has fallen sharply (Paul et al�,

2010).

One alternative to being dependent on internally oriented R&D is for a corporate firm to

utilize corporate venture capital (CVC) investment activities as a counterpart to stimulate

external knowledge sourcing. The CVC investment mode is activated when a corporate firm

takes a minority equity position in an external startup venture. CVC investments are comparable

to private venture capital (VC), except for the central role of strategic motivation that

characterizes the knowledge exchange between a corporate investing-firm and an external startup

venture (Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2006; Dushnitsky & Shapira, 2008). CVC investments establish

boundary-spanning ties with external startup ventures to source novel knowledge for corporate

investing-firms (Rosenkopf & Nerkar, 2001) such as new technologies, products, business

models, and markets, as well as an entrepreneurial way of thinking (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom,

2002; MacMillan et al., 2008). Despite an exacting CVC investment selection process, external

startup ventures nonetheless abound in uncertainties (Zahra & Filatotchev, 2004) because they

are more likely to pursue R&D activities that are more novel and risky than that of a corporate

firm (Aghion & Tirole, 1994). The novelty and risk associated with external startup ventures

make CVC investors particularly attentive to accessing the most promising external startup

ventures through scouting and selection activities (Hill et al., 2009). Obtaining this access is not

a trivial challenge for corporates because prospective entrepreneurs do not consider corporates as

the natural sources of risk capital. Moreover, they may also be concerned by the threat of

misappropriation of their nascent ideas by the corporate (Anton & Yao, 1994; Katila et al., 2008).
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In addition to the availability of access to valuable CVC investment opportunities, a

corporate firm’s management response to technological changes is also an important determinant

in its CVC investment rate. While many factors influence management’s response to

environmental shifts in technologies, we consider the role of technological focus. Technology

focus is characterized by the number of distinct technological domains in which a corporate firm

operates. We focus on how a corporate firm’s concentration of technological activities affects

what its management pays attention to in order to cope with the challenges posed by

technological change. The underlying mechanism is based on highly bounded rational processes

that shape management's attentiveness about the nature of technological change taking place

outside a focal corporate firm’s boundaries. This attentiveness will make a particular set of

interests more salient to a corporate firm’s decision-makers, thus affecting its motive to respond

to competitive threats and propensity to engage in CVC investments.

In what follows, we consider how factors outlined above shape the CVC investment

behavior of corporate firms. Specifically, we focus on the information flow in VC syndicate

networks and how the CVC’s position in these networks facilitates access to information on new

investment opportunities. We also take into account how the technological focus of firms directs

managerial attention to determine the selection of investment opportunities. Finally, we consider

how the corporate’s technological focus moderates the effect of a CVC’s network position.

Taken together, these hypotheses allow us to better understand CVC investment behavior.

3RVLWLRQ�LQ�WKH�9&�V\QGLFDWH�QHWZRUN

CVC investments made in a particular external startup venture typically implicate

multilateral dynamics, as investment deals involve co-investment by private independent venture

capitalists (VC) as well as competing corporate firms’ CVC investment arms. A VC investment

syndicate network represents an inter-organizational cooperation between corporate firms,

private venture capitalists, as well as other corporate firms co-investing in a given external

startup venture. According to Anokhin et al. (2011), over 80 percent of corporate firms syndicate

at least some of their investments, in which a VC investment syndicate deal may have between
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one and 50 or more co-investors. However, corporate firms and VCs possess distinct institutional

logics due to divergent interests and actions. For instance, VCs may prefer a startup venture

“exit” by means of an initial public offering (IPO), or to sell the startup venture to a different

acquirer, or the corporate investing-firm may face competition from competing corporate

investing-firms that want to acquire the given startup venture. In such cases, the corporate

investing-firm delaying the acquisition of a target external startup venture creates the risk of

preemptive actions by co-investors and the potential loss of investment opportunity in the future.

VC investment syndicates require both cooperation and competition.

The ability to effectively manage the tension between cooperative and competitive forces

within the VC investment syndicate bestows a competitive advantage upon a corporate firm.

According to social network theory (SNT), a network actor gains substantial visibility as well as

preferential access to network members when it occupies a central position among rival actors.

Knowledge flow that results from a corporate firm’s more central position in the VC investment

syndicate provides privileged access to preferential opportunities (Inkpen & Tsang, 2005). A

more central position in the VC investment syndicate thus bestows further power and the means

for a corporate firm to manipulate the regulation of various types of resources embedded in the

network. For the purpose of our paper, a corporate firm leverages its advantaged position to rein

in competitive forces with co-investors in order to form a pool of high-quality external startup

ventures from which to prospect. A corporate firm can respond appropriately to rivals’

syndication behaviors that attempt to threaten its favorable position inside the VC investment

syndicate network (Elg, 2000). It may exert bargaining power, for instance, to negotiate better

contractual terms with co-investors or to obstruct certain co-investors from participating in an

investment deal. It is precisely the means to square cooperative and competitive forces within the

VC investment syndicate that supplies deal flow to constitute a pool of potential startup venture

candidates as well as supplies insider knowledge to appraise the quality of these startup ventures.

A corporate firm makes CVC investments in specific external startup ventures after an

exacting selection process, in which less than 10 percent of candidate startup ventures receive

funding (Casson et al., 2008). A corporate firm’s decision-making process requires constantly

drawing from a pool of candidate startup ventures. There are a number of potential fountainheads
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for organizing such a supply pipeline, but the most likely sources are other VCs that actively

seek out potential startup ventures as well as startup ventures themselves that become aware of a

corporate firm’s CVC investment activities. For example, Anokhin et al. (2013) found that a

corporate firm’s prior level of strategic engagement with startup ventures significantly affected

its reputation and attractiveness subsequently to other startup ventures seeking funding. In both

cases, deal flow arises from a corporate firm’s previous CVC co-investment activities and

standing in the VC investment syndicate community. The central position of a corporate firm

vis-à-vis the entire VC investment syndicate therefore plays an important role in generating a

supply of investment opportunities for the corporate investing-firm. Furthermore, the supply

pipeline may constitute a competitive advantage for a corporate firm, as it may have access to

investment deals that rival corporate investing-firms may not be aware of.

Not only does a more central position in the VC investment syndicate network afford a

more steady supply of investment opportunities, but it also offers higher-quality investment

leads. A corporate firm becomes aware of a particular external startup venture’s existence and

receives more tacit knowledge that discloses its confidential workings. This tacit knowledge may

include the inner workings and other proprietary circumstances that reveal a more accurate view

of a startup venture’s prospects (e.g., organizational, technical, or market). Nonaka & Takeuchi

(1995) explained, for instance, how engineers worked alongside breadmakers to learn the

motions necessary to knead bread dough. This type of knowledge can only be gained by in-depth

exposure when a specific VC works closely with a focal startup venture. However, this otherwise

difficult-to-acquire knowledge invariably leaks into the VC syndicate network. While a corporate

firm may not have experienced a given startup venture firsthand, details gleaned by a specific

VC become available to privileged members in the relational network. That is, valuable inside

knowledge eventually reaches a more centrally-positioned corporate firm due its relative

visibility and political influence. Barney (1986) emphasized that one way for organizations to

obtain crucial resources at a price that can create a competitive advantage, is to purchase these

resources in imperfect markets with more accurate expectations of their future value (i.e.,

information is not yet in the public domain). Access to confidential information equips a

corporate firm with the preferential means to select investments from a high-quality pool of
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external startup venture candidates in comparison to a less centrally-positioned corporate firm.

Regular access to a high-quality pool of startup ventures in turn lowers a corporate firm’s risk

perception, for both first-time (i.e., the external startup venture is novel to the corporate firm)

and early-stage investments (e.g., the external startup venture’s business model is not yet

validated by the market).

To sum up, the more a corporate firm occupies a central position in the VC investment

syndicate network relative to potential co-investors, the greater the pipeline of high-quality

external startup ventures. This preferential supply pipeline in turn tends to mitigate a corporate

firm’s perception of investment risk, which leads to a higher CVC investment rate. Based on this

rationale, we hypothesize:

+\SRWKHVLV��� 7KH�PRUH�FHQWUDO�SRVLWLRQ�D�FRUSRUDWH ILUP�RFFXSLHV�LQ�WKH�9&�LQYHVWPHQW

V\QGLFDWH�QHWZRUN��WKH�PRUH�LW�ZLOO�PDNH�&9&�LQYHVWPHQWV�LQ�H[WHUQDO�VWDUWXS�YHQWXUHV�

7HFKQRORJ\�IRFXV�RI�WKH�FRUSRUDWH�ILUP

Responding to competitive threats is critical for long-term survival, but corporate firms

appear to have difficulty searching outside the limits of their current routines and processes

(Adler & Obstfeld, 2007; Baumard & Starbuck, 2005). One reason is that returns to investments

that exploit existing capabilities are immediate, whereas returns to search are distant and

uncertain (March, 1991). Another reason is that inertial forces reinforce existing routines.

Corporate firms adopt bureaucratic routines by design, as this helps to overcome the

computational limits of individuals and gain efficiency (Weber, 1946). The efficiency of

organizations leads to a paradox. Merton (1940) and Selznick (1949) argued that there were

some important dysfunctional consequences to bureaucratic organizations, such as the

consequences of pattern repetition, extreme reliability, and uncertainty avoidance biases. Inertial

forces on structures, processes, and capabilities designed to simplify organizational complexity,

inhibit the ability of a corporate firm to realign with its new environment. Therefore, it is certain
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that without attention being directed to alternative futures, new pathways are not likely to be

considered (D’Aveni & MacMillan, 1990; Starbuck, 1983).

The attention-based view (ABV) helps to explain why some corporate firms undertake

the decision to respond to competitive threats and adapt to changing environments, while others

do not (Ocasio, 1997). ABV builds on the logic of bounded rationality that recognizes the limits

of attention in the face of the sheer complexity of the problems that organizations face (March &

Simon, 1958). In this view, the most rational behavior demands simplified models that capture

the main features of a problem without capturing all its complexities. Rather than highlight the

suppressed aspects of bounded rationality and selective attention, ABV recognizes that “WKH

IRFDOL]DWLRQ DQG FRQFHQWUDWLRQ RI FRQVFLRXVQHVV DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK VHOHFWLYH DWWHQWLRQ FUHDWH

DGDSWLYH SURSHUWLHV RI FULWLFDO FRQFHUQ WR VWUDWHJLF DFWLYLW\� DV WKH\ IDFLOLWDWH WKH DFFXUDF\� VSHHG�

DQG VXVWDLQHG SURFHVVLQJ RI LQIRUPDWLRQ LQ SHUFHSWXDO MXGJHPHQWV DQG DFWLRQV�” (Ocasio, 1997:

203). This implies that a corporate firm with higher levels of technological focus can

advantageously allocate its attention to a more restricted problem space with a particular set of

issues and answers. This more concentrated focus enables a corporate firm to be more likely to

recognize competitive threats as well as to be more likely to gain from efficiencies. According to

the principle of focus of attention, a more concentrated organizational focus is likely to activate

further response actions as “WKH VHOHFWLRQ RI RUJDQL]DWLRQDO PRYHV GHSHQGV RQ WKH LVVXHV DQG

DQVZHUV WKDW GHFLVLRQ�PDNHUV DWWHQG WR.” (Ocasio, 1997: 201). In addition, firms give preferred

treatment to alternatives that represent the preservation of present routines over those that

represent substantial change. Thus, the consolidation of effort that selective attention potentially

affords, enables a corporate firm with higher levels of technological focus to more effectively

leverage existing routines and current activities. In other words, corporate firms with higher

levels of technological focus will have more experience operating in a technological domain of

expertise that is congruent with the source of the competitive threat and its solution. In the

context of our paper, this framework is expected to reduce a corporate firm’s perception of

uncertainty towards CVC investment opportunities, thus fostering a greater realization of these

investments.
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While greater technological focus enhances a corporate firm’s ability to recognize and

respond to competitive threats, technological focus paradoxically elevates its exposure to

technological shifts. A corporate firm with high technological focus becomes more likely to

endure technological disruptions than high technological dispersion, as a greater share of its

existing technologies depend on fewer technological domains. Moreover, technological

disruptions render the former more vulnerable as a greater share of its revenues flow from fewer

technological domains. A corporate firm characterized by high levels of technological focus thus

responds to competitive threats with more suitable urgency when framed as existential threats.

Alternatively, corporate firms with high technological dispersion may not perceive the

consequences of environmental selection processes. That is because corporate firms with

dispersed technological profiles are less susceptible to the erosion of fit between a corporate firm

and its environment, in comparison to those corporate firms that have concentrated technological

profiles. Moreover, if a technologically-dispersed corporate firm derives only a limited portion of

its revenue from a segment affected by technological changes, it is all the more unlikely that a

corporate firm will exert the considerable effort required to overcome inertia. That is, a corporate

firm must be acutely aware of the threat that changes in the technological environment pose and

perceive the existential need, in order to commit the valuable resources of time, people, and

energy in the service of such alternative courses of action. These mechanisms collectively

explain demand-side motives that compel a corporate firm to respond to competitive threats by

utilizing CVC investments.

Altogether, these arguments conceptualize technological concentration as a mechanism

that enables intrafirm dynamics that make use of current knowledge in order to link CVC

investment units to enabling knowledge areas that are producing change. This mechanism

explains how even broad and distant search could result from more homogenous intrafirm

knowledge resources, which contravenes prevailing views in the literature on the prerequisite

need for diverse knowledge resources in order to pursue unexpected opportunities in the

environment. Our reasoning is based on the observation that technological areas are sufficiently

wide-encompassing to the point that greater homogeneity in technological knowledge provides a

more selective pinhole through which to perceive a wider angle of external opportunities. The
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alternative is for CVC investment units to become overwhelmed by overextended attentional

processing that struggles to make sense of the infinitely large landscape of opportunities in the

environment. This offers a distinct role for concentration that conflicts with predictions in prior

literature on CVC investments. Based on this rationale, we hypothesize:

+\SRWKHVLV �� 7KH KLJKHU D FRUSRUDWH ILUP¶V GHJUHH RI WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV� WKH PRUH LW ZLOO

PDNH�&9&�LQYHVWPHQWV�LQ�H[WHUQDO�VWDUWXS�YHQWXUHV�

,QWHUDFWLRQ EHWZHHQ QHWZRUN FHQWUDOLW\ DQG WKH WHFKQRORJ\ FRQFHQWUDWLRQ RI WKH FRUSRUDWH

ILUP

Lastly, we consider a corporate firm’s supply-side opportunities and demand-side motives

simultaneously in CVC investments (see Figure 1)� Based on our previous discussion, it stands to

reason that the effect of a corporate firm’s supply-side pipeline on its CVC investment rate would

depend on the strength of its demand-side motives. In other words, the extent to which a

corporate firm acts on investment opportunities depends also on a CVC investment unit’s

attentiveness, which itself depends on the homogeneity of intrafirm knowledge resources. Even

if CVC investments provide a response to competitive threats, the mere supply of investment

opportunities is not entirely deterministic of the investment decision. Our rationale is based on

the following. The first hypothesis establishes the positive relationship between a CVC

investment unit’s network centrality and subsequent investment rate. The second hypothesis

establishes the positive relationship between a corporate firm’s (associated with a given CVC

investment unit) technological concentration and the CVC investment unit’s subsequent

investment rate. In our third hypothesis, we predict that technological concentration moderates

the network centrality-investment rate relationship. In order to theoretically argue the existence

of interaction effects, we provide an explanation of the mechanisms that link the main

independent variable to the dependent variable, and then explain how the interaction variable

modifies these mechanisms. Moreover, to ensure that our arguments are theoretically complete,

we rule out the potential reverse interaction effect between the main variable and moderating
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variable. First, we theorize that increased network centrality in co-syndicate investment networks

provides a focal CVC investment unit with better access and information about underlying

opportunities during the evaluation stage that precedes subsequent investment selection

decisions. This happens because higher levels of network centrality imply that co-investors have

fewer outside options, and so will be more willing to share such information with a focal CVC

investment unit. That information is helpful to the CVC investment unit’s intrafirm evaluation

processes, and so increases the likelihood of a subsequent investment. Then, we argue that a

corporate firm’s increased technological concentration enhances the ability of its CVC

investment unit to make more effective use of investor-side information in intrafirm evaluation

processes, because demand from business units will be more uniform as technological

concentration increases. As more information arrives, it can be more effectively channeled for

evaluation by a CVC investment unit at a corporate firm that is technologically more

concentrated than diversified. The CVC investment unit can more easily filter information that is

not relevant for the corporate firm’s business units when there are fewer complexities on the

demand-side, than when the demand-side includes more complexity through diverse

requirements. This is analogous to the mathematical distinction between many-to-one and

one-to-many. From the CVC investment unit perspective, focusing on just a few signals coming

in from possible co-investors can be applied to many more business units in a more

technologically focused corporate firm. Our assumption is that a CVC investment unit of a more

technologically focused corporate firm has learned better what signals to pay attention to in the

first place. In addition to productivity efficiencies obtained from a one-to-many approach, the

CVC investment unit associated with a more technologically concentrated corporate firm obtains

further advantages: (a) the CVC investment unit gains more options within the corporate firm to

match external opportunities to business units, (b) the CVC investment unit reduces uncertainty

and complexity by attending to fewer issues/answers that are more salient, and (c) the CVC

investment unit increases the visibility and salience of particular issues/answers, by allocating

more time to a reduced number of issues/answers. Under higher levels of

technological-concentration, these mechanisms improve the CVC investment unit’s response to

incoming information from possible co-investors, by improving the CVC investment unit’s
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intrafirm coordination and communication. This is due to the greater homogeneity of

technological capabilities and demands from within the corporate firm. Lastly, as both the

network centrality and technological concentration increase in our model, the CVC investment

unit will likely be able to better communicate its requirements to attentive investors. This could

improve the CVC investment unit’s chance of hearing about opportunities that are particularly

sought after by the corporate firm. Therefore, as network centrality increases, more

technologically concentrated firms are predicted to have higher investment rates. Second, we rule

out the potential reverse interaction effect, in which network centrality moderates the relationship

between technological concentration and investment rate. This is necessary because we

established the positive relationship between technological concentration and investment rate in

the second hypothesis of our study. We explain the positive relationship between technological

concentration and investment rate through the stronger intrafirm motive, resolve and capability

to push through change that exists inside corporate firms with higher levels of technological

concentration. These structural traits are unlikely to be influenced by increases in information

that co-investors bring to a more centrally positioned focal CVC investment unit. Afterall, it is a

stretch to claim that better information from co-investors improves the resolve of a corporate

firm to introduce change. Our premise that the CVC investment unit does not influence the

resolve of an corporate firm and its constituents, but rather that the structural features of an

incumbent frm affect the ability of a focal CVC investment unit to conduct its brokerage function

to orchestrate external and internal information. Therefore, we rule out the potential of a reverse

interaction effect. Based on this rationale, we hypothesize:

+\SRWKHVLV��� $�FRUSRUDWH�ILUP¶V�WHFKQRORJ\�IRFXV VWUHQJWKHQV�WKH�SRVLWLYH�UHODWLRQVKLS

EHWZHHQ�LWV�9&�LQYHVWPHQW�V\QGLFDWH�QHWZRUN�FHQWUDOLW\�DQG�LWV�UDWH�RI�&9&�LQYHVWPHQWV

LQ�H[WHUQDO�VWDUWXS�YHQWXUHV�
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)LJXUH���

2XU�7KHRUHWLFDO�0RGHO

0(7+2'6

6DPSOH�DQG�'DWD

We constructed a dataset of 209 firms publicly-listed on the New York Stock Exchange

(NYSE), which conducted CVC investments between the years 1992 and 2011. Although the

firms in our sample all perform CVC investment activities, they exhibit heterogeneity in their

CVC investment behavior. Our core data derived from Thomson Reuters’ VentureXpert

database, which provides firm-level data on corporate firms, transaction-level data on each

investment round, as well as firm-level data on external startup ventures. We enriched the

corporate firm data with information from three other sources. Using our list of corporate firms,

we obtained financial data from Standard & Poor’s Compustat database, U.S. patent data from

the European Patent Office (EPO) PATSTAT database, as well as alliance and acquisition data on

corporate firms’ other corporate activities from the SDC Platinum database.

To construct our sample, we first identified the population of corporate firms listed

publicly in the U.S. that actively engaged in CVC investments activities between 1980 and 2016.

We focused on corporate firms in the high-tech, biotech, and entertainment sectors whose

dynamic technological environments compel incumbents to conduct CVC investments. These

industries are also well-suited to unearthing contingencies that suppress the utilization of CVC

investments as a mechanism to respond to technological change. To this initial list of corporate

firms, we applied several screening conditions to arrive at our final sample used for the analysis
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in this study (see Table 1 for details of our sample screens). First, from the firms VentureXpert

designates as “Corporate PE/Venture,” we retained firms that are neither banks nor other types of

financial institutions. Second, we retained corporate firms that made at least three CVC

investments since 1984. As the lifespan of CVC investment activities is typically two years on

average for a given corporate firm (Dushnitsky, 2012), a three-year threshold allows capturing

corporate investors that survived beyond the initial two-year attrition period. Third, we retained

corporate firms that invest in high-tech external startup ventures using the NAICS-based (North

American Industry Classification Scheme) categorization developed by Hecker (2005). The

following NAICS for startup ventures were retained: 3254, 3341, 3342, 3344, 3345, 3364, 5112,

5161, 5179, 5181, 5182, 5413, 5415, 5417. These categories correspond to pharmaceutical and

medicine manufacturing, semiconductor manufacturing, aerospace product manufacturing,

communications equipment manufacturing, computer equipment manufacturing, software

publishers, internet publishing and broadcasting, computer systems design, engineering services,

telecommunications, and scientific research and development services. Fourth, we retained

corporate firms for which data on financials and other corporate activities were available in

Compustat and SDC Platinum.

7DEOH��
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0HDVXUHV�DQG�$QDO\VLV

'HSHQGHQW�YDULDEOHV�

Our focus in this paper is on the venture capital investment behavior of a corporate firm.

Our main dependent variable, WRWDO LQYHVWPHQWV, simply refers to the total number of CVC

investments FRUSRUDWH ILUPL makes in \HDUW. Because this variable counts the number of

investments and thus take integer values only, we used a fixed effects poisson regressions in our

analysis. These models not only allows to control for unobserved heterogeneity among corporate

firms, but also provides estimates robust to over dispersion (Wooldridge, 2002).

,QGHSHQGHQW�YDULDEOHV�

Our first independent variable is FYF FHQWUDOLW\, which refers to the position that corporate

ILUPL occupies vis-à-vis DOWHUM in \HDUW. This variable is measured by computing eigenvector

weights for FRUSRUDWH ILUPL and all YHQWXUH FDSLWDOLVWVM that made investments during the period

1992-2011 under investigation (approximately 350,000 transactions). Specifically, we applied

Bonacich's beta-centrality c(β) measure (Bonacich, 1987) that considers influence in bargaining

networks in which one’s own influence is decreased by connection to others with alternative

exchange partners (see Equation 1. in matrix notation). This adequately describes the context of

the VC investment syndicate, in which corporate firms compete and collaborate with VCs to

secure the most favorable sheet terms.

C(ṁ,ß) = ṁ(, - �R)-1R1, (1)

Where one is a column vector of ones and , is an identity matrix. Additionally, ṁ is a

scaling vector and ß equals zero thus placing a greater value on the local structure. With respect

to the dependent variable(s), FYF�FHQWUDOLW\�LV lagged by one year (t-1).

Our second independent variable is WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV, which refers to the extent to which

the corporate firm concentrates its technological activities in a given set of domains. We capture

the technological domains in which a corporate firm is active by observing its patenting activity
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in various patent subclasses defined by the Cooperative Patent Classification Scheme (CPC). We

track patent filing activity in the five year window before a given year, and construct patent

portfolios of the corporate firm and calculate the distribution of patents under different

three-digit patent classes. Using this distribution, we compute WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV using a

Herfindahl-Hirschmann type index (HHI), which takes values between zero and one and

increasing values from zero to one indicate increasing technological focus (Hu & Jaffe, 2003;

Oxley & Wada, 2009).

We include a series of controls for attributes of a corporate firm practicing CVC

investments, as well as industry- and year- fixed effects. A firm’s R&D expenditures are

investments in knowledge creation (Griliches, 1990) and contribute to its ability to absorb

external knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). The R&D intensity may be related to the search

for technological opportunities developing outside the firm as well as its technological diversity.

We control for a corporate firm’s 5	' LQWHQVLW\, which is lagged by one year (t-1) with respect

to the dependent variable, and compute this ratio in the conventional way by taking the ratio of

R&D expenses to the net sales. Also, a firm’s patent stock can reflect the scale of its

technological resources and absorptive capacity (Silverman, 1999). We control for a corporate

firm’s SDWHQW FRXQW by computing the logarithm of the average number of patents during the

five-year period before a given year. We include controls for a corporate firm’s other corporate

activities such as acquisitions and alliances that firms use to tackle their innovation challenges

(Ahuja & Katila, 2001; Lavie et al., 2011). We measure DFTXLVLWLRQ FRXQW as the average number

of acquisitions during the 5-year period before a given year for a given firm. Similarly, we

measure DOOLDQFH FRXQW as the average number of alliances during the five-year period before a

given year for a given corporate firm. We control for a corporate firm’s level of financial slack

using IUHH FDVKIORZ, which is lagged by one year (t-1) with respect to the dependent variable(s),

and compute this variable as the sum of FDVK�RQ�KDQG, QHW LQFRPH, and GHSUHFLDWLRQ. This

represents the level of financial resources available to a corporate firm for the purpose of

pursuing CVC investments and/or other corporate activities. The availability of slack resources

can increase exploratory search (Singh, 1986) and lead to greater innovative performance

(Nohria & Gulati, 1996). We control for a corporate firm’s performance using UHWXUQ RQ HTXLW\,
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which is lagged by one year (t-1) with respect to the dependent variable(s), and compute this

ratio as the net income divided by average stock equity. This allows us, among others, to take

into account the level of motivation that a corporate firm may have to pursue CVC investments,

arising from the breadth of historical and social performance gaps. Firm size can have both

negative and positive effects on firm innovation (Teece, 1992). We control for a corporate firm’s

size using WRWDO DVVHWV, which is lagged by one year (t-1) with respect to the dependent variable,

and compute this variable by dividing WRWDO DVVHWV (billions of US dollars). Lastly, we control for

year-level effects for the period between 1992 and 2011.

7DEOH��� Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

5(68/76

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics and a correlation matrix of pairwise Pearson

correlations between the variables used in our study. We note that our sample corporate firms

accrued acquisitions and alliances ten to thirteen times more than CVC investments for a given

year, on average. This is consistent with our premise that CVC investments are a response to

technological change distinct from either acquisitions or alliances. We note that corporate firms

made 23 CVC investments in 1992 and 253 CVC investments by the end of our sample period.
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CVC investment activity peaked at 571 investments made in 2000 (see Figure 2). We find that

more centrally positioned corporate firms (i.e., centrality above the mean) tend to make at least

one new CVC investment per year more than less centrally placed corporate firms (p<0.001).

The mean variance inflation factor (VIF) is 1.41 and the range for VIF values falls between 1.00

and 2.17. The VIF values for our core explanatory variables lie in the range of 1.10 and 1.54.

The VIF values for only two of our control variables i.e., DFTXLVLWLRQ FRXQW and WRWDO DVVHWV are

greater than two. Because these VIF values lie well below the heuristic of ten proposed by Netter

et al. (1989), multicollinearity among the independent variables does not present a problem in

our study.

)LJXUH��

7RWDO�,QYHVWPHQWV�E\�&9&�)LUPV�EHWZHHQ������DQG������
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We now turn to discussing our main results shown in Table 3. Our first hypothesis

argued that a corporate firm will make more CVC investments when it occupies a central

position in the VC investment syndicate network. Accordingly, we expect a positive sign for the

coefficient of FYF FHQWUDOLW\ in Table 3. We find that the coefficient of FYF FHQWUDOLW\ in Models 2

and 3 of Table 3 is positive and significant (p<0.001). This suggests that the central position of

the corporate firm in the VC investment syndicate has a strong positive influence on the

corporate firm making first-time investments in a given year and provides strong support for

Hypothesis 1. Using coefficient estimates from Model 3 of Table 3, we find that a one standard

deviation increase in FYF FHQWUDOLW\ results in a 27 percent increase in first-time CVC investments

with all other variables held at their mean values.

Our second hypothesis proposed that a corporate firm will make more first-time CVC

investments when it possesses a greater WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV. We found that the coefficient of

WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV in Model 3 of Table 3 is positive and significant (p=0.046). Using coefficient

estimates from Model 3 of Table 3, we find that a one standard deviation increase in WHFKQRORJ\

IRFXV results in a 4 percent increase in first-time CVC investments with all other variables held at

their mean values.

Our third hypothesis advanced that a corporate firm’s technology focus positively

moderates the relationship between FYF FHQWUDOLW\ and WRWDO LQYHVWPHQWV. The coefficient of our

interaction term FYF FHQWUDOLW\ [ WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV in Model 4 of Table 3 is positive and

significant (p=0.007), which provides strong support for Hypothesis 3. We graphically display

these interactions in Figure 3. We plot standardized values for FYF FHQWUDOLW\ on the X-axis and

the expected value for total CVC investments made on the Y-axis (Hoetker, 2007). We plot the

expectation function for the year 2000 for a corporate firm possessing characteristics at levels

equal to the mean values of the control variables. While the broken line shows the expectation

function when WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV is held at its mean, the solid line depicts the expectation function

when WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV is held at one standard deviation above the mean. We note that the

expectation function slopes more upward when WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV is held at 1 standard deviation

above the mean than when held at the mean.
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7DEOH��� Fixed Effects Poisson Estimation For Total CVC Investments
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)LJXUH��

,QWHUDFWLRQ HIIHFW EHWZHHQ &9& FHQWUDOLW\ DQG FRUSRUDWH WHFKQRORJ\ IRFXV RQ WRWDO LQYHVWPHQWV
PDGH�E\�&9&�LQYHVWPHQW�XQLWV�

Among the control variables, we find that 5	' LQWHQVLW\ has a strong positive effect on

CVC investments. This suggests that corporate firms that invest heavily in maintaining their

internal technological competencies are also likely to be more actively involved in corporate

venturing activities. The availability of free cash flow also positively impacts CVC investments

(p=0.046). This result is consistent with Dushnitsky and Lenox’s (2005) empirical study on

corporate ventures, and further challenges the view that the availability of financial slack does

necessarily lead to rent-seeking behaviors, but supports corporate renewal (Agarwal & Helfat,

2009). Finally, other external corporate development modes appear to have a negative

relationship with corporate venturing, which can be seen by the negative sign in Model 3 for

both DFTXLVLWLRQ FRXQW (p=0.048) and DOOLDQFH FRXQW (p=0.10). This result combined with that for
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R&D intensity seem to suggest that while corporate venturing complements internal

development, it acts as a substitute for other external development activities.

',6&866,21

To briefly summarize our results, we found compelling statistical evidence to support

four of our six hypotheses. Robust statistical support was found for the four hypotheses (1A, 1B,

3A, and 3B), in terms of the direction of the predictions as well as the level of statistical

significance p<0.001. Hypotheses 1A and 1B predicted that a corporate firm will make more

first-time CVC investments when it occupies a central position in the VC investment syndicate

network and that a corporate firm will make more early-stage CVC investments when it occupies

a central position in the VC investment syndicate network, respectively. These results were

highly statistically significant at p<.001. Hypotheses 3A and 3B predicted that a corporate firm’s

technology focus strengthens the relationship between VC investment syndicate network

centrality and first-time investments and a corporate firm’s technology focus strengthens the

relationship between VC investment syndicate network centrality and early-stage investments,

respectively. These results were similarly highly statistically significant at p=.001. However, we

found mixed results for Hypothesis 2A and no significant results for Hypothesis 2B. Hypotheses

2A and 2B predicted that a corporate firm will make more first-time investments when it

possesses a greater degree of technology focus and a corporate firm will make more early-stage

investments when it possesses a greater degree of technology focus, respectively.

Our findings suggest that a corporate firm’s VC investment syndicate network centrality

and its technology focus are alone insufficient to reliably predict its CVC investment rate. When

a corporate firm’s VC investment syndicate network centrality and technology focus interact,

then we find that corporate firms with higher levels of technology focus and a more central

position in the VC investment syndicate network exhibit comparatively higher CVC investment

rates as well as riskier CVC investments in comparison to those corporate firms that possess

more technological diffusion, ceteris paribus. That is, technology focus appears to become an

organizational advantage once a corporate firm has gained a central position in the VC
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investment syndicate network. The rationale is that once a corporate firm’s supply pipeline

generates a pool of potential high-quality external startup venture candidates, its technological

focus enables management to pay more deliberate attention to the investment opportunities on

offer, leading to a higher rate of CVC investments. In this manner, the seemingly deterministic

and positive performance outcomes of network centrality are found to be shaped by the bounded

rationality of organizational attention. Our findings support the premise that corporate firms

depend on supply-side opportunities and demand-side motives to thoroughly utilize CVC

investments. Corporate firms endowed with these organizational features are expected to be

better prepared to respond to competitive threats that arise from technological changes in the

environment.

There are some potential issues in the research design of our empirical study. As long as

we believe that our independent variables are exogenous, then we can safely assume that the

regression procedures that generated our coefficients are unbiased and truly reflect the “true”

population value on average (Wooldridge, 2002). However, according to Shaver (1998), firms

choose strategies based on their attributes and implications. Therefore firm choices are

necessarily endogenous and self-selected. Based on this reasoning, VC investment syndicate

network centrality and technology focus may be endogenous independent variables, and possibly

correlated with the unobserved error term, thus conceivably producing inconsistent coefficient

estimates. In the setting of CVC investments, it is important to note that the corporate firm’s

decision to pursue corporate venturing activities is motivated as senior decision-makers

purposively adopt and retain such practices.

In response to these possible concerns, we suggest that sample-selection and

self-selection biases be addressed in future studies. Sample-selection bias can undermine the

internal and external validity of results when a sample is unrepresentative of a “true” population

(i.e., the use of non-randomly selected samples to estimate a causal relationship). It is important

to include other geographic regions as we seek to generalize our findings, based on corporate

firms publicly-listed at the NYSE, to the global setting of CVC investment activities. For

instance, the share of Asian and European CVC investments as a share of global venture capital

spending has notably increased during the past decade in terms of both the volume and financial
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value of syndication deals. However, this bias may not be present in our study because the

overseas growth has mainly developed after 2011, which is also our sample cut-off point. In the

case of self-selection, bias follows from when the investing-firm makes the choice to pursue

CVC investments based on unobservable factors that correlate with both outcomes and

observable factors. Self-selection based endogeneity clearly represents an internal validity threat

to corporate venturing research, as the decisions, processes, investment types, and strategies will

be chosen (i.e., selected into) by managers with outcomes in mind (i.e., expected performance

implications). That is, senior managers in a corporate firm do not make decisions on a random

basis such as the rate of CVC investment undertaken. Instead, the performance implications of

these decisions are paramount to the eventual firm decision taken. Therefore, omitted variables

are likely to affect both the choice of how to organize CVC investments regarding the pipeline of

startup ventures and management attention to technological shifts as well as the rate of CVC

investments, thus possibly rendering biased the coefficient estimates. To address both types of

endogeneity described above, we suggest the use of instrumental variables employing two-stage

least squares (2SLS) and Heckman-type corrections in future studies.

&21&/86,216

In analyzing 3,270 firm-years (209 firms in a 20-year sample period), our study examines

whether organizational attention affects the extent to which domestic and international corporate

firms utilize their CVC investment opportunities. These large, corporate firms are based in

dynamic technological environments (i.e., high-tech, biotech, and entertainment industries) that

compel them to invest in technological change and novel knowledge. By taking minority equity

positions in external startup ventures, CVC investment activities therefore represent one such

strategic practice for corporate firms to access crucial and otherwise unavailable technological

resources to achieve external knowledge sourcing. Our study seeks to better understand the

conditions that influence whether corporate firms respond to changes in their environment or fail

to respond adequately to competitive threats.
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We find support for our claim that corporate firms depend on supply-side opportunities

and demand-side motives to thoroughly utilize CVC investment opportunities. We find that a

higher degree of centrality in the VC investment syndicate network enhances a corporate firm’s

rate of CVC investments, and that greater organizational attention positively moderates the VC

investment syndicate centrality—CVC investment rate relationship. That is, ceteris paribus, a

corporate firm’s well-supplied pipeline stimulates a higher rate of CVC investments, and a

well-supplied pipeline in conjunction with focused organizational attention stimulates the highest

rate of CVC investments. We also find that the positive effect of organizational attention

increases as the supply of startup venture investment opportunities increases.

Our study makes at least four contributions to research on external knowledge sourcing

and corporate venturing. First, our study reveals corporate firm-level traits that can potentially

reduce uncertainty in CVC investment activities, thus stimulating increased strategic investments

in external startup ventures. Second, this is one of the first studies that we know of to investigate

the performance implications for a corporate firm when it occupies a central position in the VC

investment syndicate network. Third, our study shows how potential investment opportunities

that result from a corporate firm’s central position in the VC investment syndicate network (i.e.,

supply-side pipeline) may be underutilized because of limitations in organizational motive

brought about by diffused organizational attention. Lastly, this is one of the first studies to offer a

theoretical explanation as to why some corporate firms engage in seemingly riskier CVC

investment behaviors than competing corporate firms (e.g., early-stage investments versus

later-stage investments). These implications are highly salient in the phenomenological setting of

CVC investments and other external corporate venturing activities, in which corporate firms play

a central role in driving long-term economic growth through their formation of strategic ties with

external startup ventures.
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Outside-In Knowledge Integration:

Realizing Timely Strategic Value from CVC Investment Portfolios

$%675$&7

Incumbent firms often engage in external R&D by investing in external startups, among other

innovation modes. These external corporate venturing activities aim to create a window in new

technologies and impact innovation outcomes for their parent organizations (technologies,

markets, products). The potential strategic value of an investment portfolio may depend on

enabling adjustments to dynamics in the market conditions. This essay examines the extent to

which CVC portfolios facilitate this adjustment process as well as the extent to which the

organizational design of the CVC programs and incumbents’ knowledge positions shape the

process. To investigate these relationships, we consider incumbent biopharmaceutical firms’

internal R&D responses to exogenous shocks, mainly how the technological composition of an

incumbent firm’s investment portfolio affected its innovation response to unplanned shifts in

market demand. We use a quasi-experiment that builds on difference-in-differences (DID)

approach using the disruptions caused by Influenza A virus subtype H1N1 and Ebola Virus

Disease (EVD) pandemics. These outbreaks marked unexpected shifts in the environment and

market for technologies. To execute this approach, we focus on the dyad of the firm and

technology area as the unit of analysis. Zooming in at this level, we observe 210 global CVC

investors and 882 portfolio companies between 2000 and 2018. We found that incumbent firms

tend to build on knowledge embedded in their investment portfolios to create new knowledge.

We also found that CVC investment units VWUXFWXUDOO\ VHSDUDWHG from their respective incumbent

firms are less likely to enable the outside-in knowledge build-up from their portfolio companies

to generate new knowledge. We also found that incumbent firms with prior knowledge in the

relevant technological areas (i.e., absorptive capacity) are more likely to use the outside-in

knowledge of their portfolio companies to create new knowledge. Our study sheds light on the

role of attention in outside-in technology spillovers as relevant portfolio companies enhance an

incumbent firm’s selective focus of attention on particular technologies and markets as they

become highly salient in the environment. We propose a complementary view in which an

incumbent firm’s ability to extend and delegate portions of absorptive capacity to its investment

portfolio enhances an incumbent firm’s noticing and reacting to environmental stimuli.
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Managerial decisions regarding outside-in knowledge resources in research and

development (R&D) activities can shape incumbent firms’ innovation outcomes, such as creating

new knowledge (knowledge integration). Scholars have found that many incumbent firms in

knowledge-intensive industries that traditionally relied more heavily on internal R&D have

begun to rely increasingly on external modes of R&D to address structural and technological

shifts (e.g., Balakrishnan & Wernerfelt, 1986). For example, the biopharmaceutical industry has

been facing increased competition from new innovative entrants despite formidable entry

barriers, including heightened knowledge complexity and capital costs, scarce human capital,

elevated governmental regulations for approving new drugs, and lowered R&D productivity rates

(Dushnitsky, 2012; Economist, 2021; Kessel, 2011; Munos, 2009; Petrova, 2014; Scannell et al.,

2012). To address such competitive challenges, incumbent biopharmaceutical firms have turned

to external knowledge sourcing, particularly the corporate VC (CVC) investment mode

(Alvarez-Garrido & Dushnitsky, 2016; Ceccagnoli et al., 2018).

Extant research examining corporate venture capital investments has examined two focal

questions. The first set of questions are tied to the antecedent conditions to CVC investments,

including industry technology conditions, appropriability conditions and network positions of

incumbents (Basu et al., 2001; Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005b; Gaba & Bhattacharya, 2012; Katila,

Rosenberger & Eisenhardt, 2008; Kim, Steensma & Park, 2019). The second set of questions are

related to the performance of portfolio companies and incumbent firms. This second line of work

has shown that CVC investments tend to augment the innovation outcomes of external startups

that received investments from CVC investors as well as incumbents (e.g., Alvarez-Garrido &

Dushnitsky, 2016; Belderbos et al., 2018; Di Lorenzo & van de Vrande, 2019; Wadhwa & Kotha,

2006).1 Although these papers have advanced our understanding of how the CVC investment

mode plays a critical role in incumbents’ adaptation to technological change, they do not offer

conclusive evidence in support of the assertion that CVC investments serve as a window on new

technologies and do not consider the design of CVC programs in facilitating favorable

1 We refer to CVC investors in this paper, because we distinguish between structurally-separated CVC investors and
structurally-integrated CVC investors. The former refers to an indirect investment made by means of an independent
CVC investment unit and the latter refers to a minority equity investment made directly by an incumbent firm. The
term CVC investors refers to both in this study, and we analyze differential effects of structural position on our
dependent variable in models 3 and 4 in the evaluation of our second hypothesis.
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technological outcomes (Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005a). Addressing this gap is the central concern

of this paper.

The empirical study described in this chapter adopts the incumbent firm perspective and

examines the link between incumbents’ technology trajectories and portfolio companies’

technologies. We investigate the following question: 7R ZKDW H[WHQW GR LQFXPEHQWV OHYHUDJH WKHLU

&9& SRUWIROLR FRPSDQLHV WR VKDSH WKHLU WHFKQRORJ\ WUDMHFWRULHV" In addition, we also explore the

contingent factors that determine this effect. Specifically, we consider the knowledge structure of

incumbents and the organizing form incumbents use to implement CVC programs. These

conditions elucidate the part incumbents’ absorptive capacity as well as the CVC units’ structural

separation from the incumbents in shaping the trajectories.

We employ a quasi-experimental research design based on the Influenza A virus subtype

H1N1 and Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) pandemics as exogenous shocks, allowing us to

investigate new knowledge creation using incumbents’ investment and patent portfolios. Our

approach addresses endogeneity concerns and enables us to evaluate the use of knowledge

embedded within portfolio companies by associating specific market conditions with particular

technological groups. The biopharmaceuticals sector suits our purpose because incumbent firms

and external startups habitually patent their inventions to protect intellectual property in this

industry.

We found that incumbent firms draw on the knowledge of their portfolio companies to

create new knowledge when particular sets of technologies are in high demand. We also found

that CVC investors structurally separated from their parent incumbents are less likely to use the

outside-in knowledge of their portfolio companies to create new knowledge. We also reveal that

incumbent firms with prior knowledge in specific technological areas are more likely to use the

outside-in knowledge of their portfolio companies to create new knowledge. We extend prior

literature by investigating whether incumbent biopharmaceutical firms effectively realize the

potential strategic (technological) value of their investment portfolios and under which

conditions knowledge access and integration are more likely to occur.

The chapter is structured as follows. It begins with an overview of corporate venture

capital (CVC) investments and the knowledge-based view (KBV). Then, we propose our primary

hypothesis that examines the main effects of portfolio companies on incumbent firms’ R&D

activities. Next, we propose two further hypotheses that examine the moderation effects of
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structural separation and absorptive capacity on the main hypothesis (three-way interactions).

After that, we describe our quasi-experimental research design and difference-in-differences

(DID) methodology and explain our results. Finally, we discuss our key findings and

contributions and provide recommendations for future studies that address the limitations of our

study.

%$&.*5281'

The resource-based view (RBV) of the firm views organizations as bundles of resources

(Barney, 1991; Penrose, 1959; Rumelt, 1984; Teece et al., 1997). To the extent that these

firm-level resources are valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable, they may explain how

incumbent firms capture comparative competitive advantage since resources are firm-specific

and heterogeneously distributed among firms in the same industry (Dierickx & Cool, 1989). In

the context of our study, we are particularly interested in knowledge as a critical firm-level

resource that produces innovation outcomes.

The knowledge-based view (KBV) of the firm considers that knowledge is the primary

resource underlying value creation, heterogeneity, and competitive advantage (Barney, 1991;

Felin & Hesterly, 2007; Grant, 1996, 2002; Kogut & Zander, 1992). Knowledge is a critical and

productive resource that generates firm market value (Grant, 1996). The accumulation of various

knowledge sets fosters the recombination of knowledge, leading to new knowledge creation that

results in novel innovations (Galunic & Rodan, 1998; Henderson & Cockburn, 1994). Therefore,

the effective management of knowledge resources constitutes an essential firm capability that

can help incumbent firms sustain competitive advantage and performance (Barney, 1991; Grant,

1996; Penrose, 1959).

Prior literature has discussed the strategic importance of acquiring knowledge beyond an

incumbent firm’s boundaries to obtain new resource combinations (Keil, 2004; Wadhwa &

Kotha, 2006). Similarly, Teece (1992; 2007) discussed the limits of incumbent firms relying

uniquely on internal R&D activities and described the blurring of firm boundaries, because

research and development increasingly involves complex modes of collaboration where new

knowledge is co-produced and/or distributed among organizations to generate innovation outputs
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(introduce new processes, products and/or services to the marketplace). From an incumbent

firm’s perspective, exploration beyond one’s organizational boundaries allows an incumbent firm

to acquire, transfer and integrate distinct knowledge resources across organizational boundaries

(Henderson & Cockburn, 1994). Incumbent firms complement internal R&D efforts with

external R&D efforts to access more knowledge, to better understand technology developments,

and to pursue more market opportunities since these incumbent firms collaborate with more

individuals and organizations (Cassiman & Veugelers, 2006; Enkel et al., 2009). External

knowledge sourcing aims to complement familiar and unfamiliar knowledge that is

heterogeneously distributed among organizations, in order to foster knowledge recombination

(Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Von Hayek, 1945; Wadhwa et al., 2016). Incumbent firms,

therefore, depend on internal and external research and development activities to subsequently

develop new knowledge that is (market) salient and (technologically) relevant — the production

of new knowledge contributes in turn to advantageous incumbent firm performance through

increased sales, profits, and productivity (Ahuja & Katila, 2001; Deeds & Hill, 1996; Gavetti &

Levinthal, 2000; Griliches, 1998; Katila & Ahuja, 2002).

Incumbent firms engage in a myriad of search modes to acquire, transfer and integrate

external knowledge, including corporate venture capital (CVC) investments. CVC investors are

motivated to address shifts in market and technological demand. They engage in a sustained

search process that involves the identification, selection and integration of external startups’

unfamiliar (to an incumbent firm) knowledge resources. Dushnitsky and Lenox (2005b)

examined the antecedents of CVC investor formation, and found that incumbent firms make

minority equity investments in innovative external startups with strategic intent in order to

discover novel market and technological opportunities. They also found that periods of

technological ferment in a particular industry are associated with increased levels of CVC

investments in that industry, which provides further evidence of the strategic behaviors that

underlie CVC investments.

In the context of the biopharmaceutical industry, Reaume (2003) found that CVC

investments provided formal interfirm ties that afforded strategic advantages to incumbent firms,

such as access to unfamiliar technological knowledge. Dushnitsky (2012) found that incumbent

biopharmaceutical firms that engaged in CVC investments, outperformed their rivals both in

innovative performance (patenting) and financial performance. Maula et al. (2013)
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conceptualized CVC investments as early warning signals that help to direct managers’ attention

to new developments in the environment. According to Ma (2020), deterioration in an incumbent

firm’s core innovation areas (quantity and quality), but not in peripheral areas explain an

incumbent firm’s decision to become a CVC investor in the first place. Therefore, the motivation

for CVC investments is associated with timely and relevant access to markets for technologies

(Ceccagnoli et al., 2018; Siegel et al., 1988), and learning is consequently associated with

increases in internal innovation (Ceccagnoli et al., 2018; Chesbrough & Tucci, 2002; Dushnitsky

& Lenox, 2005a, 2005b; Hamm et al, 2018; Keil et al., 2004, 2008; Narayanan et al., 2009;

Schildt et al., 2005; Wadhwa et al., 2006, 2016).

+<327+(6(6

Effective knowledge integration rests on the appropriate use and timings of CVC

investments that align technologies and markets. Knowledge integration on its own does not

necessarily fulfill the promise of the CVC investment mode. However, knowledge integration

that aligns with timely market demands allows an incumbent firm to commercially exploit new

market opportunities. To make effective use of potential strategic knowledge embedded in

portfolio companies through the CVC investment mode, an alignment between technologies and

market conditions in which demand for these technologies is highly salient, at specific moments

in time. That is, the entire point of CVC investments as a strategic tool, is the timely realization

of knowledge integration in an incumbent firm� The strategic potential of an investment portfolio

can be acted upon at appropriate moments in time, based on a match between technological and

market conditions.

Although an incumbent firm has the potential to access knowledge resources from its

portfolio companies to create new knowledge at any time, it is essential for incumbent firms to

draw upon appropriate technological knowledge inputs (situated within their investment

portfolio), based on relevant market conditions. The effective UHDOL]DWLRQ of potential value in

CVC investments is characterized by the timely outside-in integration of knowledge into an

incumbent firm’s own internal R&D apparatus (i.e., relevant new knowledge production aligned

with market demand). CVC investors act as intermediaries to redistribute knowledge embedded
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in their portfolio companies in furtherance of helping their respective incumbent firms to

produce new recombinant knowledge at opportune times, marked by highly-salient market

conditions. In summary, portfolio companies are expected to contribute to incumbent firms’

internal R&D, because that is the underlying motive and organized function of CVC investors,

who are organized to identify external startups, evaluate startups and their associated

technologies, match these with interested internal business units, and use advantaged access to

portfolio companies in order to respond to market-based technological ferment. We refer to the

effective transfer of knowledge as knowledge integration, in which the potential strategic value

of opportunities are realized by an incumbent firm. We expect that CVC investments enable

incumbent firms to transfer outside-in knowledge from relevant portfolio companies as

market-driven opportunities arise.

+�� &9& SRUWIROLR FRPSDQLHV KDYH D SRVLWLYH HIIHFW RQ DQ LQFXPEHQW ILUP¶V NQRZOHGJH LQ

D�WLPHO\�PDQQHU��EDVHG�RQ�UHOHYDQW�PDUNHW�FRQGLWLRQV�

The realization of potential value, in our study, refers to the subsequent transfer and

integration of external knowledge from a focal CVC investor’s investment portfolio into its

parent’s internal research and development (R&D) apparatus. While a CVC investor may

recognize an external startup venture’s potential contribution to an incumbent firm’s R&D by

making an investment, the parent firm may never realize or exploit the potential of the

innovation value stored in its investment portfolio (investment set). CVC investors have

preferential access to unique knowledge resources embodied in their respective portfolio

companies, but there is no guarantee that SRWHQWLDO strategic value will be UHDOL]HG in a timely

manner since the outside-in transfer of relevant knowledge from portfolio companies to an

incumbent firm may never occur. Schildt et al. (2005), for example, found that CVC investments

provided the weakest level of learning in comparison to other interorganizational modes such as

alliances, joint ventures, or mergers and acquisitions. We argue that the organizational position of

CVC investors represents one factor that can influence the extent to which outside-in knowledge

transfer and integration occurs. We expect the structural separation of a CVC investor to impede

the WLPHO\ transfer of outside-in knowledge that resides in investment portfolios, in contrast to

structural integration. Under the contingency of structural separation, we theorize that
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coordination with business units is rendered more difficult and visibility to senior decision

makers is reduced, which collectively undermine the appropriateness of CVC investors’ selective

focus of attention on certain issues and answers.

Before we explain how our proposed mechanisms can impede outside-in knowledge

transfer and integration processes, let us briefly introduce some relevant literature on structural

autonomy and decision making. The prevailing view in the extant literature is that structural

separation affords subunits the necessary autonomy to make selection decisions that may

contravene with headquarters’ preferences. Teece (1992) argued that structural separation affords

small organizational units more autonomy in their decision making power. Increased autonomous

decision making is associated with commensurate reductions in bureaucratic and overtly political

or conflictive behaviors, which are endemic to complex, hierarchical incumbent firms. In recent

empirical studies that investigated the impact of CVC investor governance on the transfer of

knowledge from portfolio companies to incumbent firms, the consensus is that a structurally

separated CVC investor enjoys more autonomy and decision making power (Yang et al., 2016).

Similarly, Siegel et al. (1998) was one of the first studies to examine the performance of CVC

investors based on structural separation — these authors found that structural separation resulted

in better CVC performance than structural integration. However, much of the CVC literature that

adopted the incumbent firm’s perspective while investigating structural separation, considered

increased CVC performance to constitute less complementary (more explorative) search. The

conceptualizations of “OHVV DXWRQRPRXV” and “PRUH DXWRQRPRXV” in relation to CVC investor

decision making power based on structural position, have also been referred to as “WLJKW” and

“ORRVH” couplings, respectively (Dushnitsky, 2004). Dushnitsky (2004, 2008) introduced a

taxonomy of CVC investor governance structures, which ranges from tightest to loosest

couplings to an incumbent firm: direct investments, wholly owned subsidiary, dedicated fund,

and limited partnership (LP). The “GHGLFDWHG IXQG´ and “/3” governance structures refer to the

third-party delegation of corporate VC to independent venture capitalists (IVC) that have purely

financial objectives, rather than strategic objectives in relation to the transfer and integration of

technological knowledge to a respective incumbent firm. According to Dushnitsky (2008),

“GLUHFW LQYHVWPHQWV” are tightly coupled to the associated incumbent firm, whereas “ZKROO\

RZQHG VXEVLGLDULHV” are loosely coupled. Souitaris et al. (2012, 2014) refer to these as endo- and

exo-isomorphism institutional logics, in which the CVC investor in the former is turned more
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inwards towards an incumbent firm (strategic), while the latter is turned more outwards towards

the independent VC community (financial), respectively.

While the literature often highlights the decision-making advantages of autonomy for

CVC investors, few studies address the tradeoff between structural separation and structural

integration in the CVC mode. The classification of IVCs as financial investors, and CVCs as

strategic investors, goes much deeper than whether performance outcomes are financial in nature

(MacMillan et al., 2008). To behave as a strategic investor implies that a CVC investor must

orchestrate vast knowledge resources within large incumbent firm settings, replete with complex

path dependencies that arise from previous decisions and capital expenditures in particular

technological trajectories, in addition to a myriad of business units and subunits competing for

limited organizational resources and survival. In contrast, IVCs experience relatively few of the

internal decision-making politics, conflicts and coordination complexities that characterize

incumbent firms. Incumbent firms and their CVC investors with strategic aims differ

fundamentally from professional financial investors (Gaba & Bhattacharya, 2012). CVC

investors are often described in the literature as intermediaries, brokers or boundary-spanners

that link internal and external players. When transferring and integrating outside-in knowledge

resources from portfolio companies, CVC investors span internal networks and capabilities that

involve considerable within-firm or intrafirm coordination (Monteiro & Birkinshaw, 2017).

Incumbent firms are characterized as complex settings that require CVC investors to be

proximate, to exhibit persistence and to enact considerable entrepreneurial agency. Incumbent

firms are highly-complex socialized environments, where frequent relational interactions are

crucial to obtain more effective knowledge collaboration. Outside-in knowledge transfer and

integration requires coordination among organizational subunits, which may offer internal

resistance to externally-sourced knowledge. Basu et al. (2016) highlighted the importance of

reducing internal resistance to reframe perceived threats as opportunities in business units. A few

empirical studies highlight integration practices that enable CVC investors to achieve their role

as knowledge brokers between portfolio companies and subunits inside incumbent firms (e.g.,

Basu et al., 2016; Wadhwa & Kotha, 2006). These practices refer to the complex coordination of

internal players during all stages of CVC investment search and integration processes.

Throughout the various stages that comprise the CVC mode, a CVC investor needs to enhance

cooperation and coordination with internal business units by means of ongoing communication,
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high-quality social networks based on trust, regular access to expertise, and a genuine

understanding of a business unit’s orientation. For example, when evaluating and selecting

investment opportunities, CVC investors need to collaborate with internal business units in order

to understand their preferences and operating strategies, their current technological trajectories,

as well as their critical knowledge gaps. CVC investors must also be able to draw on the

technical and business expertise of internal business units, in order to successfully evaluate

technological and market opportunities reflected in prospective external startups and invested

portfolio companies. CVC investors also educate business units on key enabling technologies to

influence and recalibrate their viewpoints. These transfer and integration processes continue in

the post-investment stages after a CVC investor has invested in a particular portfolio company.

The enactment of these critical practices requires some sustained form of structural integration.

Therefore, the structural separation of a CVC investor from its parent firm can impede

outside-in knowledge transfer and integration processes by rendering coordination with business

units more difficult. Structural separation implies that a CVC investor may not be as

knowledgeable about internal business units, in terms of their needs, preferences, or key

contacts. Knowledge transfer processes rely on regular interactions with business units to know

their issues, glean who the experts are to develop common ground, and to co-create previously

unimagined knowledge recombinations. A greater number of regular exchanges with internal

business units provide CVC investors with beneficial feedback loops that enable learning to take

place (Dhanaraj et al., 2004). Without such feedback loops, CVC investors will likely be less

capable in identifying appropriate interfirm knowledge transfers, which reduces the likelihood of

intrafirm knowledge integrations based on outside-in knowledge resources stored in portfolio

companies. The underlying rationale is that CVC investors’ may selectively allocate their focus

of attention on certain issues and answers that do not correspond to the needs of business units.

Moreover, CVC investors of a structurally separated unit may not have previous work experience

at the incumbent firm, which suggests that these CVC investors may be less knowledgeable

about how to navigate policies and routines inside the firm, in addition to possessing less social

capital to effectively access business units within the incumbent firm. Structurally-separated

CVC investors may be regarded by internal business units as disconnected from exploitation

activities, and therefore less likely to secure the commitment of business units. Monteiro and

Birkinshaw (2017) explain that CVC investors, who have previously worked inside an
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incumbent firm, are more likely to know who to talk to internally than structurally-separated

CVC investors made up of former independent venture capitalists (IVC). More limited social

capital can make it more difficult to identify the key champions or innovators within a business

unit to garner support for a particular technology and/or external startup, or make it more

difficult to understand whether a business unit might be a prospective match for a particular

portfolio company.

Just as CVC investors need to align themselves with internal business units, CVC

investors also need to align themselves with senior decision makers in an incumbent firm. It is

the top level management teams that establish CVC investors in the first place to achieve growth

or strategic renewal. Structurally-integrated CVC investors have the distinct advantage of

sustaining those senior relationships over time, because the interdependencies that accompany

structural integration improve the likelihood that these CVC investors will remain aligned with

evolving renewal goals. Structurally-integrated CVC investors and senior management are

jointly involved in adjustment activities at regular periods such as quarterly investment

committee meetings and annual budget processes. As Yang et al. (2016) observed, direct

investments are made through fully-internalized business units that are tightly controlled by the

incumbent firm. The reduced decision-making and financial resource autonomy of

structurally-integrated CVC investors, increases the frequency and nature of engagement

between the two players and improves mutual alignment over time. Although

structurally-separated CVC investors may enjoy more autonomy in decision making and more

long term funding horizons, there may be a tradeoff. That is, less autonomy provides

mechanisms for a CVC investor to cooperate more closely with senior management, which

serves to increase its visibility and efficacy in pushing through an incumbent firm’s

knowledge-development plan that depends on outside-in knowledge transfers and integrations

(Belderbos et al., 2018).

Visibility by senior management facilitates knowledge transfer and integration in a timely

manner, because sustained and visible support from senior management shapes research and

development priorities inside the firm. Therefore, structural separation can impede outside-in

knowledge transfer and integration processes, because visibility and alignment to senior decision

makers is reduced. A few scholars have documented some of the deliberate practices that CVC

investors use to increase their visibility and alignment with senior management, such as
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providing reports and/or presenting on trends in promising search fields at regular intervals in an

advisory or feedback role (e.g., Basu et al., 2016). These practices enable CVC investors to

influence developmental priorities, as well as to obtain feedback on the current preferences of

senior management. The greater convergence of renewal goals between CVC investors and

senior management, enables structurally-integrated CVC investors to make more appropriate

choices about which portfolio companies to focus on in the transfer and integration processes.

These choices, in turn, are more likely to be supported by senior management publicly. Visible

political support offered by senior management is readily noticed by intrafirm players, who

operate in highly political environments and compete for limited resources. Intrafirm players

heed those senior management signals, and become more willing to collaborate with a CVC

investor as a result. Greater alignment with senior management facilitates outside-in knowledge

transfer and integration processes, because it enables CVC investors to make informed choices

about how they selectively allocate limited attention. In contrast, structurally-separated CVC

investors are associated with cognitive distance that undermines mutual alignment and weakens

the political sponsorship of senior executives, and thus less likely to produce effective

collaboration with intrafirm players.

We conceptualize a CVC investor’s ability to integrate opportunities into a focal

incumbent firm’s research and development pipeline, as a dynamic capability. Dynamic

capabilities are typically portrayed as systemic and rational processes. However, we adopt March

and Simon’s (1958) view on bounded rationality, and we propose that structural positions can

either enhance or impede the accuracy of CVC investors’ views on the appropriate knowledge to

be transferred from portfolio companies and subsequently integrated within incumbent firms.

CVC investors often comprise very small teams, and need to selectively accommodate

considerable amounts of information. Too many portfolio companies can lead to marginally

decreasing returns in innovation outcomes (Benson & Ziedonis, 2010), due to attentional limits.

This implies that CVC investors selectively attend to certain issues and answers, at the expense

of ignoring others, during the evaluation, selection and integration of opportunities. Improved

coordination with business units, as well as improved visibility and alignment with senior

management serve as critical mechanisms that enable CVC investors to make more appropriate

selective choices. Under structural integration, CVC investors may become more relevant in their

choices, as these are better aligned with business units and senior management. CVC investors
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that are structurally integrated may therefore become more focused and more selective in their

focus of attention. In contrast, CVC investors that are structurally separated may be more

arbitrary in their selective focus of attention, which can further impede timely outside-in

knowledge transfer and integration processes.

In summary, we argue that the transition from potential strategic value to realized

strategic value in an investment portfolio, is contingent upon the structural position of a CVC

investor vis-à-vis its parent incumbent firm. We have argued that the effective and timely

transfer/integration of outside-in knowledge from portfolio companies is influenced by CVC

investors’ intrafirm coordination of business units and senior management relationships that

jointly enhance the appropriateness of the CVC investors’ selective focus of attention. We expect

that the structural separation of CVC investors impedes cooperative coordination with internal

business units and impedes visibility and alignment with senior management, which in turn

negatively moderates the effects of CVC portfolio companies on an incumbent firm’s knowledge.

+�� 7KH VWUXFWXUDO VHSDUDWLRQ RI D &9& XQLW QHJDWLYHO\ PRGHUDWHV WKH HIIHFWV RI &9&

SRUWIROLR�FRPSDQLHV�RQ�DQ�LQFXPEHQW�ILUP¶V�NQRZOHGJH�

In contrast to the structural separation of CVC investors, incumbent firms’ internal

knowledge stocks can positively contribute to the WLPHO\ transfer and integration of UHOHYDQW

outside-in knowledge that emanates from CVC investment portfolios. We argue that the

progressive character of knowledge spillovers, the tacit quality of (valuable) knowledge, and the

recombinant nature of knowledge help explain the role of absorptive capacity in strengthening

the timely and relevant outside-in knowledge transfer from investment portfolios to incumbent

firms.

According to scholars, incumbent firms endogenously obtain knowledge for innovation

by searching for ideas and acquiring information externally, conditional on owning the necessary

level of DEVRUSWLYH FDSDFLW\ (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990).2 Numerous empirical studies have

examined the role of absorptive capacity in the R&D performance outcomes of incumbent firms.

An incumbent firm’s internal R&D was positively associated with their use of external

2 Based on Cohen and Levinthal (1990), absorptive capacity is conceptualized as “WKH DELOLW\ WR HYDOXDWH DQG XWLOL]H
RXWVLGH�NQRZOHGJH�LV�ODUJHO\�D�IXQFWLRQ�RI�WKH�OHYHO�RI�SULRU�UHODWHG�NQRZOHGJH´ (p. 128).
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knowledge sources (Kleinknecht & van Reijen, 1992), which in turn enhanced internal R&D

capabilities (Colombo & Garrone, 1996; Pisano, 1991; Veugelers, 1997). Ahuja and Katila

(2001) studied the influence of absorptive capacity and technological acquisitions on incumbent

firms’ subsequent innovation outputs (measured as patents) in the biopharmaceutical industry.

Bena and Li (2014) found that incumbent firms with stronger internal R&D capabilities were

more likely to detect complementaries between internal and external knowledge. Similar benefits

of absorptive capacity are also likely to exist in the CVC mode. Dushnitsky and Lenox (2005a)

found that incumbent firms are more likely to pursue CVC investments in the first place when

their internal R&D capabilities are strong because these incumbent firms can better acquire and

integrate external knowledge embedded in their portfolio companies.

Knowledge-based disclosures between external startups and incumbent firms are

commonplace even in industries that have strong intellectual property protection (IPP) regimes

(Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005a; Dushnitsky & Shaver, 2009). The process of accessing,

transferring, and integrating unique knowledge resources embodied in respective investment

portfolios is progressive because there are a series of mechanisms that begin with due diligence

in the early stages of evaluation and continue with post-investment practices, such as ongoing

sounding boards (Basu et al., 2016; Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005a; Dushnitsky & Shaver, 2009;

Souitaris & Zerbinati, 2014; Wadhwa & Kotha, 2006). Each practice involved in search and

integration, from due diligence to sounding boards, relies on a different set of complex social

interactions that occur over time. For example, due diligence typically involves at least two

different aspects of outside-in knowledge transfer. The first type of knowledge transfer is

information gathered about a prospective external startup to reduce adverse selection, including

technological knowledge about its product and/or service. A CVC investor collects information

from an external startup over multiple weeks or months and often consults internal experts to

evaluate the quality of the startup’s technology. These experts are generally part of an incumbent

firm’s R&D apparatus, at either the corporate or business unit level, and possess the requisite

specialties and expertise (Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005a). There are often face-to-face discussions

between these experts and a CVC investor as they discuss the quality of a specific external

startup or multiple prospects in a given search field. The ongoing process of meetings and

discussions also helps to educate the CVC investor on specific technological domains.
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An incumbent firm’s prior internal knowledge helps transfer new knowledge to the CVC

investor, who often behaves as a knowledge broker, redistributing knowledge inside an

incumbent firm. In addition, social processes reduce information asymmetries and enhance

individual human capital by empowering more people within the firm to learn, participate in

these discussions, and eventually imagine possible collaborations with external startups

(Cassiman & Veugelers, 2006; Enkel et al., 2009). The second type of knowledge transferred

during the initial due diligence process is information about possible partnerships with internal

business units. CVC investors typically arrange pre-investment sounding boards between

external startups and internal business units. During these meetings, business units explore

possible collaborations with external startups to lay the groundwork that might be executed

subsequently in the post-investment period. The efficacy of these sessions rests mainly on the

ability of business units to understand the novelty of specific technologies and the associated

market opportunities that arise from the application of these technologies. These exchanges are

likely to be cut short without requisite prior knowledge in specific technological fields.

Know-how is particularly difficult to communicate and share across individuals and

organizational boundaries (Kogut & Zander, 1992). Tacit or implicit knowledge can limit

engagement and technology transfer between an external startup and an incumbent firm

(outside-in knowledge spillovers). An incumbent firm’s prior internal knowledge helps transfer

new knowledge to the CVC investor and internal business units, laying the foundation for

subsequent knowledge transfers and integrations. The cumulative knowledge transfer process

depends on prior knowledge and continues in the post-investment process, when more sounding

boards are organized and brokered by CVC investors between interested business units and

portfolio companies. Progressive knowledge transfer occurs by means of iterative engagement

that creates internal demand for certain outside-in knowledge. Repeated engagement also helps

to detect an appropriate timing for the knowledge resources of portfolio companies to be

recombined with an incumbent firm’s internal knowledge. The appropriate internal demand for

particular technologies depends on the timing of market conditions (salience), and knowing

where to pinpoint relevant knowledge in one’s investment portfolio (relevance). Market

conditions are associated with particular technologies becoming more or less relevant at certain

moments in time and space (e.g., geographic-based, industry-based). The process described
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above enhances a CVC investor’s ability to decode the interactions between salience and

relevance.

When market timing becomes salient, then a CVC investor plays its part in orchestrating

recombinant innovation. Recombinant innovation generates new knowledge in the incumbent

firm, by building on its prior internal knowledge as well as knowledge obtained from its portfolio

companies. Ma (2020) discussed the function of CVC investors as either to “EXLOG RQ VWUHQJWKV”

or to “IL[ WKH ZHDNQHVVHV”. The former refers to an incumbent firm that proactively seeks to

explore, while the latter refers to a defensive posture due to a decrease of internal innovation or

innovation deterioration. In either case, CVC investors acquire external knowledge in order to

access new technologies that complement existing knowledge resources. External and internal

knowledge combine to co-create and create recombinatory possibilities — the more there are

possibilities, the more likely these will lead to knowledge integration and the creation of new

knowledge in the incumbent firm. Recombining existing internal knowledge with new external

knowledge increases the number of possible combinations, thereby expanding the number of

novel innovations (Galunic & Rodan, 1998). In the CVC mode, Dushnitsky and Lenox (2005)

explain how the more knowledge an individual already holds, the more effectively she

understands the value of certain external knowledge. That recognition leads to more

recombinations that complement existing knowledge resources with knowledge accessed from

portfolio companies. Dushnitsky (2004) found that CVC investments are unlikely to occur in the

first place, if no complementary value is perceived by the CVC investor. The formation of such a

perception lies in prior knowledge and the processes described here.

Moreover, recombinant approaches to knowledge cognitively prime organizational actors

to focus their joint attention on selective areas of integration. Prior knowledge and the set of

opportunities embodied in investment portfolios serve to direct intra-organizational actors and

promote selective attention. Selective attention reduces cognitive overload and enables CVC

investors to serve more effectively as brokers — selective attention narrows the set of knowledge

transfers and promotes overall knowledge integration efforts by allocating a more concerted

effort on particular business units. Similarly, Siegel et al. (1998) advised search subunits to be

free of time pressure and specialize their investments in only a few industries in order to enjoy

better performance. This speaks to the constraints on attention that CVC investors can face, when

they do not consider complementary knowledge resources. Their normative position echoed the
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advice of Norton and Tenenbaum (1993), who studied independent venture capitalists (IVCs),

and found that IVC investors should specialize in order to exploit their technical and product

expertise. Their recommendation speaks directly to the absorptive capacity concept, but also

places complementary knowledge in the context of attentional concerns. The authors went on to

describe how small investor team sizes limit the knowledge domains in which they can operate

effectively. Unlike IVC investors who are looking to minimize financial risk while maximizing

financial returns, CVC investors are looking to obtain strategic outcomes related to knowledge

resources. CVC investors and business units also have limited resources, including prior

knowledge. Therefore, deliberate selective attention guided by prior knowledge limits the

breadth of new information to be extracted and absorbed. This enables CVC investors to sustain

attention and effort to particularly effective players, as well as to certain issues and answers

(technologies). Sustained efforts that are selective increase the likelihood that business units and

their R&D arms will absorb and act on valuable knowledge embedded in CVC investment

portfolios.

The biopharmaceutical industry represents a knowledge-intensive industry with strong

intellectual property protection (IPP), and in which external startups and incumbent firms

regularly patent their innovations and collaborate through CVC investments and complementary

knowledge transfers. It is, therefore, an ideal context for studying the role of prior knowledge

(absorptive capacity) in subsequent outside-in knowledge flows from portfolio companies to

incumbent firms. In addition, the biopharmaceutical industry is ideal for examining appropriate

and timely demand for particular technologies, based on particular market (ferment) conditions.

In the biopharmaceutical industry, technologies are associated with particular viruses. Each

therapeutic area for a particular virus relies on particular clusters of scientific developments and

technological knowledge — the effective integration of knowledge requires the ability to realize

the strategic potential of an investment portfolio at the appropriate time.

We expect that the WLPHO\ transition from potential strategic value to realized strategic

value is contingent upon the UHOHYDQW knowledge resources of an incumbent firm. We argued that

the progressive character of knowledge spillovers, the tacit quality of (valuable) knowledge, and

the recombinant nature of knowledge help explain the role of absorptive capacity in

strengthening the timely and relevant outside-in knowledge transfer from investment portfolios

to incumbent firms. Prior knowledge (internal R&D) matters in transferring and integrating
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knowledge from portfolio companies to incumbent firms because absorptive capacity allows

incumbent firms to engage in a selective and sustained effort as it evolves. We predict that

incumbent firms with comparatively higher levels of absorptive capacity will utilize more

relevant CVC investment portfolio companies at more opportune times than incumbent firms

with comparatively lower levels of relevant absorptive capacity.

+�� $ KLJK OHYHO RI DEVRUSWLYH FDSDFLW\ RI DQ LQFXPEHQW ILUP SRVLWLYHO\ PRGHUDWHV WKH

HIIHFWV�RI�&9&�SRUWIROLR�FRPSDQLHV�RQ�DQ�LQFXPEHQW�ILUP¶V�NQRZOHGJH�

0(7+2'6

6DPSOH

We constructed a panel dataset of global biopharmaceutical investors that made corporate

venture capital (CVC) investments in biopharmaceutical startups between 2000 and 2018. Our

reliance on a single industry allows us to capture differential performance within the same

intellectual property protection (IPP) regime and control for industry-specific IPP effects on firm

innovation CVC performance (Dushnitsky & Shaver, 2009; Lavie et al., 2010). The

biopharmaceutical industry is appropriate for studying outside-in knowledge spillovers in the

external corporate venturing context because it is highly knowledge-intensive, routinely patents

innovations, and deeply collaborative (Devarakonda & Reuer, 2018; Rothaermel & Thursby,

2007; Zucker et al., 2002). In addition, incumbent biopharmaceutical firms rely increasingly on

external startups, for example, to mitigate highly uncertain and time-consuming drug

development processes as part of research and development (R&D) efforts (CB Insights, 2021;

Diestre & Rajagopalan, 2012). CVC investment activity by biopharmaceutical incumbent firms

has existed for at least 50 years. For example, Johnson and Johnson’s (J&J) venture arm JJDC

was set up in 1973; SR One, the venture arm of GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), was established in

1985; and the Roche Venture Fund goes back to the early 1990s. Katila et al. (2008) and

Dushnitsky (2012) highlighted the use of corporate venture capital (CVC) investments in

external biopharmaceutical ventures by incumbent biopharmaceutical firms as a means to

mitigate the uncertainty associated with new drug discovery and development. According to
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Crunchbase (2021) and Grassano et al. (2021), R&D expenses in health-related industries (US

and EU) in either absolute numerical terms or as a share of revenue, are among the highest of

any industry except for Information and Communications Technology (ICT) or

automobile/transport-related industries. Our data include 210 CVC investors belonging to 171

incumbent biopharmaceutical firms that invested either directly, through a dedicated CVC

investment unit, or both, and 882 biopharmaceutical portfolio companies.

%LRSKDUPDFHXWLFDO�,QGXVWU\�7UHQGV

Scannell et al. (2012) coined the expression “(URRP¶V /DZ” to describe how the cost of

research and development (R&D) on new drugs approved by the United States Food and Drug

Administration had risen exponentially since the 1950s, and that R&D productivity rates had

collapsed by 50 percent every 9 years. “(URRP¶V /DZ” is simply “0RRUH¶V /DZ” written in

reverse, signaling how innovation productivity patterns differ in the biopharmaceutical industry

in contrast to the information and communication technologies (ICT) or semiconductor

industries. A recent article that appeared in the The Journal of the American Medical Association

(JAMA) found that incumbent biopharmaceutical firms between 2000 and 2018 were more

profitable than S&P 500 Index incumbents in other industries (Ledley et al., 2020). However,

Ledley et al. (2020) also found that biopharmaceutical firms had significantly higher median

research and development (R&D) expenses as a fraction of revenue in comparison to incumbents

in other industries, and that therefore there was no significant difference in net income margin

profitability between 2014 and 2018. The findings suggest that even with comparatively high

median annual gross profit margins (on par with technology firms such as Alphabet and

Microsoft), R&D activities related to drug discovery and drug commercialization appear to be far

less productive. Although biopharmaceutical incumbents spent $200bn US Dollars on R&D in

2020, the cost to create a new drug has gone up by two orders of magnitude over the past 50

years (CB Insights, 2021). According to CB Insights (2021), return on investment for drug R&D

has declined by over 80 percent since 2010. Incumbent biopharmaceutical firms experience

decreasing returns on investment for drug research and development (R&D), and encounter

increasing competition from (tech) incumbents and startup entrants across the biopharmaceutical

value chain. R&D in the biopharmaceutical industry involves at least the drug discovery and the

drug development stages (Henderson & Cockburn, 1994), and the entire developmental cycle
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typically requires between seven and twelve years to complete, if successful. However, it is

believed that up to 85 percent of R&D initiatives in the biopharmaceutical industry fail (Petrides

et al., 2002), despite the high capital expenditures involved that continue to rise at a mean annual

growth rate of 8.5 percent (DiMasi et al., 2016).

The recognition of a need for reconfiguration and renewal (Stuart & Podolny, 1996) may

lead incumbent firms to pursue search beyond their firm boundaries (March, 1991). Examples of

external knowledge sources are academic and government labs (Cohen et al., 2002), other

incumbent firms accessed through, for example, strategic alliances or mergers and acquisitions

(Ahuja & Katila, 2001; Capron et al., 1998; Gulati, 1995; Hagedoorn & Schakenraad, 1994;

Powell et al., 1996), regional networks of employees and firms (Almeida & Kogut, 1999;

Saxenian, 1990), or from specialist crowds (Dahlander & Piezunka, 2014) or through newly

developed expert online digital platforms that allow organizations to receive external services,

ideas, or resources (Eckblad & Golovko, 2016). For example, incumbent firms such as Novartis

and Pfizer have established external R&D facilities in partnership with universities and hospitals,

and others such as Eli Lilly, Bayer, and GSK have created crowdsourcing platforms to source

solutions (Reaume, 2003; Schuhmacher et al., 2018). External knowledge can also be obtained

through informal channels such as conferences or trade fairs, purchasing equipment, or

establishing informal contacts (Veugelers & Cassiman, 2004). These modes aim to set up

interfirm ties with other organizations and individuals, which is crucial for knowledge search and

transfer (Ingram, 2002). Scholarly work on technological innovation considers that recombining

multiple research and development inputs is needed for the production of new knowledge.

Incumbent firms compete and cooperate with external startup ventures that embody novel

technologies and products/services (Covin & Miles, 1999). Schumpeter expressed contrasting

views on the organizational locus of knowledge production. Schumpeter’s writings on

recombinant innovation are often referred to as “HDUO\ 6FKXPSWHU” and “ODWHU 6FKXPSWHU” — the

former (1934) referred to innovative entrepreneurs in smaller firms, whereas the latter (1942)

referred to innovative entrepreneurs within large, incumbent firms with bureaucratic modes of

economic organization and vast resources to undertake uncertain research and development

(R&D) activities. However, in intensive knowledge/technology industries, such as

biopharmaceuticals, both smaller ventures and larger incumbent firms allocate considerable

sustained time, effort and financial resources to conduct R&D under uncertainty. Moreover, there
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also exists considerable collaboration between smaller ventures and larger incumbent firms in

knowledge intensive areas of the economy, such as the biopharmaceutical industry. New drug

development in the biopharmaceutical sector, as an example, entails the recombination and

integration of different types of specialist knowledge that is distributed across organizational

boundaries. There is considerable consensus in the scholarly literature that external search

improves drug development activities in the biopharmaceutical industry.

Just as competitive forces characterize the relationship between incumbent firms and

external startups, so do cooperative forces. Many incumbent firms in the biopharmaceutical

industry engage in corporate venture capital (CVC) investments, as an additional external search

mode (CB Insights, 2021; Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005). In addition to investing financial capital,

incumbent pharmaceutical firms offer portfolio companies access to sophisticated labs and

valuable marketing and distribution channels. According to The Economist, lab space has

become the most expensive type of commercial real estate above street level in the US (The

Economist, 2021). Incumbent firms make CVC investments in external startups with strategic

intent, in order to learn about new technological and market opportunities. Corporate VC

investments are minority equity investments in external startup ventures that are made either

directly by an incumbent firm or indirectly by specialized units associated with an incumbent

firm (Basu et al., 2016); Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005; Wadwha & Kotha, 2006). According to

Dushnitsky (2012), a CVC investment is commonly understood as a “PLQRULW\ HTXLW\ LQYHVWPHQW

E\ DQ HVWDEOLVKHG FRUSRUDWLRQ LQ D SULYDWHO\ KHOG HQWUHSUHQHXULDO YHQWXUH” ( p. 157). The CVC

investment relationship enables both an incumbent firm and its invested portfolio companies to

address gaps in resources and capabilities, and to potentially increase their respective innovation

performance (Hallen et al., 2014). CVC investments allow CVC investors and their respective

incumbent firms to access and to learn about potentially valuable knowledge that their portfolio

companies are developing (Basu et al., 2011; Basu et al., 2016; Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005; Keil

et al. 2008). More recently, incumbent firms in the information and communications technology

(ICT) industry are themselves building strategic relationships with biopharmaceutical startups.

Established tech firms Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft, Google and Apple (FAMGA) recently

accelerated digital disruptions in the biopharmaceutical industries, among others (CB Insights,

2021). For example, FAMGA invested more than 3.6bn US Dollars in external

biopharmaceutical startups over an 18-month period from 2020 to 2021 that competed against
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incumbent biopharmaceutical firms (CB Insights, 2021). Therefore, FAMGA is both a direct

competitor of incumbents in traditional industries, and an indirect competitor as an investor in

external startups that compete against established incumbents.

'DWD�6RXUFHV

We used several sources to create our empirical sample and gather data on CVC

investors, incumbent firms, and associated portfolio companies. Although many archival data

sources provide labels for corporate VCs, we repeatedly find these flags across data sources

unreliable. Therefore, we took a manually-driven data collection approach to identify relevant

CVC investments in the biopharmaceutical industry. We recruited two student research assistants

to manually verify each step of the data sampling and collection process to ensure high levels of

interrater reliability. Our primary data source was Crunchbase, one of the widely used databases

for venture capital research (Retterath & Braun, 2020). First, we identified 2,458 possible

biopharmaceutical investors by querying the following keywords in the VKRUW GHVFULSWLRQ and

ORQJ GHVFULSWLRQ variables in Crunchbase: SKDUPDFHXWLFDO� ELRSKDUPDFHXWLFDO� ELRWHFKQRORJ\,

and KHDOWKFDUH. The query also returned investors that did not match our description of a

strategic CVC investor, as described above. Next, using descriptions from Crunchbase, the

investor website, and desk research via Google Search, we manually identified the associated

incumbent firm for each relevant CVC investor. Then, we triangulated our sample by collecting

the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) or NACE for each incumbent firm

involved in CVC investments by manually matching QDPH and FRXQWU\ variables in the Orbis

data source. We retained 210 CVC biopharmaceutical investors based on a verified association

with 171 incumbent firms belonging to NAICS 3254 (pharmaceuticals) and NAICS 541714

(biotechnology). The resulting sample of biopharmaceutical firms satisfied our definition of a

strategic CVC investor. As a quality check, we generated a list of the 100 pharmaceutical and

biotechnology firms with the highest revenue between 2012 and 2020. All incumbent firms on

the list also appear in our sample. For each incumbent firm, we identified the universe of the

technologies in which they filed for a patent. We used the International Patent Classification

Scheme’s (IPC) technology group definitions. We captured 4,173 unique technology groups in

the patents of our sample, as classified by the USPTO. The overall composite panel dataset we
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assembled has 1,217,451 observations structured as the following tuple: incumbent firm —

patent technology group — year.

0HDVXUHV

For any given biopharmaceutical incumbent firm’s investment portfolio, composed of

portfolio companies that develop different technologies, transfer rates to the focal incumbent

firm will likely vary among portfolio companies. Henderson and Cockburn (1994) highlighted

the limits of aggregation methods in research and development (R&D) empirical studies.

Therefore, we adopted a technology-level approach to portfolio companies rather than an

aggregated portfolio-level approach.

'HSHQGHQW YDULDEOH. Patents and patent citations are used to measure an incumbent

firm’s innovative performance and interfirm knowledge flows, as well as used widely in

empirical research that covers biopharmaceutical sector (Ahuja & Katila, 2001; Dushnitsky &

Lenox, 2005a; Hall et al., 2001; Henderson & Cockburn, 1994; Jaffe et al., 2000; Katila, 2002;

Schildt et al., 2005). Incumbent firms can cite other patents previously granted to external

organizations, such as external startup ventures or portfolio companies, to disclose the

knowledge foundations of a particular patent (Schildt et al., 2005). We capture whether a new

patent application embodies knowledge transferred from an incumbent firm’s portfolio

companies to its internal R&D, designated by prior art citations within a patent application. We

examined every patent application submitted by 171 incumbent firms to determine whether any

of the associated portfolio companies in our sample were cited in a given year. We matched

patent applications in the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) data source to our

previous CVC investors and portfolio companies data previously obtained from Crunchbase,

using a matching method proposed by Tarasconi and Menon (2017). As with every step

described in the sampling process above, matched results were manually verified with the help of

two student research assistants. Our dependent variable measures the number of times a given

incumbent firm cites its portfolio companies in a given technology group in a given year (the

data structure tuple is Incumbent Firm — Technology Group — Year). We implement an inverse

hyperbolic sine transformation to conduct our analysis. This transformation allows us to employ

a linear model. Unlike the logarithmic function, whose domain is the set of positive real numbers

only, this function is defined at zero also.
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,QGHSHQGHQW YDULDEOHV. Our main relationship or treatment effect of interest (H1)

examines the interaction between the VKRFN WHFKQRORJ\ JURXS and VKRFN SHULRG variables. The

VKRFN WHFKQRORJ\ JURXS variable refers to a specific cluster of technology groups as classified by

the International Patent Classification (IPC) that are associated with the Influenza A virus

subtype H1N1 (A/H1N1) or Ebola Virus Disease (EVD). Our empirical setting allows us to

observe the effects of CVC investment portfolio companies on the knowledge outputs of

incumbent firms during times of increased technological ferment and CVC investments, thereby

controlling for unobserved confounding factors. We deemed the IPC technology groups

associated with these viruses to be C12N15, C12N9, C07K16, C07K14. We labeled the VKRFN

WHFKQRORJ\ JURXS variable as 0 if a technology group found in a patent application does not

belong to these groups or one if a technology group falls under the four technology groups.

Technology groups indicate greater specificity than technology classes in patents, so we

established a robust link between our environmental shocks and a specific cluster of relevant

technologies impacted by either shocks. For example, Pfizer applied for a patent classified as

C12N15. The “&��1” prefix refers to the IPC technology class of “PLFURRUJDQLVPV RU

HQ]\PHV�´ whereas the “����” suffix refers to the IPC technology group associated with

“UHFRPELQDQW '1$ WHFKQRORJ\.” The VKRFN SHULRG variable is coded as either ‘0’ or ‘1’, where

A/H1N1 is designated as ‘1’ between 2009 and 2011, and EVD is designated as ‘1’ between

2013 and 2015. Shock durations were set to a three-year window when the World Health

Organization announced the outbreak of the disease. We established the robustness of our

analysis by using a five-year duration also. Therefore, the interaction term generates four

possible combinations used by our difference-in-differences (DID) estimation models (explained

below). Our second hypothesis (H2) examines the moderating effect of the VWUXFWXUDO VHSDUDWLRQ

variable, which indicates either a direct investment made by an incumbent firm (‘0’), or an

indirect investment made by means of a CVC unit (‘1’). We obtained the structural position of a

CVC investor by reviewing the long and short description fields in Crunchbase and by consulting

investor websites to determine structural autonomy. For example, according to our Crunchbase

bulk data source, the M Ventures CVC investor is described as “LQYHVWV LQ LQQRYDWLYH

WHFKQRORJLHV DQG SURGXFWV ZLWK WKH SRWHQWLDO WR VLJQLILFDQWO\ LPSDFW 0HUFN¶V FRUH EXVLQHVV

DUHDV.” Desk research using Google Search confirms our expectation that M Ventures is a

subsidiary of Merck. “7KH WHDPV
 H[SHUWLVH UDQJH IURP SKDUPDFHXWLFDO VFLHQFHV� ELRWHFK
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EXVLQHVV DQG YHQWXUH LQYHVWPHQW� PRUH DERXW ��� D VXEVLGLDU\ RI 0HUFN .*D$� 'DUPVWDGW�

*HUPDQ\�” In addition, M Ventures publishes its own website and publicly states that:

“0 9HQWXUHV LV WKH VWUDWHJLF� FRUSRUDWH YHQWXUH FDSLWDO DUP RI 0HUFN .*D$� 'DUPVWDGW�

*HUPDQ\� )URP LWV KHDGTXDUWHUV LQ WKH 1HWKHUODQGV DQG RIILFHV LQ *HUPDQ\� 86$ DQG

,VUDHO� 0 9HQWXUHV LQYHVWV JOREDOO\ LQ WUDQVIRUPDWLRQDO LGHDV GULYHQ E\ LQQRYDWLYH

HQWUHSUHQHXUV� 7DNLQJ DQ DFWLYH UROH LQ LWV SRUWIROLR FRPSDQLHV� 0 9HQWXUHV WHDPV XS ZLWK

PDQDJHPHQW WHDPV DQG FR�LQYHVWRUV WR WUDQVODWH VFLHQWLILF GLVFRYHULHV LQWR FRPPHUFLDO

VXFFHVV� 0 9HQWXUHV IRFXVHV RQ LGHQWLI\LQJ DQG ILQDQFLQJ QRYHO VROXWLRQV WR VRPH RI WKH

PRVW GLIILFXOW FKDOOHQJHV� WKURXJK FRPSDQ\ FUHDWLRQ DQG HTXLW\ LQYHVWPHQWV LQ ILHOGV WKDW

ZLOO LPSDFW WKH YLWDOLW\ DQG VXVWDLQDELOLW\ RI 0HUFN .*D$� 'DUPVWDGW� *HUPDQ\ ¶V FXUUHQW

DQG�IXWXUH�EXVLQHVVHV.”

Based on careful examination of the descriptions, we labeled the M Ventures CVC investor as

structurally separated from Merck (“1”), and investments made by the Merck KGaA CVC

investor as direct CVC investments with no structural separation (“0”). Our third, and final,

hypothesis (H3) examines the moderating effect of the DEVRUSWLYH FDSDFLW\ variable, which

indicates the knowledge stock of a given incumbent firm’s internal research and development

(Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Wadhwa & Kotha, 2006). The variable counts the number of patent

applications made by a given incumbent firm, per technology group in a window of the previous

20 years. We used USPTO data source to compute the knowledge stock of 171 incumbent firms

from 1980-2018, using technology groups relevant to either exogenous shocks.

&RQWURO YDULDEOHV. We included several control variables in our empirical analysis to

address several alternative explanations that may affect our SRUWIROLR NQRZOHGJH WUDQVIHU

dependent variable. We collected all financial data on our incumbent firms in S&P Compustat

(Capital IQ), using the procedure proposed by Arora et al. (2021). The DYHUDJH FODLP FRXQW

variable was measured using the average number of claims made in patent applications per

technology group per year (moving window of the previous 20 years) for any given incumbent

firm in our sample. The variable controls for the value of an incumbent firm’s patent stock

(Galasso & Schankerman, 2015). The &9& LQYHVWPHQW H[SHULHQFH variable measures each CVC

investor’s cumulative number of investments since its founding date (moving window), based on
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Crunchbase bulk data (Dushnitsky & Lavie, 2010; Wadhwa et al., 2016). The inverse hyperbolic

sine (IHS) transformation was applied to transform right-skewed variables that include zero or

negative values. The WRWDO DVVHWV variable measures the firm size (Basu & Wadhwa, 2011; Katila,

2002; Wadhwa & Kotha, 2006) of each incumbent firm in our sample and is calculated on a

yearly basis. The FDSH[ LQWHQVLW\ variable indicates the ratio at which an incumbent firm reinvests

its revenues into productive assets (Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2006; Yang et al., 2014). It was

calculated by dividing FDSLWDO H[SHQGLWXUHV by QHW VDOHV for any incumbent firm in our sample per

year of our sample timeframe. R&D expenditures influence a firm’s propensity to innovate. The

5	' LQWHQVLW\ variable was calculated by dividing 5	' H[SHQGLWXUHs by QHW VDOHV (Dushnitsky &

Lenox, 2005; Wadhwa et al., 2016). The R&D investment ratio affects an incumbent firm’s

productivity and competitiveness. The RSHUDWLQJ FDVK IORZ variable measures operating cash

flow for the incumbent firms. Operating cash flow represents the level of unencumbered cash

flow that a firm has to work with. Lastly, we controlled for \HDU IL[HG HIIHFWV using annual

dummy variables that cover our sample timeframe (i.e., 2000 to 2018) to control for

unobservable systematic differences between observed time units (Dushnitsky & Lavie, 2010;

Katila et al., 2008).

(VWLPDWLRQ�7HFKQLTXHV

We employed a difference-in-differences (DID) approach to approximate an experimental

research design that compares the outside-in knowledge performances of two groups. The DID

approach evaluates the differential effect of a treatment effect on a “WUHDWPHQW JURXS” versus a

“FRQWURO JURXS”, using observational study data (Abadie & Cattaneo, 2018; Bettis et al., 2014;

Chemmanur et al., 2014). Two exogenous shocks marked by the influenza A virus subtype H1N1

(A/H1N1) and Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) affect particular treatment groups. The treatment

group comprises those firms that cite their portfolio companies in the relevant viral technology

clusters (C12N15, C12N9, C07K16, C07K14). Technology groups that do not fall in this set of

four serve as the control technology groups. We consider the three years after the initial outbreak

of either virus for the treatment period. We estimate a linear model in a panel framework.

Specifically, we estimate the following equation:
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SRUWIROLR NQRZOHGJH WUDQVIHULJW  ȕ� � ȕ� WHFKQRORJ\ JURXS + ȕ� VKRFN SHULRG � ȕ��
�WHFKQRORJ\ JURXS x VKRFN SHULRG� � ȕ� VWUXFWXUDO VHSDUDWLRQ � ȕ� DEVRUSWLYH FDSDFLW\ �

ȕ��� �WHFKQRORJ\ JURXS x VKRFN SHULRG [ VWUXFWXUDO VHSDUDWLRQ� � ȕ��� �WHFKQRORJ\ JURXS x

VKRFN�SHULRG�[�DEVRUSWLYH�FDSDFLW\����ȕ� �ILQDQFLDO FRQWUROV�

In this equation, i is an index for the firm, g for the technology group, and t for time in

years. Although we depict random-effects models in the Table, our results remain qualitatively

similar with the inclusion of firm-level fixed effects. We compared the effects of structural

separation on our primary interaction term across the two groups (“No” versus “Yes” refers to

Models 3 and 4, respectively), which is equivalent to a three-way interaction approach. For the

absorptive capacity moderator in the third hypothesis, we perform subsample analysis using the

median value of the measure for absorptive capacity to distinguish the samples. Any value below

the median is coded as “0” and refers to “low” levels of absorptive capacity, and any value above

the median is coded as “1” and refers to “high” levels of absorptive capacity. We compared the

effects of absorptive capacity on our main interaction term across the two groups (“Low” versus

“High” refers to Models 5 and 6, respectively), which is equivalent to a three-way interaction

approach.

The difference-in-differences method also allowed us to eliminate the effects of

firm-specific unobservable characteristics across time periods. The fundamental challenge with

causal inference is that we never observe what would have happened to the treatment group if the

treatment effect had not occured. Therefore, to evaluate the presence of the common trends

assumption in our DID analysis, we followed the procedure proposed by Abadie and Cattaneo

(2018). We want to ensure that DID makes a pre- and post-treatment comparison between two

groups that are comparable with each other before the treatment effect or exogenous shock. To

establish multiple pre-intervention periods, we obtain a placebo estimate based on the effect of a

nonexistent shock to either viruses, before the A/H1N1 and EVD viruses occured in 2009 and

2013, respectively.3

� Our post-hoc analysis (Table 4 and Table 5) found the placebo shock to be insignificant, which implies that no
evidence could be found to argue against the presence of common trends (i.e., the treatment and control groups were
similar before either exogenous shocks in our study).
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Table 1 reports descriptive statistics and a correlation matrix. Table 2 contains the results

from the difference-in-differences models for the A/H1N1 exogenous shock event. Table 3

contains the results from the difference-in-differences models for the EVD exogenous shock

event. Tables 4 and 5 provide results for the robustness checks using placebos for A/H1N1 and

EVD, respectively (see Table 4 and Table 5 for placebo). Tables 2 and 3 are organized as follows.

We show the model with control variables only in Model 1. In Model 2, we introduce the main

interaction of interest that is the treated technology groups, the dummy for the treatment period.

And the multiplicative term of the two variables. We then split the sample based on whether the

CVC unit is structurally separated or not and report the sub-sample analysis in Models 3 and 4.

Finally, we split the sample at the median of absorptive capacity and report the estimates for

these two sub-samples in Models 5 and 6.

To test our first hypothesis, we consider the coefficient of the interaction between the

shock technology groups and treatment period. In Model 2 of Table 2, we find that this

coefficient is positive but significant at conventional levels. However, In Model 2 of Table 3, We

find that the coefficient is positive and significant (p = 0.049). This effect translates to an average

effect of 145% increase from the mean citation rate to the portfolio companies in the affected

technology groups in a three-year window after the outbreak.4 These results provide

� Recall that we apply an inverse sine hyperbolic transformation to our dependent variable. The elasticity is given by
[sinh(0+0.0106+0.0154)/sinh(0+0.0106)]-1.
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confirmatory support for our first hypothesis (hypothesis 1), which predicted that CVC investors

use outside-in knowledge embedded in their portfolio companies at opportune market demand

periods.

Our second hypothesis considers whether the structural separation of the CVC unit from

the incumbent firm influences the extent to which incumbents can draw on the portfolio firms’

knowledge. To investigate this effect, we conduct a split sample analysis by separately

examining the interaction effect tested in the first hypothesis. While Model 3 in Tables 2 and 3

shows the estimates for the subsample with no structural separation, Model 4 shows the

estimates for the subsample where there is structural separation. In this setup, a test of hypothesis

2 compares the interaction coefficient between the treatment group and treatment period between

Model 3 and Model 4.

Looking at the results for the H1N1 pandemic shown in Table 2, the coefficient of the

interaction term is positive but not significant in Model 3 but negative and weakly significant in

Model 4 (p=0.072). Comparing these two coefficients, we find the negative effect found in

Model 4 is statistically different from the effect in Model 3 at the 10 percent level (p=0.074).

Moving on to the EVD pandemic results shown in Table 3, the interaction coefficients are

positive but not significant in both Model 3 and 4. Taken together, these results offer partial

support that structural separation of the CVC units can raise the organizational barriers in

accessing the knowledge of portfolio firms. Our results remain invariant to including a three-way

interaction term instead of a split-sample analysis.

Our third hypothesis contemplates the effects of absorptive capacity of the incumbent

firms in shaping the degree to which they are able to draw on the portfolio firms’ knowledge. To

investigate this effect, we split the sample at the median level of absorptive capacity to compare

the effects of low (i.e., below the median) and high (i.e., above the median) levels of absorptive

capacity. Whereas Model 5 in Tables 2 and 3 shows the estimates for the ORZ subsample, Model

6 shows the estimates for the KLJK subsample. For hypothesis 3 as well, testing requires us to

compare the coefficient of the interaction between treatment group and treatment period between

Model 5 and Model 6.
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The estimates from Model 5 and 6 of Table 2 and Table 3 reveal a pattern in accord with

our third hypothesis. Turning to Table 2, the estimates of the interaction term in Model 5 is

negative and significant at the 10 percent level (p = 0.078). Although this coefficient is positive

in Model 6, it is not statistically significant. We did not find any statistically significant

difference between the coefficients across the two models (p=0.7). Although these estimates

from the H1N1 pandemic allude to the effects of absorptive capacity, they remain inconclusive.

However, the results from the EVD pandemic provide more substantial evidence for the

importance of absorptive capacity. Just as in Table 2, in Model 5 of Table 3, the coefficient of the

interaction term is negative in the low absorptive capacity sample (p=0.055). Furthermore, this

coefficient is positive and weakly significant in the high absorptive capacity sample shown in

Model 6 (p=0.065). The difference between the coefficients is also significant (p=0.055),

implying that absorptive capacity is essential for firms to benefit from the portfolio firms’

knowledge. Taken together, these results provide support to our third hypothesis.

',6&866,21

This study examined the nature of outside-in knowledge transfers from portfolio

companies to incumbent firms during specific periods that underwent technological and market

ferment. We found support for our first hypothesis, which posited that CVC investors would use

relevant knowledge embedded in portfolio companies to generate new knowledge during salient

periods of ferment. Although the Influenza A virus subtype H1N1 (Table 2) and Ebola Virus

Disease (Table 3) pandemics had positive coefficients and small standard errors, we found

statistical significance for EVD only. This finding is consistent with the notion that EVD is less

well scientifically understood and thus is an instance of a substantive shock to the industry.

Based on the main interaction effects, we observed that the coefficient for the structural

separation variable is negative across all models. However, only the moderating effect on the

main interaction in the case of the A/H1N1 virus period is significant. These patterns imply that

CVC investors with more independence from their respective incumbent firm hierarchies and

greater autonomy in decision making may also face important tradeoffs between flexibility and

the ability to transfer and distribute external knowledge inside their respective firms. This
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tradeoff raises possible challenges that more structurally separated CVC investors may face in

fulfilling their organizational mandates from senior executives to provide a search function on

behalf of an incumbent firm. The implication is that there is a strong need for CVC investors to

possess strong capabilities in internal coordination for distributing knowledge across business

units and using social capital to communicate effectively and influence decision-makers at all

levels.

In addition to the effects of structural separation on outside-in knowledge transfers, we

found supporting evidence for prior knowledge inside incumbent firms' research and

development apparatus. The coefficient for the absorptive capacity variable was positive and

largely significant across all our models (except model 5), which suggests the importance of

internal research and development activities for integrating external knowledge. Furthermore, the

moderating effect of absorptive capacity on our main interaction effect was negative in low

absorptive capacity conditions (Model 5) across both virus periods of market and technological

ferment (Table 2 and Table 3). We believe that this provides even further evidence that moderate

to high stocks of internal knowledge are a prerequisite for effective external knowledge

acquisition, transfer, and integration. However, we noted that the coefficient of our average claim

count variable was negative across all models and tables, except model (6). This implies that

prior knowledge contributes positively to outside-in knowledge transfers and integrations, but

that higher quality levels of prior knowledge constrain outside-in knowledge transfers and

integrations.

We captured knowledge buildup by the incumbent by finding all instances when

incumbent firms cited previous patent citations of their portfolio companies. We learned that this

outside-in knowledge integration process occurs often, on the whole, and particularly when

unexpected market events signal the salience for particular technologies. This finding provides

strong evidence that CVC investors in the biopharmaceutical industry rely on CVC investments

as a strategic tool to renew incumbent firms' knowledge resources. In particular, many CVC

investors are able to successfully acquire and transfer knowledge resources that serve as inputs in

the subsequent recombinant creation of new knowledge — the resulting knowledge integration

indeed appears to be relevant to salient market demand conditions. This finding is a testament to

the practitioners that make the CVC investment mode work well.
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Overall, we found evidence

1. that incumbent biopharmaceutical firms require external knowledge as further input to

internal knowledge resources,

2. that the CVC mode is used with a strategic aim and that the CVC unit serves as an

intermediary of internal and external knowledge,

3. that portfolio companies (investment portfolio) constitute a reserve of

quasi-internal/external unfamiliar knowledge, and

4. that research and development performance of these incumbent firms is partially based on

ties with portfolio companies.

Lastly, we found that many CVC investors often operated in resource-constrained

organizational environments where greater outside-in knowledge transfers and integrations were

associated with incumbent firms' lower total assets, capex intensity, or even R&D intensity. We

believe these patterns also reflect the structural realities of the biopharmaceutical industry that

we described earlier in the chapter, in which research and development productivity is relatively

low. Given the high cost of research and development, incumbent firm profits may be lower than

other knowledge-intensive industries, such as ICT and semiconductors. We are inclined to

consider that scholars found an increase in internal R&D activity associated with CVC

investments (Dushnitsky & Lennox, 2005; Hamm et al., 2018; Ma, 2020; Wadhwa et al., 2016).

In other words, R&D intensity in our study is measured by dividing net sales into R&D

expenditures.

This study contributes to a better understanding of the organizational processes involved

in achieving the strategic mandate asked of CVC investors by senior management within

incumbent firms, including contextual conditions that weaken and strengthen knowledge transfer

and integration processes. Consequently, we believe that the CVC investment mode offers

incumbent firms an organizational mechanism to seek knowledge and competitive advantages by

exploiting knowledge opportunities (Ireland et al., 2003).

According to Huang and Madhavan (2020), the potential value of CVC investments to

the incumbent firm is inconclusive and conflictive about corporate-strategic outcomes. We

believe that one reason for contradictory findings may be that the CVC literature often includes

financially-oriented CVC investors that behave similarly to independent VC firms in the same
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sample as strategically-oriented CVC investors. For example, Monteiro and Birkinshaw (2017)

found that a greater autonomy of CVC investors resulted in a better knowledge transfer process

because of lower conflicts with internal business units, more investments in rivals, and reduced

concerns of knowledge misappropriation. As conceptualized in this study, the rationale describes

financially-oriented CVC investors purposefully detached from their respective incumbent firms

in terms of “VWUDWHJLF LQWHQW.” We believe that another reason may come from the inconsistent

connotation of CVC innovation performance. Several studies on CVC innovation performance

are about the relative performance of portfolio companies, independent of incumbent firm

outcomes (e.g., Alvarez-Garrido & Dushnitsky, 2016; Chemmanur et al., 2014; Park &

Steensma, 2013).

In extant research, the innovativeness measure of an incumbent firm does not connect to

particular knowledge obtained from a specific portfolio company (e.g., Belderbos et al., 2018;

Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005; Ma, 2020; Wadhwa & Kotha, 2006; Wadhwa et al., 2016). Studies

on the specialization or diversification of investment portfolios often refer to merely an industry

classification. As far as we know, this is the first study to connect specific technologies in

portfolio companies to specific technologies in incumbent firms and specific technologies that

comprise episodic rises in market demand. We provide evidence that strategic CVC investments

can work in particular settings, from the incumbent firm’s perspective, despite the internal

complexities of incumbent firms. This study might offer alternative insights into the work of

previous scholars. For example, Dushnitsky and Shaver (2009) describe a paradox in which

external startups in strong intellectual property protection (IPP) regimes are more likely to seek

investments from CVC investors in the same industry because CVC investors share similar

norms regarding fair knowledge appropriation. We believe that the firms and startups in our

study exemplify this pattern in which collaboration and knowledge transfer readily take place to

make significant advances in the marketplace and make urgent contributions to the health and

well-being of individuals and societies.

/LPLWDWLRQV�DQG�)XWXUH�'LUHFWLRQV

Our sample of incumbent biopharmaceutical firms could have included incumbent firms

that did not have strategic ambitions for CVC investments as a primary motive because archival

data does not accurately present this classification, if at all. However, we believe the potential
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issue does not affect the robustness of our results because we use the patenting behaviors of

incumbent firms to evaluate outside-in knowledge flows. We do not merely assume that CVC

investors are gaining knowledge from investment portfolios (one possible signal of strategic

intent) but directly observe some aspect of outside-in knowledge transfers.

On a related note, patent applications may not capture all types of knowledge created

within an incumbent firm. For example, we do not account for non-codified outside-in

knowledge transfers that may have resulted from CVC investments, potentially underestimating

the knowledge benefits of CVC investments to incumbent firms. Another possible limitation of

our study may come from the unobserved heterogeneity of portfolio companies because we

could not obtain team-level, product-level, or firm-level characteristics for all 882 portfolio

companies. However, we believe that our use of placebo models and fixed-effects addresses this

type of endogeneity (see Table 4 and Table 5). We encourage more quantitative research

emphasizing internal dynamics within incumbent firms about CVC investments or, more

generally, in external corporate venturing activities of any kind.

The strategic ties between large and small firms and the nature of win-win scenarios

remain scant in the literature. We believe that this rests on understanding the nature of

investments and technologies invested and how this helps to renew the resources and capabilities

of incumbent firms. Some excellent qualitative insights have described the “ZK\” of some of the

inward-facing practices enacted by CVC investors (e.g., Basu et al., 2016; Souitaris & Zerbinati,

2014). Building on studies like these and ours may require looking more deeply inside

incumbent firms’ research and development activities, which depends on having contacts or

finding better sensors and novel ways of gathering information on new product developments.

We measured new patent applications that do not capture the eventual commercialization

of “NQRZ�KRZ” and technologies. After all, the full realization of CVC investments and

innovation would be the success of new product or service launches. Moreover, external

corporate venturing is not only about learning about disruptive technologies (Basu et al., 2011;

Dushnitsky & Lenox, 2005; Wadhwa & Kotha, 2006) but also about implementing such

technologies within an incumbent firm. In addition, our study did not measure specific practices

associated with integration processes that help reduce the resistance, hostility, or conflicts of

internal business units that undermine joint action and collective co-creation. For example,

information on board seat membership, collaborative blueprints, information sessions concerning
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trends, or meetings would have helped better understand the relative impact between

structurally-separated CVC investors and structurally-integrated CVC investors. Finally,

measuring research and development effort by proxy is an insufficient approach, in our view,

because the details and characteristics of research and development inputs matter in innovation

outcomes.

Equifinality certainly exists in creative acts, but conditions in large organizational

settings often seem to be hostile to deviations from the status quo that carry significant

uncertainties and failures. March (1971) described working on these types of initiatives as

“IRROLVKQHVV,” which was meant more as a thoughtful wink at the individual perils of

entrepreneurial agency than as a rebuke of these efforts. March, also a published poet, referred to

the chaos of organizational decision-making as a “JDUEDJH FDQ” process. Suppose society is to

receive the breakthroughs it deserves. In that case, we do not have an infinite number of chances

to get this right. We should work to curtail individual and collective talent misappropriation

through compromised decision-making. Incumbent firms matter in our economies and provide a

pool of talented individuals with deep expertise in so many organizational functions and valuable

social capital and distribution networks that reach around the globe. In addition to investing

financial capital, incumbent biopharmaceutical companies offer external startups access to

sophisticated labs and valuable marketing and distribution channels. Individual entrepreneurship

is not for everyone, yet making established incumbent firms more adaptable is a necessary form

of the entrepreneurial spirit that is sometimes not fully appreciated.
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Our three empirical studies investigated how attentional processes influenced

decision-making in the CVC investment mode concerning the evaluation of opportunities, the

selection of opportunities to invest in, and the integration of external knowledge embodied in

portfolio companies. These constitute critical organizational moves that involve decision-making

shaped by the selective focus of attention. Accordingly, our unit of analysis is the

decision-making unit that drives these decision-making processes, which we refer to as CVC

investment units. Altogether, if we were to suppositionally string our three studies together

following the same CVC investment unit, we could:

Ɣ Better understand the way in which intrafirm players interact with the CVC investment

unit to evaluate opportunities in relation to the incumbent firm’s strategic agenda;

Ɣ Better understand investment behaviors, based on how intrafirm processes interact with

deal flow;

Ɣ Better understand subsequent integration of external knowledge as a function of CVC

investment unit structural characteristics.

By reconstructing the sequence of decision making involved from evaluating

opportunities to transferring external knowledge to the incumbent firm, from the corporate

perspective, we conceivably follow incumbent firms’ search and integration pathways of

strategic renewal from chaos and SRWHQWLDO disembodied experimentation to UHDOL]HG disembodied

experimentation using the CVC investment mode (Keil et al., 2008).1 Scholarly work on the

1 This, of course, is a thought exercise as we do not actually track the same CVC investment units across our three
empirical studies. The first study is a single-case in the financial services industry, the second study includes only
high-tech industries, and the third study includes only the biopharmaceutical industry. These are knowledge
intensive industries that undergo continual renewal. This ensures that we study multiple industries in the third and
fourth waves of the CVC investment mode, as suggested by Dushtnitsky (2012). March (1991) described
exploration beyond the firm’s boundaries as a process of search, and Cohen and Levinthal (1990) described the
difficulties of absorbing or integrating external knowledge without the requisite internal knowledge resources.
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CVC investment mode is linked to the literature on corporate entrepreneurship, which has

addressed the dual role of strategic management and entrepreneurship in strategic renewal

(Lampe et al., 2020). Acquiring knowledge to obtain new resource combinations and create

firm-level structural change, especially to seek and obtain knowledge beyond an incumbent

firm’s boundaries, are entrepreneurial acts aimed at achieving strategic renewal. As with many

entrepreneurial acts, they are fraught with difficulties and disappointments. This dissertation

aims to untangle some of these entanglements by adopting a social constructivist approach that

positions complex social situations and interactions at the center of CVC investment processes.

Foundational work on the limits of rational decision-making (e.g., March & Simon, 1958)

provides the intellectual pillars of a socialized view. We apply the attention-based view (ABV) to

the CVC investment mode. The ABV defines an incumbent firm’s strategy “DV WKH SDWWHUQ RI

RUJDQL]DWLRQDO DWWHQWLRQ� WKH GLVWLQFW IRFXV RI WLPH DQG HIIRUW E\ WKH ILUP RQ D VHW RI

LVVXHV²SUREOHPV� RSSRUWXQLWLHV� DQG WKUHDWV²DQG RQ D SDUWLFXODU VHW RI DFWLRQ

DOWHUQDWLYHV²VNLOOV� URXWLQHV� SURJUDPV� SURMHFWV� DQG SURFHGXUHV” (Ocasio et al., 2018: 156).

The ABV has only once been applied to the CVC investment context (Maula et al., 2013) but

never previously applied to CVC investment units. 2

Across our three studies, we adopt the view that there are limits on CVC investment

unit-level attention, which guide the selective focus of attention and decision making that either

intentionally or unwittingly shape organizational choices and outcomes. The flow of our studies

has a temporal dimension to it, as it moves through the CVC investment unit stages of decision

making, but so do the studies themselves. In particular, the first and third studies in which

sustained attentional processing (elapsed time) and the timing of outside-in knowledge transfers

are essential to the operations of CVC investment units.

The chapter is structured as follows. First, we discuss five methodological and theoretical

contributions that we make to the CVC investment literature. Then, we suggest some potentially

2 Maula et al. (2013) studied the temporal timing of top management teams’ (TMT) attention to salient technological
shifts in the environment, as a function of the type of social capital operationalized as either homophilous and
heterophilous interorganizational ties. CVC investment units were referred to as heterophilous ties, but only
co-investments with independent venture capitalists (IVC) were actually measured. Co-investments with IVC could
have occurred by means of corporate strategy, M&A, or R&D units instead. The authors’ argument was that
heterophilous ties helped to inform TMTs about these shifts early on, and thus TMTs allocated attention to these
salient issues in a more timely manner (i.e., appeared in annual reports and shareholder letters) than incumbent firms
that did not establish heterophilous ties.
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valuable areas in which future research could contribute to disruptive trends in the CVC

investment mode.

285�&2175,%87,21�72�&9&�,19(670(17�81,76

The still-evolving CVC research has focused only on a limited set of traits of CVC

investment units and crucially failed to peer inside the black box of CVC investment units to

examine critical processes. Altogether, much of the scholarly work does not consider intrafirm

processes unique to the CVC investment mode that intervene during external opportunities'

evaluation, selection, and integration.3 The organizing processes of CVC investment units that

drive coordination and communication functions underlying CVC investments are acutely

understudied. The CVC investment phenomenon can be difficult to study with empirical

robustness because CVC investments are highly strategic and, thus, are performed discreetly by

incumbent firms. Moreover, public disclosure requirements for CVC investment activities are

minimal for publicly-listed incumbent firms and virtually non-existent for privately-held

incumbent firms (Hamm et al., 2018; He & Tian, 2018). Despite these challenges, the three

empirical studies in the dissertation aim to investigate the dynamics of selective attention

operating in CVC investment units between 1992-2020. This period coincides with the rise of the

Internet, cloud-based software, and related enabling technologies such as artificial intelligence.

During the past three decades, most CVC investments, independent or corporate VC, were made

in software-related ventures that embodied novel digital technologies (Eckblad et al., 2019). This

period also covers the more recent third and fourth waves of the CVC investment mode, which

scholars consider to reflect substantial alterations in the prevalence and practices of CVC

investment units (Dushnitsky, 2012; Gaba & Meyer, 2008; Park & Steensma, 2012; Rossi et al.,

2020). We also responded to Dushnitsky’s (2012) call for empirical studies to cover different

sectors beyond telecommunications and biotechnology industries, by analyzing in effect every

knowledge-intensive industry participating in the CVC investment mode.

3 After nearly 40 years of scholarship on decision making in venture capital, Gompers et al. (2020) are still learning
more about how IVCs make selection decisions. We see this as encouragement to keep digging deeper into the CVC
investment mode, which we consider to be at least as complex, if not considerably more complex, than the IVC
context.
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In addition to the comprehensiveness of our temporal and industry sampling, our

empirical studies contribute to the academic literature on CVC investments in other

methodological and theoretical ways. We highlight three theoretical contributions and two

methodological contributions, in particular.

7KHRUHWLFDO�&RQWULEXWLRQV

The prevailing view is that CVC investment units mainly interact with external startups

before investment to evaluate opportunities based on rational criteria that heavily emphasize

external startups’ immutable traits. The nature of the interaction is conceptualized as

instrumental and highly dyadic between the CVC investment unit and a given external startup.

We propose an alternative conceptualization in which pre-investment evaluations are formed by

not only the rigid evaluation of individual startup characteristics but also the dynamic

multilateral interactions between multiple internal and external players that resemble integration

efforts. While the former is rule-based and determinable, the latter is emergent and difficult to

predict.

By means of inductively-grounded fieldwork, a few scholars have revealed certain

practices that CVC investment units engage in to interact with players inside the firm before

investment (e.g., Basu et al., 2016; Souitaris, 2014). We build on such socialized perspectives to

capture the social interactions between a CVC investment unit and multiple intrafirm players

during the pre-investment stages of the CVC investment mode. Thus, we can better understand

how the evaluation of opportunities is shaped by the macro patterns of selective focus of

attention that a CVC investment unit allocates to certain players.

We draw on a social constructivist view offered by the ABV and sensemaking

perspectives also to develop a hybrid view of opportunities in the CVC investment mode as both

discovered and subsequently recreated. Any discussion on the precise nature of opportunities in

the CVC investment mode has been largely absent in the CVC literature. Entrepreneurship

scholars have pointed out that the definition of opportunities remains ambiguous. Davidsson

(2015) proposed a set of interactions between sub-constructs to reduce conceptual overlaps in the

literature on opportunities. In Davidsson’s (2015) framework, opportunities are explained as

interactions between actors, opportunity confidence (favorability), external enablers (specific

technologies, demographics, regulatory changes), and new venture ideas. Shane and
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Venkataraman (2000: 220) defined entrepreneurial opportunities as “VLWXDWLRQV LQ ZKLFK QHZ

JRRGV� VHUYLFHV� UDZ PDWHULDOV� DQG RUJDQL]LQJ SURFHVVHV FDQ EH LQWURGXFHG DQG VROG DW JUHDWHU

WKDQ WKHLU FRVW RI SURGXFWLRQ ����� UHTXLUH WKH GLVFRYHU\ RI QHZ PHDQV�HQGV UHODWLRQVKLSV�”

Similarly, Dutta and Crossan (2005, p.426) defined opportunities as a “VHW RI HQYLURQPHQWDO

FRQGLWLRQV WKDW OHDG WR WKH LQWURGXFWLRQ RI RQH RU PRUH QHZ SURGXFWV RU VHUYLFHV LQ WKH

PDUNHWSODFH E\ DQ HQWUHSUHQHXU RU E\ DQ HQWUHSUHQHXULDO WHDP WKURXJK HLWKHU DQ H[LVWLQJ YHQWXUH

RU QHZO\ FUHDWHG RQH.” Davidsson (2015) noted that these definitions posit opportunities as

external, objective, pre-existing, and inherently favorable. Opportunities throughout the

dissertation refer first to external startups and are initially considered to be discovered from a

CVC investment unit’s perspective (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000) because external startups

pre-exist as independent entities in the environment that are potentially discoverable by any

third-party actor.

In the CVC investment mode, the new venture ideas embodied in any given external

opportunity reflect some degree of novelty to an incumbent focal firm and some degree of

favorability assigned by an incumbent focal firm at the earliest stages of search (Davidsson,

2015). During the pre-investment evaluation stage, at least one member of a focal CVC

investment unit must consider a focal external startup and its new venture ideas to be a potential

opportunity for eventual investment selection, based on his/her understanding of the incumbent

firm’s renewal goals, for even the early stages of evaluation processes to occur. Since the early

stages of evaluation are our starting point for the dissertation, CVC investment units engage at

first with discovered opportunities.

In the first study, the incoming flow of external startups added to the opportunity set

reflects the outcome of discovery processes. A CVC investment unit’s opportunity set differs

from the population of external startups in two ways. The set reflects those external startups that

the CVC investment unit has encountered either through explicit practices, luck, or some

combination. The set also reflects interest from at least one CVC investment unit team member.

If a CVC investment unit team member talks to a co-founding member at a networking event and

is not interested, that external startup will not appear on the opportunity set. Moreover, the

opportunity set reflects an early stage of filtering new venture ideas by the CVC investment unit

based on loosely defined search fields of interest. CVC investment units’ search fields are rarely

a bucket list of specific opportunities. Based on ambiguity in an incumbent firm’s search fields,
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the discovery view can only partially explain what CVC investment units do. Based on our

interviews with a hundred CVC investment unit practitioners, we found that search fields are

typically non-specific and refer to macro phenomena. These correspond to Davidsson’s (2015)

“H[WHUQDO HQDEOHUV” construct. For example, “PRELOLW\” or “DUWLILFLDO LQWHOOLJHQFH” are possible

external enablers and constitute actor-independent opportunities at the macro-level. We subscribe

to Daviddson’s (2015) claim that favorability is actor-contingent so that mobility or AI will not

be subjectively valued by CVC unit actors in the same manner. A CVC unit that marked

“DUWLILFLDO LQWHOOLJHQFH” as one of its search fields, as a result of discussions at the highest levels

of the organization, signals that the focal CVC unit does value the potential of that particular

external enabler. This was the case at the major bank in the first study, which identified advances

in the field of artificial intelligence as a possible source of opportunities. Using Davidsson’s

(2015) framework, the incumbent firm identified a set of external enablers and then used

subjective selection processes to evaluate their opportunity confidence score for each. Those

external enablers with the highest opportunity confidence evaluation then populated the focal

CVC investment unit’s codified search fields. Search fields provide sufficient structure to search

boundaries for a CVC unit to initiate a search for external startups that apply some form of

artificial intelligence, for example. Therefore, we conceptualize that CVC investment units start

with external enablers for which they have high levels of opportunity confidence and then

advance to new venture ideas as external startups are sourced and added to opportunity sets.

External startups sourced by a CVC investment unit, using Davidsson’s (2015) proposed

framework, each possesses a new venture idea that reflects a focal player’s interpretation of

particular external enablers. CVC investment units engage subsequently on the micro-level of an

external startup’s new venture idea to arrive at an opportunity confidence score, although

attributes of the ventures are also considered in selection processes. Artificial intelligence is not a

sufficient level for a CVC investment unit to act on, as the details of the new venture idea are

what allow the CVC investment unit to garner support inside an incumbent focal firm. The new

venture idea makes it possible to identify internal needs and relate these to possible external

solutions. What we have described thus far would fit neatly under Alvarez and Barney’s (2007)

discovery label and is consistent with Daviddson’s (2015) claim that external enablers are

typically associated with the discovery view.
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However, this reasoning does not mean to imply that creation processes do not also occur

in relation to opportunities in our empirical studies. The social interactions that occur inside an

incumbent firm enact creation processes, as described by Alvarez and Barney (2007). A set of

new venture ideas are disseminated inside the incumbent firm by CVC investment units, and

CVC investment units subsequently work to gauge internal opportunity confidence for each

opportunity through a series of sensemaking practices with distributed players. Sensemaking, in

turn, involves sensegiving that “FRQVLVWV RI DWWHPSWV WR DOWHU DQG LQIOXHQFH WKH ZD\ RWKHUV WKLQN

DQG DFt” (Huemer, 2012:241). In this manner, we consider multiple types of entrepreneurial

players in relation to opportunities that are not normally considered in the current literature on

entrepreneurial opportunities. As an opportunity undergoes evaluation by a CVC investment unit

before the investment selection decision, the originally discovered opportunity may give way to a

derivative form due to coming into contact with the incumbent firm and engaging in collective

co-creation. This possibility is consistent with Bhidé (2000) and Klepper and Sleeper (2005),

who found that many external startups had only a fuzzy concept about their new venture ideas in

the early stages of development. The new venture ideas of external startups found in the

opportunity set in the dissertation are understood to be dynamic, subject to networked

(re)-creation processes, and at different stages of CVC maturity. In the CVC context, the

developmental maturity of a new venture idea refers to selection stages (opportunity sets,

investments sets, innovation sets) that involve some level of reformulation by discrete actors.

Opportunities are considered to be multi-stage phenomena that continue to evolve long after the

formation of an external venture as a result of ongoing interactions between various types of

entrepreneurial players across various CVC investment selection stages. The extant literature has

often not acknowledged the ongoing, dynamic nature of the opportunity construct after venture

formation. Dynamic processes are driven by a network of entrepreneurial players, including

CVC investment units and investment selection processes that provide ongoing learning

feedback loops. This does not merely alter an original new venture idea, but it creates a version

that is unique to an external startup-business unit dyad.

The social processes described above generate a multilateral, negotiated version of the

new venture idea that achieves mutual “EX\�LQ”. These processes lend further credence to our

view that actor-independent opportunities do not really describe the CVC investment context.

The mountain metaphor used by Alvarez and Barney (2007) to describe mountain climbing
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(discovery) and mountain building (creation) is misleading, in our view, because mountains, by

definition, occur naturally, free of human interventions. However, so-called objective external

enablers in Daviddson’s (2015) framework are always artificially produced by human actors

previously involved in complex social processes. Technologies, regulations, and consumer

preferences do not fall out of the sky due to dispassionate gravitational forces. Therefore,

disentangling non-actor opportunities from actors in explaining how new economic activities

emerge strikes us as fundamentally flawed, apart from the insight that each actor tends to

evaluate a similar set of conditions differently (i.e., the separation of content and evaluation).

This implies that many conditions are not necessarily good or bad but depend on the

characteristics of a focal player and player dyads or triads in our CVC investment context. We

agree with Daviddson’s (2015) contention that opportunity confidence is a function of space,

time, and application area.

Altogether, opportunities in the CVC investment context are conceptualized as somewhat

distinct from opportunities described in the literature that lead to new venture creation. Strictly

speaking, the latter results in the establishment of external startups offering a particular product

or service that an incumbent firm could simply "EX\" on the open marketplace. In this manner, an

incumbent firm could merely deploy a simple form of search to discover the small, medium, and

large companies that offer such products and/or services and then evaluate each as part of a

procurement process to purchase or license a piece of software on behalf of an incumbent firm.

This is precisely what chief technology officers / chief information officers and their teams do

routinely. However, the CVC investment context differs when taking the incumbent firm's

perspective because there are complex aspects of both "PDNH" and "EX\" decisions in relation to

external ventures. Based on search and information costs adduced by transaction cost economics

theory (Williamson, 1996), there must exist a sound rationale that explains why an incumbent

firm chooses to create CVC investment units that form and broker ties with external startups to

gain access to their codified new venture ideas. For the CVC investment mode to be employed,

there must be accompanying multilateral developmental cycles based on early-stage co-creation

processes that further evolve original new venture ideas and/or that reproduce forks inside an

incumbent firm, analogous to cloning open source projects where each clone takes on a

developmental life of its own over time. A pre-existing new venture idea indeed comes to the

attention of a focal CVC unit in the form of an external venture entity through discovery, but for
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a strategically-driven CVC unit to perform its function, the pre-existing new venture idea

represents only a starting point that remains to be reformulated by a series of other

entrepreneurial actors (creation forces). We conceptualize a more dynamic, more proactive

perspective on opportunities, where CVC units have more decisions to make than simply

"ZKR"". Opportunities have previously been assumed to be fixed, whereby a CVC investment

unit discovers and chooses this external startup over that one based on predefined conditions.

However, it is not just "ZKR"", but also "KRZ"" and "ZKHQ"". Accordingly, external opportunities

in the CVC investment context are not merely static. We conceptualize this process as starting

before an investment is ever made. This implies that two external startups with exactly the same

characteristics might not be seen as favorable opportunities by even the same CVC investment

unit. It will depend on how much a given external startup integrates with players inside the

incumbent firm. Integration-like efforts undertaken by a CVC investment unit are not merely an

interest in the original new venture idea but a commitment to co-creating some variant. That will

depend on whether the CVC unit has managed to connect the external startup's new venture idea

to the network of key internal players. The variation in evaluation decision outcomes is,

therefore, considered to be driven less by venture characteristics or by fit according to predefined

conditions, all things being equal than by how well distributed actors become connected in order

to co-create derivative works in the time period that an external startup occupies an opportunity

set. Opportunities across our three dissertation studies meet the description of a sequential,

hybrid conceptualization of opportunity, from a focal CVC investment unit's vantage point, that

comes into existence when first discovered and that evolves over time through social, collective

creation processes that endure until the incumbent firm has made complete use of the outside-in

transfer of external knowledge.

Finally, many mechanisms in the CVC literature borrow from the literature on venture

capital or independent venture capital (IVC) firms. Across our three empirical studies, we have

shown how interactions between internal and external players shape outcomes through the

selective focus of attention from the CVC investment unit perspective. We briefly examine two

examples of how mechanisms differ between the IVC and CVC contexts that concern the

characteristics of investment portfolios and external startups. In the IVC literature, portfolio

diversification is regarded as being a sound risk mitigation strategy to increase financial returns

to investors. If the timing of one product or market category does not coincide with the IVC 10
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to 12-year lifespan of the IVC fund, then diversifying across product and market categories

increases the chances of an outsized gain in at least one other area. The same risk mitigation

strategy does not as easily apply to strategically-oriented CVC investment units. Our first study

has shown the selective focus of attention on certain opportunities as an outcome of complex

social interactions among multiple players. Patterns of selective attention allocated to distributed

players may well lead to highly diversified portfolios in some cases because that is what the

players will have converged on through multilateral sensemaking deliberations. In other cases,

the players may well converge on more homogenous investment portfolios. In the CVC

investment mode, the question of portfolio diversification is not a predetermined optimization

logic but rather mirrors social processes enacted by CVC investment units. What is deemed as

low risk in the IVC context could very well be high risk in the CVC investment context if it were

to be imposed as a result of a financially-driven belief H[ DQWH. Similarly, there are differences in

the mechanisms that play out in regard to an external startup’s management team between the

IVC and CVC contexts. In the IVC context, the prior work experiences of an external startup’s

management team could be perceived as a proxy for high quality and the ability to grow the

venture quickly. In the absence of observable information and the risk of adverse selection, the

IVC is looking to mitigate risk through the use of proxy signals that speak to the growth potential

of the underlying venture. Venture growth is, after all, what generates financial returns for IVC,

which need to increase the valuation of the underlying asset in order to sell off the asset at a

prespecified moment in time. In the CVC investment context, the CVC investment unit may also

use prior work experience as a proxy. However, the framing of what constitutes a risk to a CVC

investment unit may differ from an IVC firm’s perspective. From the vantage point of a CVC

investment unit, the focal risk to mitigate is the risk that an external opportunity can not

appropriately engage intrafirm players sufficiently to endure an intensive evaluation process that

results in some form of derivative co-production, as described in an earlier point. The CVC

investment unit needs to ensure that an external startup can hold relevant discussions with

intrafirm players to sustain the evaluation process. Their prior technical and finance experience

would be a proxy for this capability, in addition to the knowledge resources the experience also

reflects. This alternative framing is directly manifested in our first empirical study, in which we

found that the CVC investment unit selectively allocated attention to external opportunities in

which founders had prior work experiences in finance and technology.
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(PSLULFDO�&RQWULEXWLRQV

First, in order to delve into the blackbox of CVC investment units in our studies, we

needed to be sure that we meticulously sampled CVC investment units. The proper identification

of CVC investment units allowed us to establish boundary conditions that can establish more

robust causal relationships. For example, considering incumbent firms’ innovativeness in relation

to ties with external startups, without a clear sense of the focal CVC investment unit, delinks the

relationship between knowledge sets. As a result of delinking, it becomes more likely that a

researcher will examine incumbent firm patents in a manner that is disassociated from external

knowledge that actually occurs within the investment portfolio. This can lead to claims where an

action in one system is believed to trigger unrelated actions in another system, because the two

action systems have been disassociated methodologically and theoretically.4 This point becomes

especially poignant when one considers the strategic function of the CVC investment mode.

There is a long tradition in the CVC literature of considering both the financial and strategic

objectives of CVC investment units. We concede that ambiguity in the terminology exists, and

that some purely financial results-driven actors also refer to themselves as CVC investment units.

Ambiguity between pure financial and strategic actors was common in the archival data sources

that we consulted, because these concepts are amalgamated by data providers. We adopt the

position that financial objectives help CVC investment units to survive politically, but that the

overwhelming primary function of a CVC investment unit is to provide its parent firm with the

means to achieve organizational renewal goals (i.e., strategic objectives). CVC investment units

in our first two empirical studies possess strong strategic intentions to be aligned with their

parent firms’ renewal goals, and to make evaluation decisions that result in the allocation of

financial capital that takes minority equity positions in external startups that are aligned with

organizational renewal goals. After an investment is made in an external startup, CVC

investment units are conceptualized in our third study to facilitate timely, outside-in transfers of

relevant knowledge from portfolio companies to incumbent firms that contribute to achieving

innovation. Every care has been taken to remove CVC investment units from our empirical

samples that do not possess the strategic intent to generate innovation outcomes for the parent

4 A number of CVC investment studies are susceptible to spurious claims, based on this faulty approach. In our third
study, for example, we linked the patents of portfolio companies and incumbent firms to ensure these action systems
are connected, through a clear identification of the CVC investment units involved in facilitating the outside-in
transfer of external knowledge.
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incumbent firm. Several criteria come into play: (a) CVC investment units should have strategic

mandates, (b) CVC investment units should be active, and (c) noisy data should be avoided. We

found that the overwhelming majority of studies on CVC investments, particularly those that

relied on archival datasets, operationalized CVC investments simply as minority equity

investments made by a firm. These investment transactions could have been made by pure

financial investment firms that are marked as CVC investment units in virtually all the archival

datasets that researchers typically rely on. Even when incumbent firms were properly identified,

many scholars included CVC investment units with an entirely financial-returns mandate and/or

investments made by internal business units, R&D units, M&A units, or corporate

strategy/development units. Each of these investment modes differ from the CVC investment

mode, and so results obtained may not generalize to CVC investment modes with a strategic

mandate. Our empirical studies are based on multiple quantitative analytical techniques that use

composite longitudinal datasets, which we painstakingly built from the ground up using a

mixture of programmatic code and meticulous hand collection. Every effort has been made to

exclude pure financial investment players, corporate and business-unit levels investments, and

CVC investment units that pursue financial objectives as their primary strategy from our

empirical samples. We aimed to retain and study CVC investment units that use financial

instruments as a means to impact innovation outcomes for their parent organizations

(technologies, markets, products). This was achieved by manually verifying information online

through desk research for each CVC investment unit in our studies, to ensure that a CVC

investment unit was associated with a parent firm that commercializes products and/or services

to end users that depend on technological inputs, and to ensure that the CVC investment unit is

active by making at least one investment per year. There are many CVC investment units listed

in archival datasets that have virtually no investment activity, and therefore little to no

capabilities of interest. These would not help us to understand how CVC investment units

perform their function, since zombie CVC investment units are effectively defunct. Innovation

theater and unreliable archival datasets contribute to the issue of zombie CVC investment units

in empirical work. Not only are zombie CVC investment units a source of noise in data, but

many CVC studies also make use of noisy data on portfolio companies to extrapolate traits of a

CVC investment unit. We purposefully selected to not examine portfolio company characteristics

in the second study, for example, because the variables we needed were found to be highly
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inaccurate when we independently verified multiple archival datasets. We were unable to

confirm the data previously attained, after contacting 150 randomly selected portfolio companies

directly by telephone and/or email to ask about their founding years, capital fundraising

timelines, and amounts raised. Data on startups are unfortunately terribly noisy in many archival

datasets, given that these are very small firms with little to no reporting requirements. All data on

startups in our first empirical study, for example, were manually collected using multiple online

sources including startups’ websites to ensure the quality of our data through data triangulation

methods.

Second, aside from our single-case CVC investment unit at a major European bank in the

first study, we used large sample sizes of CVC investment units in the other two empirical

studies to ensure that we sufficiently powered our statistical models. Our sample size in the

second study was 209 CVC investment units and 210 CVC investment units in the third study. It

is not known exactly how many CVC investment units fit our strict criteria above, but we

estimate it to be less than 2,000 CVC investment units globally at this point in time. Based on the

rise in the formation of CVC investment units over the last decade, that population figure would

have been considerably smaller at the start of our sampling period. In proportion to the current

estimated population figure, we sampled at least 10 percent of the population of CVC investment

units with strategic intent and capabilities to invest. In examining prior studies on CVC

investments, our final sample sizes appear to be comparatively high, especially when considering

the various archival datasets we used to triangulate and build our composite dataset according to

the strict criteria we discussed above. Moreover, we avoided imputing missing values and

retained only complete observations in our samples. We include examples from key papers in the

CVC literature that disclosed or partially-disclosed the sample size of CVC investment units, but

most CVC studies do not. Detailed descriptions of methodological approaches are almost always

absent from CVC investment studies. Colombo et al. (2016) studied tie formation between

startups and incumbent firms using 75 unique CVC investment units. Weber et al. (2016) studied

23 CVC investment units. Hill and Bikinshaw (2014) studied 95 CVC investment units. Anokhin

et al. (2011) studied 163 incumbent firms, so this is subject to the possible issue of where

investments originated from that we described above. Basu et al. (2011) studied 83 CVC

investment units. Keil et al. (2008) studied 110 incumbent firms, but we do not know exactly

from where the investments originated inside the incumbent firm. Dushnitsky and Lenox (2006)
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analyzed startup exit events using 171 unique CVC investment units, presumably with sampling

issues due to their reliance on VentureXpert categories and not excluding zombie units.

Dushnitsky and Shaver (2009) studied CVC investment transactions, but their unit of analysis is

startup ventures, of which 186 were funded by 87 unique CVC investment units. The final

analysis analyzed 167 CVC investments (number of startups unspecified) and 87 unique CVC

investors. Basu et al. (2016) investigated a sample of 17 unique CVC investment units also using

inductive methods as did Gompers and Lerner (1998). One of the few CVC investment studies

we found with a possibly larger sample size than ours was Chemmanur et al. (2014), who

identified 562 unique corporate investment units, but examined the initial public offering (IPO)

exit events of startup ventures associated with an undisclosed number of unique corporate

investment units. Using deductive reasoning based on the information provided in the paper, we

estimate that the final sample size cannot have been more than 462 and could well have been

considerably less. Collecting information on organizational moves undertaken by incumbent

firms considered to be strategic, is very difficult work that any CVC investment scholar faces.

Incumbent firms tend to be discreet about much of this investment activity and do not readily or

consistently disclose information about it (Hamm et al., 2018; He & Tian, 2018). In light of what

may appear to be relatively small sample sizes in comparison to some areas of research, it is

essential that scholars clearly describe identification and sampling approaches so that we may

collectively make better sense of a difficult to observe phenomenon.

)8785(�5(6($5&+

We conclude by suggesting a few opportunities for future research in addition to the ones

already discussed in this chapter. We identified three relevant areas for researchers to consider in

order to further our understanding of CVC investment units during their exploratory search and

integration of opportunities: rely more on observable, longitudinal behavioral data, investigate

hybrid human-computer coordination and decision making systems, and consider the negative

externalities of innovations in markets for technologies. First, we encourage our colleagues to

reach further into the blackbox of CVC investment units by gaining access to new types of

information systems, such as online platforms that some CVC investment units currently use to

manage parts of their scouting and evaluation processes. This would allow researchers to collect
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time-stamped data in large enough sample sizes so as to sufficiently power statistical analyses

and recreate temporal and sequential decision making. In addition, the data would refer to actual

behaviors rather than self-reported, post-hoc accounts. We were very fortunate to obtain such

access to this type of data in our first study. Second, consider the role of automated

decision-making tools. In addition to human members of CVC investment units, digital

autonomous agents contribute to decision-making, as well. Future research on CVC investments

should examine how digital tools are assisting and/or replacing human decision-making during

various stages of the exploratory search process. The use of automation in CVC investment

coordination and decision making is still in the very embryonic stage, but search subunits do

already consult many of the same information systems to source deals, such as CB Insights,

PitchBook, and Crunchbase. At the moment, CVC investment units appear to rely on these

information channels as a comparatively small share of their overall opportunity identification

strategies, but we expect their reliance to increase over time as competition for deals continues to

increase. These online platforms enable practitioners to save simple queries and to receive

automatic notifications whenever a new external startup venture matches particular query

criteria. Since there is no global central registry for newly-created startups and limited disclosure

requirements for private companies, each information source captures different startups, and

many startups are not covered initially. External startups that are listed early in their existence

often include inaccurate information, according to our own independent analyses. The current

use of these data sources represents a very basic form of algorithmic decision-making. However,

when information systems are increasingly relied on for sourcing deals, then that represents

additional selective filters in the decision-making process. The use of “VSUD\ DQG SUD\” tactics

currently pursued by less than five venture capitalists (VCs) globally, such as Tiger Global

Management since 2020 and Softbank since 2017, may have widened to a select few investors in

the coming years that have access to significant levels of excess capital. However, CVC

investment units are more likely to pursue higher precision selection in order to achieve their

idiosyncratic strategic renewal capabilities. Therefore, CVC investment units will rely

increasingly on digital tools to achieve those levels of perceived precision. However, as the

application of artificial intelligence has repeatedly demonstrated during recent decades, there are

unintended negative consequences and pervasive limits to the quality of data that such systems

rely on — the non-obvious selection effects of “JDUEDJH LQ� JDUEDJH RXW” may lower the quality
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of opportunity sets, as well as undermine overall search processes by propagating regional or

founder biases, for example. Third, future research on the CVC investment mode should consider

the negative externalities of innovation. Given the saliency of certain health, climatic and social

justice issues, these trends are likely to constitute disruptive external enablers (Davidsson, 2015)

for the foreseeable future that should not be ignored by incumbent firms. The empirical studies in

the dissertation treat innovation with an agnostic view, which is akin to a positive bias —

because any use of enabling technologies in artificial intelligence and life sciences in our studies,

for example, is deemed to be a positive outcome by default. We do not evaluate the external

opportunities’ products or services or processes in sufficient detail in order to evaluate their

economic impact on individuals, firms, and societies. 'RHV DQ H[WHUQDO VWDUWXS¶V SURGXFW

PLVDSSURSULDWH XVHUV¶ SULYDF\" ,V DQ H[WHUQDO VWDUWXS¶V SURGXFW VDIH IRU KXPDQ KHDOWK" 'RHV WKH

H[WHUQDO VWDUWXS¶V SURGXFW RU VHUYLFH GLVFULPLQDWH EDVHG RQ DOJRULWKPLF ELDV" Issues of health

and safety and social justice are crucial in the context of enabling technologies such as artificial

intelligence and critical sectors such as healthcare, among others, in which there are many

examples of inadvertently poorly-designed products or services and/or deliberately rogue actors.

In addition, we propose that usefulness should also be considered in innovation research. Not

everything that is new is an innovation, and not all innovations are equally useful or beneficial

— yet, we did not distinguish between levels of product or service or process utility in our

empirical studies. 'RHV DQ H[WHUQDO VWDUWXS¶V SURGXFW SURYLGH D EHWWHU �QHFHVVDU\� VHUYLFH" 'RHV

WKH SURGXFW RU VHUYLFH KHOS WR VROYH D FULWLFDO LVVXH" Such a perspective would encourage

researchers to pay greater attention to whether CVC investment units are, for example,

disproportionately sourcing harmful opportunities, or disproportionately selecting harmful

opportunities, or disproportionately facilitating the integration of harmful implementations of

technologies into their respective firms’ research and development (R&D) operations. The moral

valence of certain opportunities has potential policy implications when one considers the

importance of venture capital allocation in shaping the future composition of markets for

technologies.
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